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Abstract 
Process industries in New Zealand use 214.3 PJ of process heat, of which 
approximately 65 % is fossil fuels. Despite increasing energy demands, depleting 
fossil fuel resources, and pressure to reduce Greenhouse Gas emissions, low grade 
heat in large-scale processing sites is still not fully utilised. This thesis presents 
methods to target, optimise and design more practical heat recovery systems for 
large industrial sites, i.e. Total Sites, and overcome technical limitations of current 
methods. Original contributions of this thesis to literature include novel 
developments and applications in six areas: i) a new Total Site Heat Integration 
(TSHI) targeting method – Unified Total Site Targeting (UTST) –  which sets realistic 
targets for isothermal and non-isothermal utilities and heat recovery via the utility 
system; ii) a new TSHI optimisation and utility temperature selection method to 
optimise Total Cost of the utility system; iii) a new Utility Exchanger Network 
synthesis and design method based on the targets achieved by the UTST method 
and optimal temperatures from optimisation method; iv) a new method for 
calculating assisted heat transfer and shaft work to further improve TSHI 
cogeneration and performance; v) examination of heat transfer enhancement 
techniques in TSHI to achieve higher heat recovery and lower required area by 
substituting conventional utility mediums by nanofluids in the utility system; and 
vi) a spreadsheet software tool called Unified Total Site Integration to apply the 
developed methods to real industrial cases.  
The developed methods have been applied to three large industrial case studies. 
Results confirms that heat recovery and utility targets obtained from the UTST 
method were lower but more realistic to achieve in practice when compared to 
conventional TSHI methods. The three industrial case studies represent a wide 
variety of processing industries. In summary, the over-estimation of TSHI targets 
for the three case studies from using the conventional method compared to the 
new method are 0.2 % for the Södra Cell Värö Kraft Pulp Mill, 22 % for a New 
Zealand Dairy Factory, and 0.1 % for Petrochemical Complex. The Total Annualised 
Costs (TAC) for the three case studies are minimised using a new derivative based 
approach. Results show TAC reductions 4.6 % for Kraft Pulp Mill, 0.6 % for Dairy 
Factory, and 3.4 % for Petrochemical Complex case studies. In addition, sensitivity 
 ii 
analysis for the optimisation is undertaken. The UTST method with its modified 
targeting procedure is demonstrated to generate simpler Utility Exchanger 
Network designs compared to conventional methods, which confirm the original 
targets are realistic and achievable. A new method for calculating assisted heat 
integration targets applied to an example Total Site problem increased heat 
recovery by 1,737 kW, which is a 21% increase in Total Site heat recovery, and 
increased shaft work by 80 kW. Lastly, the addition of nanoparticles to create a 
closed nanofluid heat recovery systems shows heat recovery from liquid-liquid 
heat exchangers increases of 5 % to 9 % using an intermediate fluid with 1.5 vol. % 
CuO/water. 
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1 Chapter One 
Introduction 
 Background 
The process industries used 30 % of global energy consumption with an annual 
growth expectation of 2.1 % for process heat and 2.6 % for electricity in 2015 
(International Energy Agency, 2016). Energy-intensive processes, such as oil and 
gas refineries, chemical and petrochemicals, cement, iron and steel, and pulp and 
paper plants, as well as large non-energy-intensive processes, such as textile and 
food and beverage industries, currently account for 89 % of total industrial heat 
consumption. Despite increasing energy demands, depleting fossil fuel reserves, 
pressure to reduce Greenhouse Gas emissions, and increasing energy prices, 
energy in the form of low-grade heat is still not fully utilised. Globally, 87 % of 
energy inputs in 2015 from oil, natural gas, coal, nuclear, and renewables 
converted into heat and electricity, powered the various sectors of economies, 
such as transport, building and small industries (International Energy Agency, 
2016).  
New Zealand's economy is highly dependent on agriculture-related industries such 
as meat processing, dairy factories, and pulp and paper processes which normally 
operate in the low temperature range (<120°C). Therefore, to continue New 
Zealand’s strong presence and competitiveness in world food and forest products 
trade markets and compete with economies of developing countries like China, 
reducing production costs while supplying high quality products is important. For 
this reason, more attention to the optimisation and targeting of energy 
consumption of the processing of primary products is of extraordinary importance. 
In New Zealand it is estimated that total industrial heat demand is approximately 
27 % of total national primary energy use. Food, meat, dairy and beverage 
processing plants are the largest energy users in the New Zealand economy. Other 
significant energy users include oil and gas refining, chemical manufacturing, pulp 
and paper and wood processing. Figure 1-1 shows process heat energy use from 
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manufacturing in New Zealand derived from coal, natural gas, wood, and 
geothermal. 
 
Figure 1-1: Estimated process heat use for industrial sector of New Zealand based on 
2016 data (Atkins, 2017). 
Industrial energy efficiency can be vastly improved (30 – 50 %) by applying the 
engineering concepts of Process Integration (PI) for green field and retrofit design 
(Klemeš, 2013). Process Integration is a holistic approach to process design and 
optimisation that looks at how a collection of processes or systems are best 
integrated. Process Integration methods, which include Pinch Analysis (PA), 
primarily aim to reduce energy and resource usage and emissions in industrial 
plants and has been successfully applied across many industries. It achieves this 
by providing a framework for systematic and rigorous systems analysis to 
understand intrinsic thermodynamic requirements of industrial production 
systems with a special emphasis on the efficient use of energy and water, and the 
minimisation of environmental impacts (Klemeš, 2013). More specifically, Heat 
Integration (HI) techniques, such as PA, have been developed to: 
i. determine targets for hot and cold utility use; 
ii. provide insight about the process utility needs; and  
iii. design effective heat exchanger networks and utility systems for maximum 
energy recovery, and efficient supply of that utility.  
Figure 1-2 represents energy flows in a typical process plant. Process heat demand 
of the plant is satisfied by different levels of pressure (and temperature) in a 
cogeneration system. Fire heaters can satisfy high temperature heating demands 
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in the site. Also, the refrigeration system satisfies the site’s low temperature 
cooling demands; cogeneration system is used to satisfy site’s power demand and 
balanced by power imports and/or exports to/from the site. The residual heat 
from the site’s process and utility systems can be rejected to the ambient air and 
cooling water system (Oluleye et al., 2016).  
 
Figure 1-2: Energy flows in a typical process plant (Oluleye et al., 2016). 
Dhole and Linnhoff (1993) introduced the concept of a Total Site (TS), which is a 
cluster of zones, plants and processes co-located on a single site that are served 
by a common utility system. The idea of Total Site Heat Integration (TSHI) is to 
recover heat through the TS utility system indirectly. As a result, additional energy 
efficiency gains have been realised in the traditional high temperature chemical 
process industry (e.g. oil and gas refineries). The TS concept provides more energy 
saving perspectives for each individual plant and the overall cluster. To date, TSHI 
has been successfully applied to clusters of high temperature plants, such as oil 
and gas refineries, petrochemical plants, power plants and steel making factories, 
which are typically operated continuously. However, these conventional 
techniques face additional challenges when applied to processes such as meat and 
dairy processes, pulp and paper, and recently bioenergy processes that operate 
and generate waste heat at much lower temperatures (<120°C). Many of these 
processes tend to be operated in a semi- and non-continuous manner and to 
transfer heat from one part of the site to another part requires the use of 
isothermal and non-isothermal utilities. These types of processes are common in 
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New Zealand and developing a modified TSHI method that can handle these 
difficulties is important for the New Zealand processing industry. 
 Thesis Aim 
The aim of this research is to develop improved and unified methods for TSHI 
targeting, optimisation and network design for industrial sites to span the full 
range of processing temperatures and thermal utility types. The extended 
methodology will be demonstrated and explained by being applied to three 
industrial case studies, which include:  
i. a Kraft Pulp Mill plant (including combined heat and power system, 
evaporators, and two hot water utility loops);  
ii. a large Dairy factory (including utility and dryer exhaust integration, 
evaporators, chilled water system and hot water utility loop); and 
iii. a Petrochemical Complex producing a wide range of chemical and 
petrochemical products.  
To achieve the overall aim, first, a robust and improved energy targeting 
procedure for site-wide heat integration via indirect heat transfer between 
different plants will be established. This new method must apply to processes with 
both isothermal and non-isothermal utilities. Utility levels (including number of 
and temperature/pressure levels) will be considered and a systematic 
identification and selection criteria for the selection of the optimal utilities in TS 
will be established. The second aim of the thesis is to develop a unique method 
for optimal selection of utility temperatures and number of utility mains. This new 
optimisation method must be able to be applied to both isothermal and non-
isothermal utilities and to existing energy targeting methods and the new 
targeting method presented in this thesis. Finally the third aim is to develop a new 
Heat Exchanger Network (HEN) design method that will be able to synthesis and 
design Heat Exchanger Networks based on the new developed targeting method.  
A key output of the research will be a software spreadsheet tool using the 
developed methodology that can model the performance and economic viability 
of each low-high temperature process and whole TS industrial cluster. 
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 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 thoroughly reviews the key literature and advances in the areas of PI, 
PA, and TSHI that are most relevant to the thesis aim. It examines the current state 
of the art for TSHI targeting methods. It highlights that there is a potential for heat 
recovery of low-grade waste heat. However, there is a noticeable deficiency in the 
literature connecting low temperature and high temperature TS methodologies. 
In this thesis, low temperature processes refer to the processes that operate 
below 120 °C.  The shortcoming is that heat recovery opportunities between high 
and low temperature plants are not fully exploited because of the lack of methods 
to evaluate the potential heat recovery (i.e. targeting) and design of the heat 
recovery system, including the definition of utility levels and temperatures, and 
design of the Heat Exchanger Network (HEN).    
Chapter 3 presents a brief overview of the thesis structure. Challenges of the 
conventional TSHI methods for targeting, optimisation and HEN design for non-
isothermal utilities is laid out. Key research questions of this thesis are also raised 
in Chapter 3. In the second half of the chapter, three industrial case studies: a Kraft 
Pulp Mill Plant in Sweden, a large Dairy Factory in New Zealand, and a European 
Petrochemical Complex, which are studied in this thesis are introduced. This 
chapter also demonstrates an overview of an ExcelTM spreadsheet software tool 
that has been developed to target industrial plants including individual processes 
and a TS. The subsequent four chapters present the details of the method and 
results of the method as applied to the three industrial case studies.  
Chapter 4 presents a new TSHI targeting methodology that calculates more 
achievable and realistic TSHI targets for sites that use isothermal and/or non-
isothermal utilities compared to Conventional Total Site Targeting (CTST) 
methods. The new method is called the Unified Total Site Targeting (UTST) 
method. Critical differences and improvements between the new UTST method 
and CTST methods are highlighted in this chapter. The new method has been 
applied to the three case studies to evaluate its merits compared to the CTST 
methods.  
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Chapter 5 develops a new utility temperature selection and optimisation method 
for TSHI. It highlights the importance of correctly selecting the optimal utility 
temperatures of the optimisable utilities and the impact these temperatures have 
on heat recovery targets and Total Annualised Cost (TAC) set by TSHI. The chapter 
introduces a systematic procedure base on Mathematical Programming (MP) 
techniques such as derivative based analysis, thermodynamic concepts such as 
exergy destruction, and economic metrics such as utility cost. Total Annualised 
Cost is examined as the main objective function in the optimisation procedure. 
The new utility temperature selection and optimisation method has wider appeal 
than just USTS method, the new method is applicable for all types of TSHI methods.  
The evolution of the ExcelTM spreadsheet software tool has been completed based 
on optimisation procedure in this chapter.  
Chapter 6 focuses on HEN synthesis and design in TS. It compares Utility Exchanger 
Networks (UEN) that are strictly designed to achieve the targets for two TSHI 
methods. Practical UEN structures are synthesised and compared for Kraft Pulp 
Mill case study. It highlights the importance of series and parallel matches in the 
UEN; and how these matches may create a dependency on two or more separate 
processes, where operational and control issues may occur, higher piping costs 
may be imposed, and utility target temperatures may not be achieved in the 
consecutive processes if one or more processes were to be out of service. In this 
chapter, TS targets have been calculated using the developed software tool and 
networks have been designed with the help of SupertagetTM for both the CTST and 
UTST methods. 
Chapter 7 discusses further developments on TSHI area. The first half of Chapter 7 
introduces the influence of a new assisted heat transfer method on the TS. It 
presents a new method for calculating assisted heat transfer and shaft work 
targets for an example TS problem. Results have been examined to discover how 
heat recovery pocket spans Pinch Region to increase TS heat recovery and its 
effect on shaft work generation.  
The second half of this chapter highlights the implementation of nanofluids as a 
Heat Transfer Enhancement (HTE) technique in PI. As a case study, the effect of 
replacing water with various nanofluids as the heat transfer medium in an 
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industrial Heat Recovery Loop (HRL) is modelled. Selection of different nanofluids 
and implementation of the selected nanofluid in the HRL system of another large 
dairy factory in New Zealand has been studied, as a case study.  
Chapter 8 summarises the major findings of the research and provides 
recommendations for areas of future work.  
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2 Chapter Two 
Literature Review 
 Introduction 
The literature relevant to the thesis aim broadly falls into the closely related 
categories of Process Integration (PI) and Total Site Heat Integration (TSHI) as 
shown in Figure 2-1. The PI research field is enormous and, as a result, the scope 
of this literature review chapter is limited to those areas of research that are most 
relevant to the thesis aim. In the first section, a comprehensive definition of PI is 
presented. PI is divided into two categories, Heat Integration (HI) and Mass 
Integration (MI), where each section can be studied using Pinch Analysis (PA) and 
Mathematical Programming (MP) techniques. Subsequently, based on the thesis 
aim, development of PA and MP for HI have been reviewed. TSHI provides the 
opportunity of inter-plant HI for a cluster of processes. Both PA and MP can be 
applied on TSHI studies. The goal is to design a Heat Exchanger Network (HEN) 
based on TSHI to economically transfer energy between several plants using 
centralised utility system.  
 
Figure 2-1: A general overview of PI in the literature. 
In the TSHI section, development of the method, including existing methods and 
Heat Recovery Loop (HRL) method – as a special case, optimisation, and HEN 
synthesis and design, have been reviewed. Finally, the opportunity of using Heat 
Transfer Enhancement (HTE) techniques as an additional tool to improve Heat 
Recovery (HR) will be reviewed.  
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 What is Process Integration? 
PI covers a wide range of applications and includes a family of systematic 
methodologies for integrating and combining whole processes or several parts of 
processes to reduce the consumption of resources, such as energy and mass, 
and/or harmful emissions into the environment (Klemeš et al., 2013). PI started 
mainly as PA, also known as Pinch Technology, based on HI motivated by the world 
energy crisis of the early 1970s. 
The most popular definition of PI has been adopted by the International Energy 
Agency (Gundersen, 2000) which is: 
‘Systematic and general methods for designing integrated production systems 
ranging from individual processes to Total Sites, with special emphasis on the 
efficient use of energy and reducing environmental effects.’  
El-Halwagi (1997) has presented another general conceptual definition for PI, by 
his definition: 
‘Process Integration as a holistic approach to process design and operation that 
emphasises the unity of the process.’ 
PI has a key role in addressing energy efficiency and waste heat 
utilisation/recovery in the process industries. There are three approaches to PI:      
i) graphical methods including PA; ii) MP methods; and iii) hybrid approaches 
(Klemeš and Kravanja, 2013). Application of PI techniques to a wide variety of 
industries has helped realise meaningful increases in energy efficiency through the 
improved process- and Total Site-level integration (Klemeš, 2013).  
HI has been extensively used in the process industries (such as oil and gas refining, 
chemical, petrochemical, pulp and paper, food and beverage, and steel making) 
and power generation plants over the last 40 years (Klemeš and Kravanja, 2013). 
HI provides systematic design and optimisation procedures for energy recovery 
using Heat Exchanger Network (HEN). Numerous definitions have been defined for 
HI, which always refers to the combination of steady state, semi-continuous or 
batch processes and process streams to achieve Heat Recovery (HR) via a heat 
exchanger.  
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Since the first foundation of PI in the 1970s and 1980s, many challenges and 
analogous extensions have been considered. Examples of the variety of research 
directions over the recent eight years are: 
 Combined mass and energy integration in process design (Gassner and 
Maréchal, 2010)  
 Material and resource conservation networks (Foo, 2013) 
 Simultaneous targeting and design of HEN (Wan Alwi and Manan, 2010) 
 Application of Exergy Analysis as a PI technique (Tarighaleslami et al., 2011).   
 Study on property-based resource conservation network (Saw et al., 2011) 
 Carbon Emissions Pinch Analysis (CEPA) for emissions reduction within the 
electricity sector (Atkins et al., 2010a). 
 Reduction of air pollution and harmful emissions in large industries (Sinaki 
et al., 2011). 
 Improving energy recovery through soft data optimisation (T. G. Walmsley 
et al., 2013). 
 TSHI incorporating the water sensible heat (Liew et al., 2014c). 
 Heat recovery and thermo-economic optimisation of dairy plants (T. G. 
Walmsley et al., 2015a). 
 TSHI with district heating (Liew et al., 2013b) and cooling (Liew et al., 2016). 
 Design and integration of evaporation systems including vapour 
recompression (T.G. Walmsley, 2016).  
 Process modification of Total Site (TS) for capital cost reduction (Chew et 
al., 2015a). 
PI concepts, methods and applications have been well explained in several books 
such as “Chemical Process Design and Integration” by Smith (2005), “Pinch 
Analysis and Process Integration” by Kemp (2007), and recently the “Handbook of 
Process Integration: Minimisation of Energy and Water Use, Waste and Emissions” 
by Klemeš (2013).  
 Development of Pinch Analysis: a Graphical Tool for PI 
PA is an elegant insight and graphical technique for HI targeting and HEN design 
(Linnhoff and Hindmarsh, 1983). It has been well-utilised in the process industry 
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as a tool to maximise energy saving and HR and reducing overall energy demand 
and emissions within individual process units (Hackl and Harvey, 2013a).  
In the early 1970s, the first work was performed by Hohmann (1971) in his PhD 
thesis at the University of Southern California, USA. He introduced 
thermodynamic-based reasoning for evaluating the minimum energy 
requirements of a HEN synthesis problem through application of a Feasibility Table 
(FT). His results were not extensively published beyond his thesis with the 
exception of only one conference presentation (Hohmann and Lockhart, 1976).   
Two other research groups have developed concepts of HI, based on PA, building 
on concepts from Hohmann’s PhD thesis. First, in the UK, Linnhoff and Flower 
presented a two-part paper in synthesis of HEN, Systematic generation of energy 
optimal networks  (Linnhoff and Flower, 1978) and Evolutionary generation of 
networks with various criteria of optimality (Flower and Linnhoff, 1978), followed 
up by the Linnhoff’s PhD thesis (Linnhoff, 1979). The Problem Table Algorithm (PTA) 
was introduced by Linnhoff while at ETH Zurich (Linnhoff, 1972). During remaining 
years of the 1970s, Linnhoff in his PhD thesis at the University of Leeds determined 
the potential of HI by using thermodynamic second law analysis in the context of 
chemical process design, (Linnhoff, 1979).  
The second group was from Japan, at the Chiyoda Chemical Engineering & 
Construction Co., Ltd. Tsurumi, Yokohama. They developed HEN synthesis based 
on definition and construction of Composite Curves (CC) (Umeda et al., 1978), 
introduced optimum water reallocation in a refinery (Takama et al., 1980), and 
constructed the Temperature-Enthalpy (T-H) diagram for heat integrated system 
synthesis (Itoh et al., 1986).  
Figure 2-2 presents a schematic CC of a process and the Pinch point (Klemeš et al., 
2010). Based on the fact that heat can only be transferred from higher to lower 
temperatures HR is restricted by the shape of the CCs and reduction of an external 
heating utility is accompanied by a comparable reduction in cold utility demand 
(Linnhoff and Flower, 1978). HR between hot and cold streams is restricted by the 
shape of the CCs. The point that presents the smallest minimum approach 
temperature or ∆Tmin (vertical distance between hot and cold CCs) represents a 
bottleneck for HR and is referred to as the Heat Recovery Pinch. Inputting a range 
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of ∆Tmin enables a determination of a near-optimal trade-off between capital 
(investment) and operating (energy) costs. 
 
Figure 2-2: A schematic of CCs and Pinch implications (Klemeš et al., 2010) 
A set of design and performance targets for HENs as the Pinch Design Method 
(PDM) were introduced by Linnhoff and Hindmarsh (1983), followed by extensions 
to the original PA method, such as targeting minimum total area (Colberg and 
Morari, 1990), targeting heat exchanger shells (Ahmad and Smith, 1989), targeting 
pressure drop (Polley et al., 1990), stream specific minimum approach 
temperatures (Shenoy, 1995), and application to retrofits (Ciric and Floudas, 1989). 
In general, the Pinch concept may be applied to any system that may be 
characterised by supply and demand profiles in terms of quantity and quality. 
Applications of PA beyond HI include hydrogen networks (Towler et al., 1996), 
reducing wastewater effluent as well as fresh water in process plants based on PA 
(Wang and Smith, 1994), Mass Integration of water networks (Foo, 2009), mass 
exchange networks (El-Halwagi, 2006), carbon constrained energy planning (Foo 
et al., 2008b), and energy investment constrained energy planning for electricity 
sectors (M. R. W. Walmsley et al., 2014a) and transport sectors (M. R. W. Walmsley 
et al., 2015). Other developed applications of PA include utility system 
optimisation (Shenoy et al., 1998), distillation columns (Bandyopadhyay, 2007), 
fired heater integrated networks (Varghese and Bandyopadhyay, 2007), batch 
∆H
T
Pinch
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process integration (Majozi, 2005), and semi-continues process integration (Atkins 
et al., 2010b).  
PA method is well explained in detail in the Chemical Process: Design and 
Integration “Chemical Process: Design and Integration” book by Smith (2005) and 
“Pinch Analysis and Process Integration” by Kemp (2007). A food industry overview 
of HI is presented in the “Handbook of Water and Energy Management in Food 
Processing” (Klemeš et al., 2008).  
In conclusion, the important strength of the PA approach to PI is the targeting 
stage where sound performance targets are determined prior to the design stage. 
To be of greatest value, targets should be achievable and realistic to properly 
provide critical guidance in the design stage for the engineer regarding the 
performance limitations and inherent compromises within a system.  
 Mathematical Programming Concept of PI 
Mathematical Programming (MP) in PI typically solves network superstructures to 
find feasible and optimal designs. Early stages of MP techniques’ development 
started at late 1980s and early 1090s in parallel to PA development (Papoulias and 
Grossmann, 1983). MP deals mainly with HI, simultaneous optimisation and HI, 
and synthesis or retrofit of HEN. Reduction in utility consumption is not the only 
advantages of using MP simultaneous approaches, such techniques can lead to 
reducing raw material intake (Lang et al., 1988). MP combines algorithmic 
methods with fundamental design concepts (Biegler et al., 1997). It is capable of 
optimising both single- and multi-objective problems including HEN retrofit  
(Furman and Sahinidis, 2002). 
MP offers many advantages and a number of disadvantages over other 
approaches. Main capabilities of MP are optimality, feasibility, and integrality of 
the produced solutions. In this approach, a solution can be optimised with respect 
to a single objective optimisation or multi-objective optimisation. By applying MP, 
an appropriate trade-off between capital and operating costs, revenue, and a 
range of environmental footprints can be established (Klemeš et al., 2010). 
Disadvantages of the MP approach can be summarised as difficulties in problem 
formulation. Also, direct impact and adjustment of the solution at the critical 
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design decision points are not always quite crystal clear. This makes PA, as a 
graphical method, vital for the industry to provide increased efficiency and 
industrial acceptance at initial steps. Another important issue with MP approach 
is the MP base solutions are usually locally optimal while industrial plants within 
extremely competitive economies require the best possible globally optimal 
solution (Klemeš et al., 2010). 
A very good in-depth review of major applications of MP techniques in the 
synthesis and planning of sustainable processes is presented by Grossmann and 
Guillén-Gosálbez (2010). Detailed application of MP methods in optimisation of 
TSHI systems is presented in Section 2.5.5. 
 Total Site Heat Integration – TSHI 
One of the most important developments of PI is TSHI, also known as Total Site 
Analysis (TSA), Total Site Integration (TSI), or Site-Wide Integration. TSHI combines 
hot and cold utility requirements of each individual process to allow for better HI. 
Figure 2-3 illustrates the general concept of TSHI in an industrial cluster of process 
plants, including continuous, semi-, and non-continuous processes operating in 
high and/or low temperatures. The cluster employs a centralised utility system 
with a variety of isothermal and non-isothermal utilities which are used and 
generated within the system.  
 
Figure 2-3: General view of a TSHI system. 
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The intermediate fluid that is used in indirect HI method is referred as a subset of 
hot or cold utility. Utilities can be classified into two groups: isothermal utilities 
and non-isothermal utilities. In isothermal utilities, utility temperature is assumed 
to be constant while transferring heat during generation and consumption in 
processes. For non-isothermal utilities, significant temperature change normally 
occurs during transferring heat through the plant. As Figure 2-3 shows, the central 
utility system generates the required heat using both renewable and non-
renewable energy sources.  
2.5.1 Direct versus Indirect TSHI 
Two basic methods to recover heat between multiple plants and processes: direct 
HR and indirect HR methods (Ahmad and Hui, 1991). The direct method integrates 
heat between individual processes by using process streams directly. The indirect 
method integrates heat by applying an intermediate fluid as heat carrier in fluid 
loops across the plant (Atkins et al., 2012a). Direct HI offers maximum energy 
benefits in TSHI of the overall plant. In this approach, different processes may be 
combined and considered as a single large process to provide maximum energy 
saving through the maximum possible heat transfer across different processes of 
the plant. In practice, some disadvantages arise from direct HI of a TS, which are: 
i. High complexity of HEN with likelihood of multiple streams crossing the 
physical limit of each plant. Thus, the investment cost increases with 
increasing piping, number of pumps and compressor units. 
ii. Topological complexity may be considered for chemical processes safety 
hazards due to direct integration of far away streams. 
iii. Low operational flexibility and controllability of the overall plant. 
 
Indirect integration, on the other hand, by using an intermediate fluid (such as 
steam, hot oil, and water) through a central utility system, enables greater 
advantages of flexibility and process control to be achieved; however, it reduces 
energy conservation opportunities. Using an intermediate fluid, which helps in 
transferring heat from one process to the other, by an addition of different 
minimum approach temperatures will reduce the interval of effective heat 
transfer between pinches. Comparing to the direct integration, the energy saving 
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potential reduces and the number of heat exchangers increases. Therefore, the 
trade-off is between the capital cost of extra heat exchangers and the operating 
cost of pumping and utility usage seems to be inevitable (Atkins et al., 2012a). The 
different options of direct and indirect HR for multiple processes/zones are 
illustrated schematically in Figure 2-4. As it can be seen in Figure 2-4a, b, and e 
direct HR is occurred while Figure 2-4c and d a utility system is exploited for HR in 
the TS.   
 
Figure 2-4: Schematic grid diagram of various levels of integration on a site with multiple 
processes/zones using direct or indirect heat transfer (Atkins et al., 2012a). 
Different Pinch Temperature locations of individual processes in the cluster 
provide the potential for energy conservation through site level integration. 
Figure 2-5 presents how TSHI concept provides energy saving perspectives for 
each individual process within a large plant. 
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Dhole and Linnhoff (1993) explained the use of site source and sink profiles in 
order to present targets for steam generation and utilisation between processes. 
Pockets in the GCC indicate the intra-process HR potential and, therefore, they 
proposed to remove pockets from above and the below Pinch of each GCC (Step 
1, Figure 2-5). Then, by shifting portions of GCCs above and the below Pinch, the 
site source and sink profiles, known as Total Site Profiles (TSP), may be constructed 
(Step 2). The next step is utility targeting in TS and the construction of Site Utility 
Composite Curves (SUCC) (Step 4). SUCC has two separate parts: Utility Generation 
Curve and Utility Consumption Curve. By pinching these two curves, minimum 
heating and cooling requirement of the TS can be determined. Finally, the Site 
Utility Grand Composite Curve (SUGCC) can be plotted based on SUCC to estimate 
Shaft Work Generation (SWG) potential across the TS (Step 5 added by Raissi 
(1994)). Shortly after its initial development, Klemeš et al. (1997) summarised 
successful applications of TSHI to an acrylic polymer manufacturing plant, several 
oil refineries and a tissue paper mill, which all showed utility savings between 20 
– 30 %. The application of SUGCC has been further extended by Perry et al. (2008) 
to reduce carbon footprint through the integration of renewable energy sources. 
 
Figure 2-5: PA and initial targeting steps for TSHI, re-created from (Raissi, 1994).  
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2.5.2 Recent Developments and Applications of TSHI 
Inter-process integration through TSHI has recently led to identifying utility savings 
in slaughter and meat processing by 35 % (Fritzson and Berntsson, 2006), large 
industrial parks in Japan by 53 % (Matsuda et al., 2009) and Thailand by 28 % 
(Matsuda et al., 2014), two Chinese petrochemical complexes by 61 % and 76 % 
(Feng et al., 2011), a Malaysian petrochemical plant by 24.5 % (Liew et al., 2014a), 
chemical processing clusters by 42 % (Hackl and Harvey, 2015), and Kraft pulp mills 
by 13 % (Bonhivers et al., 2014). 
Notable developments to the TSHI targeting method includes: temperature 
shifting using process (Varbanov et al., 2012) and stream (Fodor et al., 2012) 
specific minimum approach temperatures which are known as conventional TSHI 
methods. Other developments in the area are application of TSHI to Locally 
Integrated Energy Sectors (LIES) (Perry et al., 2008), heat exchange restrictions 
(Becker and Maréchal, 2012), integration of solar thermal energy into processes 
with heat demand (Nemet et al., 2012c), seasonal energy availability (Liew et al., 
2013a), centralised utility system planning (Liew et al., 2013b), retrofit 
investigations in TS (Liew et al., 2014a), process modifications for capital cost 
reduction (Chew et al., 2015b), minimisation of thermal oil flow rate in hot oil 
loops (Bade and Bandyopadhyay, 2014), variable energy availability (Liew et al., 
2014b), TS utility system targeting (Sun et al., 2015), and TS mass, heat and power 
integration using process PI and process graph (P-graph) (Ong et al., 2017). 
A site-wide HI study on a large industrial cluster performed by several researchers, 
Matsuda et al. (2009) claimed that even a highly efficient individual plant will 
further improve its energy efficiency by TSHI. Hackel et al. (2011) showed that by 
site-wide collaboration it is possible to increase HR and utilisation of excess heat 
as well as reducing energy cost in a chemical cluster. Another detailed multiple 
plant study in an industrial zone was performed to present a systematic 
methodology to target and design waste HR systems considering economic 
objectives by Stijepovic and Linke (2011). 
The principals of plus/minus technique in PA was suggested by Linnhoff and 
Vredeveld (1984). It suggests that the amount of heat provided by hot streams 
should be increased (+) or the amount of heat required by cold streams shoul be 
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decreased (-) above the Pinch. Likewise, below the Pinch, the amount of heat 
required by cols streams should be increased (+) or the amount of heat required 
by hot streams should be decreased (-). Similar logic has been suggested for TSHI 
by Vaideeswaran (2001). He introduced Process Utility Matrix (PUM) to evaluate 
multiple utility targets in a TSHI system. Later, Nemet et al. (2012a) extended the 
application of PUM method to evaluate TS changes which accounts for 
including/excluding of different processes. Chew et al. (2013b) studied process 
modification potential introducing a two-step algorithm to enhance HR using 
plus/minus technique in TSHI.  
A model for estimating cogeneration potential in a TS based on thermodynamic 
concepts has been presented by Sorin and Hammache (2005). The concept of 
extractable power and steam header efficiency to estimate cogeneration potential 
was presented by Harell (2004) using graphical techniques. An algebraic 
equivalent of Harell’s method, proposed by Mohan and El-Halwagi (2006), was 
applied to a biomass based cogeneration system. Simplicity and the linearity of 
the model can be considered as the advantages and difficulty in estimating the 
header efficiency can be mentioned as major disadvantages of the model. 
Ghannadzadeh et al. (2012) presented a new shaft work targeting model, which 
calculates the temperature of steam mains, steam flow rate and shaft power 
generated by the steam turbines in expansion zones of the SUGCC from bottom to 
top. They used a simple steam turbine expansion model with a constant isentropic 
efficiency. They claimed the new method offers more realistic estimates of the TS 
cogeneration targets than previous models. 
Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) proposed a modification of the Site Grand Composite 
Curve (SGCC) that incorporates assisted heat transfer based on the theory of 
Bagajewicz and Rodera (2000). Assisted heat transfer takes into account the 
pockets of the process GCC, which were not considered by Dhole and Linnhoff 
(1993). Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) showed that a modified TSP and SGCC may 
show increased HR potential. However, the economy of the approach must be 
explored, as an increased integration using additional steam mains can be costly. 
Recently, several researchers have investigated, low grade industrial heat, waste 
to heat, and renewables (Perry et al., 2008). Varbanov and Klemeš (2011) 
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investigated the potential of integrating renewables with varying availability. This 
indicated that significant further energy savings can be achieved. Nemet et al. 
(2012b) proposed a new methodology for maximising the use of renewables with 
variable availability. Walmsley et al. (2015b) presented the integration of solar 
thermal with low temperature industrial site-wide plants. Chew et al. (2013a) 
analysed the industrial implementation issues of TS, and Atkins et al. (2012b) 
performed PI on the individual plants at a large dairy factory. Also, Walmsley et al. 
(2013) applied soft data optimisation industrially on a large dairy factory. Low et 
al. (2013) studied the opportunities for low-grade HR in UK food processing 
industry in continuation of the work by Fritzson and Berntsson (2006), who studied 
inter-process integration through TS to identify substantial savings in slaughter 
and meat processing. T.G. Walmsley (2016) used hybrid TSPs to assist the design 
of milk evaporation systems. He showed that integrated vapour recompression 
can reduce utility use and low grade waste heat.  
Seasonal energy availability was studied by Liew et al. (2013a) and later by 
Bonhivers et al. (2014). Bonhivers et al. (2014) analysed the HEN of Kraft pulp mills 
and concluded a bridge between cooler and heater is essential to achieve heat 
savings in an existing HEN. Recently, Liew et al. (2017) reviewed TSHI application 
for planning and design of the industrial, urban and renewable system. They 
identified the need for sustainable development of new TSHI approaches for 
industrial, urban and renewable energy system integration.  
2.5.3 Heat Recovery Loop – TSHI for Semi-Continuous Processes 
TSHI has primarily focused on high temperature applications where steam can be 
exploited as an integral part of the utility system to recover heat and efficiently 
produce power. Since steam is assumed to be isothermal in its generation and 
consumption as a utility, a TS network is simple to design to achieve the TSHI 
targets. However, effectively applying conventional TSHI techniques to lower 
temperature processing applications and sites (i.e. <120 °C) is more challenging. 
For these sites, TSHI is achieved via a liquid (e.g. hot and cold water) as 
intermediate fluid in utility systems or a dedicated indirect HR system (M. R. W. 
Walmsley et al., 2013a). Thermal storage is needed to balance the instantaneous 
imbalances of the intermediate fluid flow between distinct processes. This system 
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is called Heat Recovery Loop (HRL), (Rodera and Bagajewicz, 1999). Figure 2-6 
presents a schematic of a conventional HRL system.  
 
Figure 2-6: A schematic of a conventional HRL system. 
Initially, the concept of HRL developed in consequences of batch processes 
integration. Graphical and MP based targeting and design methods have been 
developed for TSHI of batch processes. Kemp and MacDonald (1987, 1988)  
introduced the Time Slice Model (TSM) in order to deal with the non-continuous 
nature of batch processes and the method was later expanded by Kemp and 
Deakin (1989). Stoltze et al. (1993) used a hybrid combinatorial optimisation and 
PA method to target the number of heat storage tanks and their temperatures to 
maximise inter-process HR savings. Later Stoltze et al. (1995) refined the approach 
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Mikkelsen (1998), who added a post-optimisation stage for fine tuning the system 
variables; however, the method has proven difficult to apply in practice. The 
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relaxed by Chen and Ciou (2009) enabling increased HR after applying Mixed 
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) to find the design with the minimum total cost.  
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A graphical Pinch based methodology for indirect HR assuming constant 
temperature- variable mass heat storage was introduced by Krummenacher and 
Favrat (2001). They developed the concept that a limiting supply temperature, 
which causes a Heat Storage Pinch and restricts increased HI without the addition 
of a new storage temperature level and its associated storage, piping, and 
pumping costs. The method was originally developed for batch processes; 
however, the principles also apply to semi-continuous processes particularly when 
multiple plants are integrated on a TS, as Sherrin and Nicol (1995) showed by using 
a heuristic based method for TSHI of semi-continuous processes using an 
intermediate closed hot and cold water loop system.   
The use of a HRL for site-wide heat integration of low temperature processes was 
investigated by Atkins et al. (2012b) and later formalised into a comprehensive 
method by Walmsley et al. (2014a). Other notable studies on various parts of the 
design, operation and optimisation of HRLs are: new thermal storage design by 
using a stratified tank (Walmsley et al., 2009), changing of storage temperature 
for seasonal production changes (Atkins et al., 2010b), utilisation and sizing of 
thermal storage capacity (Atkins et al., 2012b), area targeting and storage 
temperature selection for HRL (Walmsley et al., 2012). Further, Walmsley et al. 
(2013b) have explained the evaluation of heat exchanger sizing methods for 
improving the area and storage temperature selection in HRLs, and the integration 
of industrial solar use in HRL (T. G. Walmsley et al., 2015b). Many of the results 
from these HRL studies culminated in HRL targeting and design method, Chapter 
20, in the “Handbook of process integration: Minimisation of energy and water 
use, waste and emissions” (Klemeš, 2013). 
The conventional control system of a HRL measures and compares the outlet 
temperature of the intermediate loop fluid from each heat exchanger to a 
common hot or cold temperature set point. The flow rate of the fluid through each 
heat exchanger is adjusted to achieve the set point temperature. In this approach, 
hot and cold storage temperatures are held constant over time. This approach is 
called the Constant Temperature Storage (CTS) approach. Walmsley et al. (2013c) 
introduced an alternative approach to HRL control, which varys the set point of 
individual heat exchangers depending on their temperature driving force. This 
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alternative approach is called Variable Temperature Storage (VTS) due to the 
mixing of different temperatures entering the tanks. T.G. Walmsley et al. (2014a) 
have compared the two HRL control approaches to find the VTS system results in 
a more effective distribution of temperature driving force between heat 
exchangers. They showed lower average loop flow rates giving reduced pressure 
drop and pumping requirements, and an increase in average temperature 
difference between hot and cold storage temperatures, which increases thermal 
storage density and capacity. Recently, the use of Mixed Integer Non-Linear 
Programming (MINLP) model with economic objectives to optimise hot water 
circles has been presented by Chang et al. (2015). Later they extended their work 
for the application of MINLP model in HRLs (Chang et al., 2016). Another approach 
is presented by Wang et al. (2015), which offers TS targeting as an initial stage 
followed by HEN design and area targeting, which is solved using Mixed Integer 
Non-Liner Programming.  
In general, the method of T.G. Walmsley et al. (2014a), as well as previous 
graphical HRL methods, are overly restrictive on the structure of the HR network, 
which define the interactions between utility and process streams. The MP 
methods, such as Wang et.al (2015), lack the same insights as graphical methods 
and require specialised solves to find the best solution. This demonstrates that 
improvement may be possible despite the advancements and merits of both the 
graphical and MP approaches in the area of HRL. 
2.5.4 The State-of-The-Art of TSHI Methods 
Since TSHI has a strong foundation in PI and has proven as a useful tool for 
engineers to plan and make strategic decisions regarding energy conservation for 
entire processing sites, several researchers have been working to extend the 
method to achieve more meaningful targets, apply more practical constraints on 
HEN, and increase the range of applications. This section reviews the most notable 
developments in TSHI targeting and compares the advantages and disadvantages 
of the various methods to illustrate the gap in the knowledge for covering both 
isothermal and non-isothermal utility targets in a single procedure. Figure 2-7 
presents the six most common TSHI targeting methods in the literature and are 
discussed in the following sections.   
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Figure 2-7: Comparison between various PA and TSHI targeting methods. 
2.5.4.1 Total Zonal Targeting (TZT) Method 
TZT method (Ahmad and Hui, 1991) is based on the very initial concept of PI and 
PA presented by Linnhoff and Flower (Linnhoff and Flower, 1978). In this method, 
Figure 2-7a, each process is considered as a single plant and integrated separately. 
Therefore, each process has separate targets and the final utility requirements, for 
both hot and cold utilities, and the amount of HR can be obtained by summation 
of utility requirements and HR of each individual plant. As shown in Figure 2-4a, 
TZT calculates the lowest HR targets within the TS.  
2.5.4.2 Totally Integrated Targeting (TIT) Method 
In this approach, Figure 2-7b, different processes are combined and considered as 
a single process in the plant to provide maximum energy saving with the maximum 
possible heat transfer across different processes of the plant (Hui and Ahmad, 
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1994). In practice, the disadvantages of direct HI, as reviewed in Section 2.5.1, 
devalue the usefulness of this method. In summary, TIT method needs complex 
networking with many streams potentially crossing the physical limit of each plant, 
increasing the cost of integration as more pumps and compressors are required. 
Topological disadvantages and costs may also be considered such as creating 
safety hazards due to direct integration of far away streams with less overall 
operational flexibility and controllability of the site, Figure 2-4e.  
2.5.4.3 Conventional Total Site Targeting (CTST) Method 
CTST method follows the initial idea of TSHI for the traditional high temperature 
chemical process industry (e.g. oil and gas refineries). However, these 
conventional techniques (Figure 2-7c) face additional challenges when applied to 
low temperature and/or non-continuous processes (e.g. dairy processes, pulp and 
paper plants). Klemeš et al. (1997) introduced a procedure for CTST method, 
referred to as the Global CTST method. A modification to CTST method was 
presented by Varbanov et al. (2012), introducing process specific minimum 
difference temperature method. Later, Fodor et al. (2012) modified CTST method 
with the definition of stream specific minimum temperature difference method. 
The schematic of diagram for CTST methods is presented in Figure 2-4d. 
2.5.4.3.1 Global CTST Method 
This method is well explained in the literature (Kemp, 2007) as the basic TSHI 
method. Figure 2-7c presents the global CTST method procedure. Figure 2-8 
illustrates the method graphically. The first step is data extraction. By using flow 
sheets, process heating and cooling demands are extracted as stream data for 
further use to obtain HR targets for each process using PA. The next step is the 
selection of minimum temperature difference (∆Tmin). In general, selection of 
higher ∆Tmin gives a higher amount of utility demand but lower capital cost. The 
opposite is true for low ∆Tmin values, i.e. low energy cost, high capital cost. 
Supertargeting, energy targeting and experience are three typical ways of 
specifying a realistic ∆Tmin (Kemp, 2007). Next, as it is shown in Figure 2-8, process 
stream temperatures are shifted by ½ ∆Tmin to an intermediate temperature scale 
(T*) and the Problem Table (PT) and related graphs such as CC, GCC and Site 
Composite Curve (SCC) are constructed. In the next step, the pockets from the GCC 
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are removed in the traditional manner and the sources and sinks segments are 
extracted. Then after a second shift (Figure 2-8a) using ½ ∆Tmin to the utility 
temperature scale (T**), the extracted GCC segments are combined to plot site 
source and sink profiles, i.e. TSP. Then, by using utility temperature and pressure 
specifications, utility generation and consumption can be targeted from the TSP. 
Finally, SUGCC is plotted and SWG can be targeted.   
 
Figure 2-8: General overview of TS steps and temperature shifts in various CTST 
methods. 
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shown in Figure 2-7c. Again, the rest of the procedure follows the same procedure 
of global CTST method (Figure 2-7). 
2.5.4.3.3 Stream Specific CTST Method 
This method deals with stream-specific ∆Tmin inside each process by setting 
different ∆T contribution (∆Tcont) and also using different ∆Tcont between the 
process streams and utility system (Fodor et al., 2012). The method’s algorithm is 
similar to previous methods (Figure 2-7c.3); however, the major differences are: 
individual streams (both process and utility streams) are assigned a ∆Tcont value 
based on the characteristics of the stream. Then, the first shift is to T* using ∆Tcont. 
When the pockets are removed, by using the relevant individual specifications for 
minimum allowed temperature difference ∆Tcont,US the extracted segments can be 
shifted forward to the temperature scale of the utilities, T**, as is shown in 
Figure 2-8c. Once again, the rest of the procedure is followed the same procedure 
of global CTST method (Figure 2-8). 
2.5.4.4 Heat Recovery Loop Targeting Method 
The HRL method, a dedicated indirect HR system for low temperature processes 
using non-isothermal utilities (e.g. hot and cold water loops), is a standalone 
method that can be considered as a special case of conventional TSHI methods, 
Figure 2-7d. Walmsley et al. (2014a) presented a new method for targeting and 
design of HRLs using VTS technique. This approach is based on the daily time 
average CC. They showed that the method has more HR potential in comparison 
with CTS technique. The significant difference between this method and other 
conventional TSHI methods is this method requires defined intra-process HEN to 
be able to select candidate stream segments that need utility at the TS level. As a 
result, HRL targets depend on the HEN design, while in conventional TSHI methods, 
the targets may be determined prior to HEN synthesis. Similar to the Stream 
Specific CTST method, ∆Tcont for utility stream matches is used in this method. 
After TSP construction, utility consumption targets and inter-process HR may be 
targeted. Figure 2-4c presents the schematic of HEN arrangement in the HRL 
targeting method.  
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2.5.4.5 Method Comparison and Discussion  
Summarising all above, the major limitation of conventional TSHI methods is the 
treatment of non-isothermal utilities during the targeting process. In addition, this 
limitation will influence the HEN synthesis and design based on the conventional 
method targets. In conventional TSHI methods, non-isothermal utilities are often 
treated in the same way of isothermal utilities. In the case of an isothermal utility, 
its temperature does not change while transferring heat during generation and 
consumption. In TSHI targeting, isothermal utility representation is simplified by 
showing only the constant temperature segments (i.e. horizontal lines), not 
considering temperature changes in preheating, superheating or sub-cooling 
segments. Cooling water utility, at times, may also be considered a pseudo-
isothermal utility by assuming a high cooling water flow rate, i.e. minimal 
temperature change. For a non-isothermal utility, sensible heat is the primary 
source of heat transfer, which means significant temperature change occurs 
during its generation and consumption. As a result, upper and lower temperatures 
are an important consideration for each non-isothermal utility. In low 
temperature processes (i.e. < 120°C) hot and cold water are considered as non-
isothermal utilities, which are shown as diagonal segments on T-H plots, with the 
slope being inversely proportional to flow rate. Therefore, non-isothermal utility 
targets obtained using conventional TSHI methods are overly optimistic compared 
the targets that can be achieved practically. These targets are significantly lower, 
based on HRL method, than targets that are calculated using conventional 
methods as HRL method put more constraint on HEN.  
In CTST method, non-isothermal utility target temperate can be achieved with 
fewer constraints, i.e. CTST method inherently allows target temperature to be 
met using a single heat exchanger or using heat exchanger matches in series 
and/or parallel configurations from any process in the plant. On the other hand, 
the HRL method has an additional constraint that the non-isothermal utility target 
is restricted to be achieved with only one heat exchanger. No constraint on 
conventional method network design may cause some operational, safety, and 
control issues while for HRL method intra-process HEN information is required in 
targeting stage and network constraints are highly restrictive. Detailed 
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explanation on non-isothermal utility targeting, optimisation, and HEN design 
challenges are presented in Section 3.2. 
Therefore, the gap in the literature is the lack of a TSHI method that calculates 
realistic and achievable targets for both isothermal and non-isothermal utilities. In 
this context, the achievable target means one that accounts for feasible HR 
constraints, and realistic target means one where the target temperature of the 
utility stream is met with a single process in the TS. 
2.5.5 TSHI Optimisation: Number of Utility Mains and Utility 
Temperatures   
In parallel to the development of graphical TS methods, optimisation techniques 
have been conducted to the TSHI methods to improve utility targets and HEN 
synthesis and design. Various methods in the literature for optimisation of the 
number of and temperatures of utility levels for steam (i.e. isothermal) utility 
systems and new methods based on optimisation of non-isothermal (i.e. hot water 
or hot oil) utilities are presented. Makwana (1997) introduced R-curve method in 
his PhD thesis to optimise the existing utility system through top-level analysis.     
R-Curves provide clear evaluation of the site utility system, which is possible to 
understand the characteristics and identify energy saving potential of the utility 
system. Later, Makwana et al. (1998) used the R-curve concept for retrofit and 
operation management of existing TS. Zhu and Vaideeswaran (2000) proposed a 
relation between cogeneration efficiency with heat-to-power ratio using the R-
curves. Kenney (1984) presented the concept of R-curve in the book “Energy 
Conservation in the Process Industries” in detail and Kimura and Zhu (2000) 
applied the method for an industrial energy system followed by Matsuda et al. 
(2009) who applied the R-curve concept to a Japanese large-scale site. Utilising the 
industrial R-curve concept in analysing the TS utility systems to improve turbine 
hardware model was presented by Varbanov et al.  (Varbanov et al., 2004). 
An accurate shaft-work targeting model based on typical isentropic efficiencies of 
steam turbines and rules of thumb for targeting the cogeneration potential of a 
combined heat and power plant was introduced by Mavromatis and Kokossis 
(1998) known as the Turbine Hardware Model (THM). Later, the application of this 
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model in an Indian sugar factory was studied to establish cogeneration potential 
(Raghu Ram and Banerjee, 2003). 
The use of MP techniques in TS in order to minimise costs of energy supply was 
introduced by Marechal and Kalitventzeff (1998). They also developed a method 
to target TS utility system, which has changes in utility demands of different plants 
(Marechal and Kalitventzeff, 2003). Several studies have applied MP based 
methods to optimise the utility temperatures. Shang and Kokossis (2004) 
proposed a methodology to optimise steam levels under different operational 
scenarios using a boiler and turbine hardware model. The study developed a 
transhipment model to represent a TS system and used the location of steam 
levels, the overall fuel requirement, the cogeneration potential and the cooling 
utility demand as major decision variables to minimise Utility Cost (UC) by applying 
a multi-period MILP model. Tarighaleslami et al. (2010) presented an approach for 
reduce cooling water cost as non-isothermal utility. Later, Hesas et al. (2011) 
studied the cooling water makeup cost in oil refineries. Prashant and Perry (2012) 
used a MINLP model to determine the cost optimal location and number of steam 
levels to meet the process heating and cooling demands. Sun et al. (2014) showed 
that at the Site Pinch region there is no SWG potential. They also showed that by 
adding new steam mains within or away from the Site Pinch can significantly 
improve boiler steam saving, high temperature utility targets (>120 °C), and SWG. 
Later they proposed a practical approach based on extended site composite curves 
to provide realistic utility targets (Sun et al., 2015). The method only allows for 
boiler feedwater preheating, steam superheating in steam generation, steam 
desuperheating for process heating, and condensate HR from steam consumption. 
However, the method doesn’t take other non-isothermal utilise into account. 
Nemet et al.  (2013) showed that an appropriate trade-off between investment 
cost and utility cost may not provide realistic results when only current utility 
prices are considered during the optimisation of HEN for its whole lifetime. Later, 
they proposed a new TS optimisation model including the selection of utility 
pressure levels for intermediate utilities to optimise total cost considering future 
energy prices (Nemet et al., 2015). The model also included thermal and hydraulic 
parameters, such as pipeline layout design, pipe design, and insulation thickness 
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and heat losses, when synthesising the MINLP problem through the trade-off 
between capital and operating cost. Recently, Song et al. (2017) presented a 
modified MINLP model with an objective of TAC to determine the final inter-plant 
HEN configurations.  
Another approach to utility temperature optimisation is graphical based methods. 
Song et al. (2016a) developed a new graphical method called Interplant Shifted 
Composite Curves (ISCC) to target the maximum HR for indirect HI between two 
plants without basic changes, such as infrastructure improvements, in the existing 
HEN. The ISCC method selects streams with the potential to participate in the TS, 
and determines maximum feasible HR as well as minimises the flow rate of the 
heat transfer medium. However, the method has not been applied to industrial 
clusters with different level of utilities. Boldyryev et al. (2014) developed a method 
to decrease capital cost by minimising heat transfer area for HR on TS using 
different utility levels. In their method, heat transfer area is reduced by selection 
of the appropriate temperature of intermediate utilities. Minimum heat transfer 
area depends on slopes of TSP in each enthalpy interval.  
Exergy Analysis (EA) is another PI tool for optimisation of process HI. Parker (1989) 
introduces a fast and easy algorithm for the energy-capital trade-off in a HEN, but 
in this method the effect of the capital trade-off on the utility system was not 
taken into an account. Dhole (1991) combines PA and EA to for a multiple utility 
optimisation problems. The method showed reducing the exergy destruction (ED) 
in a HEN will ultimately benefit the power generation in the utility plant. An Exergy 
Grand Composite Curve was used to minimise the exergy losses in the HEN and 
can be constructed from the GCC by converting the temperature axis into Carnot 
factor. A combined PA and EA method is presented by Linnhoff and Dhole (1992) 
to optimise low temperature processes. They also studied the effect of utility 
temperature change on ED in TS cogeneration targets (Dhole and Linnhoff, 1993). 
Klemeš et al. (1997) estimated utility demands by exergy efficiency coefficients 
based on maximum energy recovery design of the entire process. Tarighaleslami 
et al. (2009) presented the merits of exergy analysis in the energy optimisation of 
large chemical plants such as crude oil refineries. Rivero et al. (2004) used exergy 
and exergo-economic analysis on combined distillation unit of an oil refinery to 
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achieve additional opportunities for PI.  Followed by optimisation of atmospheric 
distillation unit of a crude oil refinery using exergy profiles (Tarighaleslami et al., 
2012). Hackl and Harvey (2013b) used EA in the TS to target shaft work in sub-
ambient and cryogenic processes. Exergo-economic and exergo-environmental 
evaluations of the coupling of a gas-fired steam power plant with a TS utility 
system were performed by Khoshgoftar Manesh et al. (2014). Karellas et al. (2013) 
used EA to optimise waste HR systems in the cement industry. The parallel study 
has been carrying out in the steel industry (Kaşka, 2014). Ghannadzadeh and 
Sadeqzadeh (2017a) combined Pinch and exergy analysis of an ethylene oxide 
production process to boost energy efficiency toward environmental sustainability. 
Later, they used exergy aided PA to enhance energy integration towards 
environmental sustainability in a chlorine-caustic soda production process 
(Ghannadzadeh and Sadeqzadeh, 2017b). Farhat et al. (2015) combined EA and 
classical HR optimisation via HENs in TS to increase HR between plants. However, 
they did not consider optimisation regarding UC. 
2.5.6 Total Site Heat Exchanger Network Design and Retrofit  
The aim of the HEN synthesis and design is to recover heat from the process by 
matching hot process streams and cold process streams to minimise the economic 
objective. After HR between hot and cold streams, hot and cold utility are 
imported to supply any energy requirement for HEN. Early HEN design based on 
PA method was proposed by Tjoe and Linnhoff (1986) to provide retrofit targets 
for utility consumption, and heat transfer area. However, in this method, the 
obtained area targets cannot reflect a complete area distribution within the HEN. 
The method was extended by Polly et al. (1990) to take into account pressure drop 
constraints. Later, Zhu and Nie (2002) considered pressure drop for HEN grassroot 
design. In their method, the pressure drop is considered at both targeting and 
design stages in a systematic manner. Subsequent research was conducted to 
overcome Pinch design method limitations.  
Shokoya and Kotjabasakis (1991) proposed a technique to integrate the area 
distribution of the existing HEN into the targeting stage. This technique proposed 
more realistic area targets than the technique proposed by Tjoe and Linnhoff 
(1986). Cost matrix method for HEN retrofit was introduced by Carlsson et al. 
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(1993). They considered heat transfer area cost, equipment and pumping costs, 
and physical distance between the pair of streams. In addition, to minimise HEN’s 
heat transfer area Exchanger Minimum Approach Temperature (EMAT) has been 
defined which is a degree of freedom that can enable reductions in the number of 
heat exchangers needed for the HEN to achieve the process targets. In general 
EMAT is equal or lower than global minimum approach temperature which shows 
the minimum acceptable distance between CCs. This concept was 
comprehensively reviewed by Shenoy (1995). Later, Akbarnia et al. (2009) 
presented a new approach in PA considering piping costs in total cost targeting for 
HEN. A correlation of piping costs for individual streams was presented that 
includes factors such as pipe size, pressure rating, and construction material, i.e. 
heat exchanger cost plus piping cost, and consequently total cost. Raei and 
Tarighaleslami (2011) used area efficiency coefficient to improve HEN area and 
capital cost. Jin et al. (2008) combined PA and exergo-economic analysis 
determining optimal minimum approach temperature for HEN synthesis. In this 
method, using a subsection integral on Balanced Composite Curves (BCC) exergy 
consumption of heat transfer in HENs is calculated.   
Various MP and modelling techniques such as MILP have been applied to improve 
and optimise the scheduling and HEN design in the batch process by Lee and 
Reklaitis (1995). Ciric and Flouds (1989) proposed a systematic two-stage 
approach for the retrofit design of HENs. In the first stage, Tmin is selected and 
calculations for minimum utility cost are made. In the second stage, all possible 
heat exchange matches are considered. To do this a MILP models is required. 
Asante and Zhu (1997) introduced a two-stage hybrid methodology for retrofit of 
HENs. The method is based on identifying structural limitations to the HR of the 
existing HEN and modifying these limitations. Foo et al. (2008a) developed a 
minimum unit targeting method for batch HEN design. The method is an evolution 
of batch mass exchange network. Smith et al. (2010) presented a methodology for 
HEN retrofit, which is applicable to complex industrial revamps, considering 
existing networks and constraining the number of modifications. The method 
modified the network Pinch approach (Asante and Zhu, 1997) to be applicable in 
HEN design in which the thermal properties of streams are temperature-
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dependent. The modified method combines structural modifications and cost 
optimisation in a single step to avoid missing cost-effective design solutions. 
The synthesis problem of optimal HENs using multiple utilities was synthesised by 
Ponce-Ortega et al. (2010). They developed a MINLP based on a stage-wise 
superstructure that contains all possible matches between hot and cold streams 
in every stage. Unlike previous MP approaches, in this model, exchanges of 
process streams with utilities are allowed in each stage of the superstructure to 
determine the optimal location of hot and cold utilities. The model is able to 
handle forbidden and restricted matches as well as isothermal and non-isothermal 
process streams.  
In the past decades, the synthesis and design of HEN have been well studied and 
applied to several practical industrial cases. For further HR and energy utilisation 
improvement of TS, integration between HEN and its associated energy system 
(i.e. centralised utility system) have been considered in different cases such as 
integration of HEN with Organic Rankine Cycle (Chen et al., 2014), absorption cycle 
(Lira-Barragán et al., 2014), trigeneration systems (Hipólito-Valencia et al., 2014), 
and thermal membrane distillation systems (González-Bravo et al., 2015).  
The utility system is the heart of any industrial site energy system. In recent years, 
the synthesis and optimisation of the HEN as the utility system have been 
considered by many researchers (Klemeš et al., 2013). Liew et al. (2013b) proposed 
an improved Total Site Sensitivity Table (TSST) to determine the optimal size of a 
utility generation system to be able to design backup generators and piping system. 
Na et al. (2015) developed a modified superstructure containing a utility substage 
considering multiple utilities. In their method, utility main locations are considered 
to be fixed according to temperature and series connections between utilities to 
improve the model size and convergence. Liew et al. (2014c) proposed an 
extended Total Site Problem Table Algorithm (TS-PTA) to target the minimum 
utility requirement in a steam system that considers water sensible heat. Sun et 
al. (2015) presented a graphical approach based on extended SCC to provide a 
realistic TS utility targeting method accounting for boiler feedwater preheating, 
and steam superheating and desuperheating. Followed by Luo et al. (2016) who 
presented a simultaneous synthesis of the utility system and HEN incorporating 
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steam condensate and boiler feedwater. In their method, TS HEN is composed of 
several interlinked sub-HENs. They have formulated the links between sub-HENs 
and utility system. 
A graphical method was proposed by Wang et al. (2014) to determine energy 
target of inter-plant heat integration with three different indirect connection 
patterns (parallel, split, and series) considering Site Pinch region. They showed 
that the parallel pattern connection will always recover more heat, but require 
more complex networks and higher investment costs. When the heat quality 
requirements of two heat sinks are similar, the split connection pattern achieves 
a better energy-capital trade-off. Series connection pattern is more attractive 
when the heat quality requirement of two heat sinks are very different as it offers 
shorter pipeline requirement.  
Song et al. (2016b) presented a new strategy to select streams for inter-plant HR 
to achieve maximum possible HR via indirect HI. Using this technique, the existing 
HEN remains unchanged but the number of the participated streams may be 
reduced. The technique has only been applied to a two plant problem. They 
extended their work introducing ISCCs to select participant plants and hot/cold 
streams for inter-plant HI among three plants, which will be able to reduce the 
number of participant streams before integration, while keeping energy targets 
unchanged (Song et al., 2016a).  
Zhang et al. (2016) presented a MINLP model for simultaneous HEN design for HI 
using hot direct discharges/feeds between process plants. Recently, Song et al. 
(2017) presented a modified MINLP model with an objective of TAC to determine 
the final inter-plant HEN configurations.  
As mentioned above, many studies have been conducted on HEN synthesis and 
design in the past decades; however, these methods are based on using one of the 
CTST methods. None of the mentioned HEN design methods have considered 
network synthesis incorporating both isothermal and non-isothermal utilities 
using non-isothermal utility constraints in the network design. However, there is 
still a gap in literature to present UEN synthesis based on TSHI techniques for 
utility systems that use non-isothermal utilities, such as water. Recently, attempts 
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have been made to improve HR in the HEN by using heat transfer enhancement 
techniques.  
 Heat Transfer Enhancement 
Different concepts and methods have been proposed to minimise energy use in 
process plants ranging from HR systems for individual processes to TSHI. In 
individual processes, various techniques have been applied to increase heat 
transfer rates in heat exchangers. These methods are known as Heat Transfer 
Enhancement (HTE). Generally speaking, HTE techniques are divided into two 
main groups: active techniques and passive techniques. In the active techniques, 
an external force is required, such as surface vibration, electrical or magnetic field, 
or acoustic move on fluid. Passive techniques, on the other hand, require no 
external forces. Rather, passive techniques increase heat transfer by changing the 
surface geometry or by adding some additives to the fluids (Huminic and Huminic, 
2012). Active techniques due to their additional energy requirements are less 
often considered in PI methods, while passive techniques are common in PI 
literature.   
The HTE procedure for HEN retrofit has been suggested by Zhu et al. (2000). His 
method is based on accounting for HTE effects in the application of PA techniques. 
Pan et al. (2011) performed HTE tests for commercial shell and tube heat 
exchangers using turbulators for intensified tube side heat transfer. They 
continued their work by presenting MILP based iterative method to retrofit design 
HENs (Pan et al., 2012). Optimisation of large scale HEN with different intensified 
heat transfer is their latest HTE study in PI area (Pan et al., 2013). Using HTE in PI 
has many benefits, and the three most popular ones are stated as:  
i. Enhanced heat exchangers require a less heat transfer area for a given heat 
duty, this is due to higher heat transfer coefficients.  
ii. For a given heat exchanger, heat transfer capacity can be increased 
without any change in the physical size or area of the exchanger. 
iii. Enhanced heat exchangers can achieve higher overall heat transfer 
coefficients with the same or lower fluid velocities. This may lead to lower 
friction, which means a reduction in the pumping requirements.  
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These techniques, such as inserting turbulators in tubes and using helical baffles 
in shells (Jafari Nasr and Shafeghat, 2008), are useful for shell and tube heat 
exchangers, which are a common heat exchanger type in chemical process 
industries. Jafari Nasr et al. (2015) also presented combinations between different 
HTE techniques to achieve higher heat transfer rates. However, other techniques 
are presented for HTE of other heat exchanger types such as CFD analysis in plate-
fin heat exchangers (Khoshvaght-Aliabadi et al., 2014). Wang et al. (2012) studied 
the application of intensified heat transfer as HTE technique for retrofit of HEN. 
Recently, Akpomiemie and Smith (2016) proposed HEN retrofit with HTE based on 
an area ratio approach for a HEN containing shell and tube heat exchangers. Later, 
they considered pressure drop with HTE in HEN retrofit (Akpomiemie and Smith, 
2017).  
For many decades, adding solid micron-sized particles to conventional fluids for 
HTE has been considered due to their high thermal conductivity (Shekarian et al., 
2014). However, in practice, operational problems, such as fouling, sedimentation 
and increased pressure drop, occur by using these additives which dissuades 
industry from applying this type of HTE technique. Recent progress in 
nanomaterials technology has made it conceivable to overcome these problems 
by producing particles at a nano-scale. Compared to micron-sized particles, 
nanoparticles are engineered to have relatively larger surface area, high mobility, 
less particle momentum, and higher suspension stability. Suspension of 
nanoparticles in a fluid create a new category of fluids called nanofluids. 
Nanofluids are a class of fluids with a suspension of nano-sized particles, which 
aims to enhance a fluid’s heat and mass transfer performance (Daungthongsuk 
and Wongwises, 2007). Water, ethylene glycol, transformer and turbine oil, and 
liquid paraffin are usually used as the base fluid, while metals and metal oxides, 
such as Cu, CuO, Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2, as well as non-metallic particles, such as Multi-
Wall Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT). The sizes of the nanoparticles are typically 
<100 nm.  
Peyghambarzadeh et al. (2011) showed that using a nanofluid can increase the 
heat transfer coefficient of car radiators by up to 40 %. Later he showed the overall 
heat transfer coefficient increased with the application of dilute nanofluids in the 
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car radiator (Peyghambarzadeh et al., 2013). This research group demonstrated 
that using 0.4 vol. % CuO/water nanofluid can increase the overall heat transfer 
coefficient by up to 8 % in car radiators (Naraki et al., 2013). Wu et al. (Wu et al., 
2016) presented the thermal performance of MWCNT/water nanofluids in helical 
heat exchangers. Tohidi et al. (2015) showed the combination of chaotic advection 
and nanofluids flow in helically coiled tubes offers higher heat transfer coefficient. 
Pantzali et al. (2009) studied the efficiency of CuO/Water nanofluid with 4 vol. % 
of CuO nanoparticles as coolants in commercial plate heat exchangers. Tabari and 
Heris (2015) studied heat transfer coefficient of a milk pasteurisation plate heat 
exchanger using MWCNT/water nanofluid, and the effect of hybrid MWCNT/water 
and Al2O3/water nanofluid mixture in plate heat exchangers has been studied by 
Huang et al. (2016). Raei et al. (2017) showed adding 0.15 vol. % concentration -
Al2O3 nanoparticles to the water can increase the heat transfer coefficient up to 
23 % in double tube heat exchangers. Recently, Shekarian et al. (2016) developed 
a new set of equations combining Rapid Design Algorithm (RDA) (Polley et al., 
1991), and both twisted tape tube inserts and Al2O3/water nanofluid as HTE 
techniques to design shell and tube heat exchangers. The results show that using 
turbulators individually and in a hybrid format with nanofluid can be effected on 
design parameters of a typical heat exchanger by reducing the required heat 
transfer area up to 10 %. Each of these studies was at the laboratory scale, 
meaning the implementation of nanofluids in large scale industrial applications is 
not reported yet. Furthermore, the application of nanofluids, in combination with 
an integrated process’s utility system has not be investigated.    
 Conclusions 
Total Site Heat Integration is an effective method for design of large scale utility 
systems that serve large chemical processes, such as refineries, petrochemicals or 
even lower temperature chemical and process plants. TSHI of different chemical 
plants might confront batch, semi-continuous or continuous plants which are 
clustered into one large site. TSHI offers direct and indirect heat integration 
through a process or plant. The direct HI can achieve more energy saving; however, 
it is unlikely due to practical operation problems between several processes in the 
plant. On the other hand, indirect HI with a central utility system offers greater 
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advantages of process control, flexibility and optimum heat exchangers network 
design, and has a lower energy recovery target compared to direct integration. 
Conventional TSHI methods mainly focus on targeting, optimisation, and HEN 
synthesis and design of high temperature processes that inherently use isothermal 
utilities. Other special TSHI methods such as HRL method that targets utility and 
HR for low temperature processes using non-isothermal utilities, put more 
constraint on the HEN, i.e. effectively applying TSHI techniques to processing 
applications and sites that required non-isothermal utilities is complex and 
economically challenging. Therefore, a lack of a unified method that could be able 
to target and optimise number of utility main and temperature of both isothermal 
and non-isothermal utilities and be able to offer practical network design is 
obvious. 
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3 Chapter Three 
Overview of New Total Site Heat Integration 
Method Development in the Thesis 
 Introduction 
Total Site Heat Integration (TSHI) analysis provides a rigorous engineering method 
for setting energy conservation targets for large multi-plant industrial processing 
facilities. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the TSHI 
methods developed, outlines the major steps and method that are reported in this 
thesis. TSHI consists of three different stages, as shown in Figure 3-1: i) TSHI 
targeting methods; ii) utility system optimisation; and iii) heat exchanger network 
synthesis and design. 
Figure 3-1 shows the overview of the TSHI stages and method that are developed 
in this thesis. At the first stage, a new TSHI targeting method will be proposed. To 
be of greatest value to the engineer, TSHI targets need to be realistic and 
achievable in practice. As mentioned before, in this thesis, an achievable target 
means one that accounts for feasible HR constraints, and a realistic target means 
one where the target temperature of the utility stream is met within a single 
process in the cluster. Published studies have shown that the Conventional Total 
Site Targeting (CTST) methods determine meaningful energy targets for high 
temperature (>120 °C) processing sites, which primarily use steam utility. 
However, for low temperature (<120 °C) processing sites that mostly use hot 
water, a non-isothermal utility, the conventional methods often set overly 
optimistic targets. This is because these methods allow the utility target 
temperatures to be achieved using series process-utility heat exchanger matches 
that could be located in different processes. For many cases, the required network 
design that achieves the TSHI target is highly likely to be uneconomic and 
impractical, especially for non-continuous processing sites. Therefore, this thesis 
aims to develop a new TSHI methodology to overcome the conventional TSHI 
methods’ targeting and practical shortcomings. 
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Figure 3-1: Overview of TSHI stages and methods presented in the thesis.  
The second stage will be an expansion of the optimisation of the developed new 
TSHI targeting method as well as optimal utility main and temperature selection. 
Selection of the number of utility mains and the associated temperatures are an 
important degree of freedom for the maximisation of TSHI. These can be done 
using heuristic-based methods and MP based methods in conjunction with 
heuristics.   
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In the third and last stage in TSHI, evolutionary heat exchanger network and utility 
exchanger network will be synthesised based on heat integration targets from the 
new method. As found in Chapter 2, limited research has been conducted on HEN 
design including HRN and UEN synthesis in TS, except the special case of using 
dedicated indirect HR systems (M. R. W. Walmsley et al., 2013a) called HRL, where 
the network pattern and structure is fixed.  
Finally, other developments of TSHI such as assisted heat transfer method in TSHI 
and the implementation of HTE techniques in TS will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
Assisted heat transfer method provides a new opportunity to increase HR and 
SWG targets in TSHI. It will be discussed how maximum assisted TSHI can be 
targeted by comparing each HR pockets to the SUGCC using background 
/foreground analysis. In the second half of Chapter 7, the application of the 
nanofluids as a heat transfer medium in utility systems will be studied to achieve 
higher HR and lower area targets in TS.    
 The Challenge of TSHI for Non-Isothermal Utilities 
TSHI faces several targeting, optimisation, and HEN synthesis and design 
challenges when non-isothermal utilities are considered as a part of the central 
utility system in plants. 
3.2.1 Challenges Faced in TSHI Targeting Stage for Non-Isothermal 
Utilities   
One of the limitations of the conventional TSHI is the treatment of non-isothermal 
utilities during the targeting process. In these methods, non-isothermal utilities 
are often treated in the same way as isothermal utilities where the utility supply 
temperature is the primary constraint. An isothermal utility’s temperature 
remains constant when the utility supplies different processes in a cluster of 
industrial plants. For non-isothermal utilities that are being consumed and 
generated (i.e. TSHR), the utility target temperature may be an additional fixed 
constraint. Pinching non-isothermal utilities against the TSP presents an economic 
challenge in designing the utility network.  
Few TSHI studies have focused on targeting processes and sites that primarily 
require non-isothermal utilities; nor have they investigated the possibility of 
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replacing isothermal utilities (e.g. steam) with non-isothermal (e.g. hot oil) to 
increase HR. A contributing factor for this gap is the lack of a TSHI method that 
calculates realistic and achievable targets considering both isothermal and non-
isothermal utilities. Figure 3-2 presents a simple illustration of the problems faced 
in applying conventional TSHI and HRL targeting methods to a multi-process site 
that requires non-isothermal utilities. 
 
Figure 3-2: Comparison of the frameworks and constraints for a) the conventional TSHI 
method; b) the new Unified TSHI concept; and c) the HRL method, including example 
hypothetical utility network designs. 
In each of the three methods shown in Figure 3-2 (including the new method), the 
non-isothermal hot water loop is supplied at its supply temperature and must 
return to its target temperature. The target temperature for non-isothermal 
utilities can be achieved a number of ways, but is constrained depending on the 
targeting method. Conventional TSHI inherently allows the target temperature to 
be met using a single heat exchanger or using heat exchanger matches in series 
and/or parallel configurations from any process as illustrated in Figure 3-2a. In 
some cases, a series set of heat exchangers may be critical to achieving the TS 
targets. On the other hand, the HRL method as a special case of conventional TSHI 
methods, has an additional constraint that the utility target temperature must be 
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achieved with only one heat exchangers as in Figure 3-2c (i.e. it excludes heat 
exchangers in series). The new method allows heat exchangers in parallel and 
series to achieve the utility target temperature, if and only if the heat exchangers 
in series are from the same process as shown in Figure 3-2b. 
The targets produced using conventional TSHI for non-isothermal utilities are 
therefore overly optimistic because it allows the target temperature to be 
achieved using series matches that could (in theory) be from different processes, 
which is highly likely to be uneconomic and impractical.  
3.2.2 Challenges Faced in TSHI Optimisation and Utility Temperature 
Selection for Non-Isothermal Utilities   
TSHI methods face several challenges that must be recognised in optimisation 
procedures. One of the challenges with optimisation of TSHI methods is the 
compounding effect of multiple optimisation variables. Slight changes in utility 
temperature in TSHI can impact on the heat exchanger unit target, causing a 
discontinuity in the capital and total cost curves.  It can be difficult to distinguish 
between the weights of each variable on optimisation objectives. For example, 
focusing solely on total cost as an optimisation objective obscures the 
fundamental trade-off between capital and operating costs. 
Another challenge refers to hydraulic issues. In sites with large-utility systems, an 
optimisation method may drive non-isothermal utility to low temperature 
difference causing unacceptably high utility flow rate, pressure drop, and pumping 
requirements.  
Utility selection can be considered as another challenge, especially for the sites 
that operate in the range of 80 – 120 °C. Water as non-isothermal utility is the 
cheapest and the most available option in many processes. However, in 
temperatures close to 100 °C or above, water is likely to convert into the vapour 
phase; therefore, it must be pressurised to stay in the liquid phase which may 
impose an extra cost to the utility system. Oil has a wide applicable temperature 
range, but lower thermal capacity with higher viscosity that increases hydraulic 
isuues and requires more electrical power, also it uncertain safety and hazard 
issues for sites such as pharmaceutical and food processing plants.  
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Another challenge with the optimisation of TS plants is the selection of number of 
utility mains. An increase in the number of utility mains is likely to improve HR 
while there is a trade-off between investment and utility costs as the piping work 
is always one of the major capital costs.  
Utility temperature selection also has direct effect on utility cost and fuel 
consumption. The appropriate utility temperature may increase HR and decrease 
the amount of utility production requirement while it may also affect the number 
of required utility mains.   
3.2.3 Challenges Faced in TSHI Heat Exchanger Network Synthesis and 
Design for Non-Isothermal Utilities   
Even though utility-process matches are important in targeting stage to calculate 
achievable and realistic targets, these matches are of great importance in 
operation of the industrial plants. Conventional TSHI methods’ HEN synthesis and 
design creates a dependency on two separate and distinct processes and one of 
the original rationales for TS was to achieve HR between individual processes 
without having these types of dependencies. These dependencies can cause major 
operation issues especially in clusters containing non-continuous processes. For 
example, in Figure 3-2a the hot water target temperature on the lower split is 
achieved by two heat exchangers in series, the first match in Process B and the 
second from Process C. If there was disturbance in the stream matched from 
Process B, for example, due to its non-continuous nature, the target temperature 
would not be achieved by the match from Process C alone. As a result, additional 
cold utility, such as refrigeration, is consumed to ensure achievement of the target 
temperature (because this temperature is also its supply temperature as the hot 
water is regenerated by process streams). If no additional utility is consumed and 
the water utility is returned to the process for regeneration at a higher 
temperature than its target, it puts at risk process streams not reaching their 
target temperature, especially in situations where the exchanger is a utility pinch. 
As a result, in practice, these types of matches would ordinarily be considered 
impractical as the operational risk and control complexity outweigh the benefits. 
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To overcome this HEN synthesis problem in TSHI, Walmsley et al. (2013a) 
presented a method for dealing with HI between continuous and non-continuous 
processes that operate at lower temperatures (ambient to ~120 °C), such as food 
and dairy industries, using a dedicated indirect HR system, which is often referred 
to as a HRL. In this method, all the heat exchangers from HEN connected to the 
HRL are considered as parallel to each other, as a pre-defined network structure. 
Figure 3-2c illustrates the general framework of how the HRL method allows a 
dedicated hot water or hot oil system (e.g. a utility sub-system) to interact with 
individual streams. Such a framework has additional constraints that lower the 
inter-process HR target and requires information about process heat exchanger 
network designs prior to targeting inter-process heat integration.  
 Key Research Questions 
Key engineering research questions include: i) How to calculate realistic and 
achievable targets for TSHI using isothermal and non-isothermal utilities through 
application of PA tools such as the Problem Table (PT), Composite Curve (CC), 
Grand Composite Curve (GCC), Total Site Problem Table (TS-PT), Total Site Profile 
(TSP), Site Utility Grand Composite Curve (SUGCC)? ii) How to select the cost 
optimal utility temperature and mains for both isothermal and non-isothermal 
utilities in the TS? iii) What are the limitations of the CTST methods and how these 
limits affect TS targeting constraints and utility-process heat exchanger matches 
in the HEN design? These engineering research questions represent the gap in the 
knowledge as well as a hurdle to the efficient use of generated process heat within 
the TS. 
 Introduction to Industrial Case Studies 
The scope of the thesis includes investigation of three industrial case studies using 
the new and conventional TSHI targeting, optimisation, and design methods.  
3.4.1 Kraft Pulp Mill 
Södra Cell Värö Kraft Pulp Mill also known as a Sulphate Pulp Mill in southern 
Sweden (Bood and Nilsson, 2013) has been chosen as a first case study and 
represent intermediate temperature processes. This plant was the first paper pulp 
factory in the world to be transformed to totally chlorine free bleaching of the 
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pulp. The plant has a production capacity of 425,000 Air Dry ton pulp annually 
within 10 different processes (including 7 miscellaneous streams which are 
considered as an individual process together) with a total of 64 streams available 
for TS integration. Kraft Pulp Mill plant can be considered with both high and low 
temperature processes. The stream data for each individual existing process in the 
Södra Cell Värö Kraft Pulp Mill plant taken from Bood and Nilsson (2013) are 
presented in Table 3-1, where Ts is supply temperature and Tt is target 
temperature of process streams.  
Table 3-1: Stream data table for existing processes in the Kraft Pulp Mill case study. 
Process Stream 
Ts  
(°C) 
Tt 
(°C) 
CP 
(kW/°C) 
Bleaching Cooling of BB2 to AWP white wash 82.7 77.8 941.43 
Cooling of BB4 83.2 71.5 787.69 
Gas cooling after srep 4 99.7 90.1 30.52 
Heating of KLR to filter 2&3 81.2 83.3 139.52 
Heating of water to filter 4 1.9 46.5 321.46 
HW to diluter screw feeder 1.9 65.0 280.98 
Steam demand 148.4 148.5 97,480.00 
Steam demand Step 2 184.8 184.9 14,980.00 
Steam demand Step 4 184.8 184.9 30,520.00 
Causticizing Cooling of green liquor 97.1 87.6 244.42 
 HW Heating 148.4 148.5 8,650.00 
 HW to lime washer 1.9 70.0 13.80 
 Mist condenser 84.1 68.4 404.65 
Digestion Blowing Steam Condenser 103.3 103.2 165,850.00 
 Cooling od Acc.0 80.0 74.3 1,059.82 
 Cooling of hot liquor 165.4 146.5 94.60 
 Heating of white liquor 90.8 108.1 103.35 
 HW production 70.6 80.0 237.77 
 Steam demand 184.8 184.9 202,000.00 
 Steam demand 148.4 148.5 34,700.00 
 Turpentine Condenser 90.1 50.5 28.28 
Evaporator Steam demand for evaporator 148.4 148.5 517,930.00 
 Surface condenser 66.3 66.2 393,950.00 
District Heating Cooling of V1 76.8 53.6 825.26 
District heating demand saw mill 105.4 111.9 635.08 
District heating to tomato farm 37.7 50.0 57.15 
Office facilities heating 65.0 75.0 20.00 
R7D facilities heating 49.2 54.7 7.64 
Steam demand saw mill 148.4 148.5 36,760.00 
Miscellaneous 1 Cooling of BSB to bio cleaning 65.0 36.0 130.86 
Miscellaneous 2 Cooling of V1 to bio cleaning 53.6 36.0 819.72 
Miscellaneous 3 Heating demand, hot air to bark drier 8.3 88.3 91.49 
Miscellaneous 4 Leakage steam 99.6 99.5 7,180.00 
Miscellaneous 5 Steam demand, chemical plant 148.4 148.5 11,060.00 
Miscellaneous 6 Turbine cooling 40.2 40.1 5,810.00 
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Process Stream 
Ts  
(°C) 
Tt 
(°C) 
CP 
(kW/°C) 
Miscellaneous 7 VKT production 1.9 20.0 186.08 
Paper Room Air cooling from air drier, Step 1 104.0 59.0 79.98 
 Air cooling from air drier, Step 2 59.0 50.0 996.33 
 Flash Steam condenser 129.1 129.0 13,950.00 
 Flash steam condenser 120.2 120.1 28,080.00 
 Heating of air to air drier 36.8 122.7 115.04 
 Heating of air to cyclone drier 4.3 148.3 76.01 
 Heating of paper room facilities 3.0 34.9 15.64 
 Heating of paper room facilities 3.0 36.8 61.36 
 HW to BSB-tank 52.0 70.0 156.00 
 Steam demand, air drier 148.4 148.5 216,900.00 
 Steam demand, Wire Steam Box 148.4 148.5 28,760.00 
 WW demand in tank 2.7 52.1 156.48 
 WW to back water tank 1.9 45.0 79.33 
Stripper Cooling of KLR 117.8 84.4 352.51 
 Heating of KLB 66.8 107.7 153.74 
 Heating of KLS 63.8 102.9 140.31 
 Steam demand MeOH column 148.4 148.5 8,050.00 
 Steam demand stripper 148.4 148.5 30,070.00 
Recovery Boiler Feed pre-heating 83.0 106.2 426.03 
 Flue gas cooling 204.5 133.2 138.63 
 Heating of VKT to feed water 16.1 17.0 148.89 
 Steam demand feed water tank 148.4 148.5 131,270.00 
 Steam demand recovery boiler 148.8 148.9 117,670.00 
 Steam demand recovery boiler 148.4 148.5 63,520.00 
 Steam demand, feed pre-heating 184.8 184.9 43,350.00 
Wash Back water (Liquor tank 2 to AWP1) 87.0 78.0 500.67 
 Filtrate tank diffuser to COP1 87.0 82.0 213.60 
 Thin liquor cooling to blow tank 67.9 38.3 138.18 
 
3.4.2 Large Dairy Processing Factory 
The second industrial case study is a large dairy processing factory in New Zealand, 
which represents low temperature processes (< 120°C). In peak production 
periods, about 14 million litres of milk are processed daily at this plant that main 
products are whole, skim and butter milk powders; Cheddar, Colby, Egmont and 
Mozzarella cheese; and butter. The factory has 19 different processes with 79 
available streams for TSHI. Most of the processes in TS are semi-continuous 
processes. The stream data for each individual existing process in the case study 
TS is presented in Table 3-2.   
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Table 3-2: Stream data table for existing processes in the Dairy Factory case study. 
Process Stream 
Ts  
(°C) 
Tt 
(°C) 
CP 
(kW/°C) 
AMF Process AMF 65.0 43.0 0.26 
AMF Buttermilk 15.0 10.0 0.77 
Cream 62.0 75.0 1.24 
Oil 2 80.0 95.0 0.26 
Rec. fat 12.0 55.0 3.36 
Butter Process Buttermilk 12.0 6.0 17.81 
Cream 73.0 85.0 31.19 
Flav. Cream C 10.0 12.0 31.19 
Flav. Cream H 22.0 10.0 31.19 
Flavourtech 180.0 30.0 7.06 
Casein Process COW water C 1 70.0 83.0 9.28 
COW water C 2 35.0 30.0 9.28 
Wash water 45.0 25.0 10.71 
Whey1 74.0 80.0 20.95 
Whey2 47.0 9.0 20.95 
Casein Whey 
Process 
UF perm 1 44.0 75.0 61.85 
UF perm 2 59.0 75.0 61.85 
WPC Conc. 10.0 6.0 1.97 
Cheese Process Milk 1 95.0 6.0 2.71 
Milk 2 31.0 95.0 2.71 
Mozz cheese 1 65.0 35.0 6.51 
Mozz cheese 2 32.0 65.0 6.51 
Whey 1 31.0 38.0 260.68 
Whey 2 31.0 36.0 220.75 
Whey cream 56.0 14.0 2.10 
Whey separation 70.0 76.0 178.60 
Cheese & Whey 
UF Process 
Cheese milk 1 59.0 75.0 118.60 
Cheese milk 2 10.0 15.0 118.60 
Skim milk 1 59.0 75.0 50.98 
Skim milk 2 10.0 10.0 50.98 
Cheese Whey 
Process 
Cheese whey 40.0 10.0 153.08 
HiFat 12.0 10.0 12.77 
HiFat conc. 14.0 8.0 1.91 
LoFat 12.0 10.1 9.00 
LoFat conc. 14.0 8.0 1.63 
Evaporator & 
Dryer Process 
Condensate 40.9 25.0 2.44 
Condenser 41.0 40.9 5,490.00 
WPC feed C 53.0 43.0 5.32 
WPC feed H 43.0 65.0 5.32 
Milk Powder & 
Lactose Process 
COW water 55.0 10.0 4.64 
Lactose C 70.0 86.0 12.83 
Lactose H 25.0 10.0 12.83 
Retentate 10.0 8.0 2.13 
Skim milk 10.0 8.0 7.25 
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Process Stream 
Ts 
(°C) 
Tt 
(°C) 
CP 
(kW/°C) 
Milk separation 
& casein 
Process 
Cream 15.0 9.0 24.73 
Raw milk 40.0 45.0 307.20 
Skim milk 15.0 8.0 276.48 
Standard skim 53.0 65.0 67.97 
Standard skim 10.0 15.0 67.97 
Milk separation 
& casein 
Process 
Evap. Cond. 40.0 10.0 16.06 
Retentate 13.0 8.0 13.96 
Skim milk 20.0 10.0 50.98 
UF perm 16.0 35.0 44.12 
Milk UF & CIP 
Process 
DF water 30.0 10.0 0.84 
Permeate 12.0 7.0 26.75 
Retentate 12.0 7.0 9.22 
P1 MPC Process Concentrate 1 45.0 70.0 4.69 
Condensate 2 49.0 20.0 4.66 
Condenser 50.0 49.9 5,520.00 
Retentate 65.0 80.0 8.50 
P1 permeate 
Process 
Conc. Perm C 68.0 84.0 29.74 
Conc. Perm H 12.0 10.0 35.02 
Condensate 50.9 20.0 17.41 
Condenser 51.0 50.9 16,800.00 
Evap. Perm 15.0 7.0 12.78 
UF perm 10.5 13.0 70.04 
P2 Process Concentrate 54.0 60.0 5.86 
Condenser 56.0 55.9 12,500.00 
P3 Process Concentrate 65.0 78.0 10.33 
P4 Process Concentrate 56.0 65.0 17.56 
Retentate 64.0 79.0 59.10 
P5 Process Concentrate 51.0 75.0 14.67 
COW water 25.0 25.1 47.84 
Milk 82.0 95.0 59.21 
RO/Lactose 
evaporators 
Process 
Conc perm 2 44.0 58.0 26.09 
Condenser 41.0 40.9 13,620.00 
Dirty condensate 50.0 25.0 8.01 
UF perm 12.0 32.0 97.36 
 
3.4.3 Petrochemical Complex 
The last case study represents a Petrochemical Complex with a cluster of high 
temperature processes that is a located in Europe. Petrochemical complexes 
operate continuously with higher processing temperatures than Kraft mills and 
dairy factories. The Petrochemical Complex has 8 individual plants and a total 60 
hot and cold streams available for TSHI. In this thesis, very low temperature and 
cryogenic processes of the plant are not considered in the TS. The available 
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individual plants and the streams of the Petrochemical Complex to be studied as 
TS case study are presented in Table 3-3.  
Table 3-3:  Stream data table for existing processes in the Petrochemical Complex study. 
Process Stream 
Ts 
(°C) 
Tt 
(°C) 
CP 
(kW/°C) 
Unit A C1 177.3 213.4 92.00 
 H1 45.4 32.2 2.92 
Unit B C1 113.0 309.0 52.91 
 C2 73.4 309.0 39.93 
 C3 43.5 143.0 9.65 
 H1 296.5 144.4 102.72 
 H2 154.0 45.0 34.56 
Unit C C1 143.0 350.0 81.99 
 C2 183.0 188.0 154.00 
 C3 115.0 131.0 138.00 
 C4 260.0 361.0 92.53 
 H1 318.0 236.0 21.44 
 H2 288.0 194.0 45.88 
 H3 203.0 119.0 17.42 
 H4 112.0 34.0 21.62 
 H5 169.0 101.0 14.06 
 H6 173.0 36.0 4.04 
 H7 105.0 45.0 104.95 
 H8 45.0 28.0 11.06 
 H9 128.0 54.0 0.90 
 H10 128.0 38.0 5.81 
 H11 37.0 33.0 6.86 
 H12 269.0 257.0 16.14 
 H13 276.0 85.0 5.37 
 H14 129.0 88.0 39.45 
Unit D C1 192.0 212.0 60.72 
 C2 71.0 212.0 1.40 
 C3 50.0 151.0 7.68 
 H1 228.0 210.0 77.12 
 H2 210.0 92.0 32.18 
Unit E C1 235.0 273.0 87.90 
 C2 243.0 260.0 60.44 
 H1 82.0 31.0 10.29 
 H2 113.0 46.0 51.68 
 H3 46.0 41.0 0.11 
 H4 46.0 30.0 4.78 
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Process Stream 
Ts 
(°C) 
Tt 
(°C) 
CP 
(kW/°C) 
Unit F C1 257.8 259.0 79.35 
 C2 69.0 275.9 8.66 
 C3 255.1 257.3 815.40 
 C4 292.5 293.7 138.73 
 H1 91.4 65.6 77.49 
 H2 91.4 53.9 12.35 
 H3 270.1 222.7 34.05 
 H4 175.4 45.3 23.97 
 H5 233.4 61.5 7.13 
 H6 274.1 58.9 0.60 
Unit G C1 134.0 252.0 11.71 
 C2 299.0 321.0 81.15 
 H1 220.0 126.0 26.45 
 H2 233.0 224.0 14.17 
 H3 218.0 171.0 10.14 
 H4 282.0 187.0 9.86 
 H5 187.0 126.0 6.30 
 H6 329.0 77.0 2.20 
 H7 229.0 92.0 6.32 
 H8 111.0 62.0 36.71 
Unit H C1 88.0 210.0 9.78 
 H1 211.0 129.0 9.72 
 H2 129.0 80.0 1.15 
 H4 131.0 93.0 3.84 
 
 Overview of Total Site Integration (UTSI) Software Tool 
An ExcelTM spreadsheet software tool called Unified Total Site Integration (UTSI) 
software has been developed step by step during this research to be able to 
calculate both conventional and new TSHI targeting and optimisation methods. 
The outputs of the UTSI software will be presented as the results of each 
developed method in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7. In this section, a general overview of 
the UTSI software is presented.  
As is shown in Figure 3-3, the stream data can be added into the software 
indicating process and stream name. Supply and target temperatures of each 
stream are required. Either mass flow rate and specific heat (heat capacity flow 
rate) or heat load should be defined. In addition, estimated stream heat transfer 
coefficient (HTC) and ∆Tcont for each stream can be specified at this stage.   
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Figure 3-3: Stream data sheet of the UTSI software tool. 
Figure Figure 3-4 shows Utility Data sheet in UTSI software tool. Utility type, supply 
and target temperatures, ∆Tcont, utility unit cost, and heat transfer coefficient are 
inputted in this sheet. Also, the availability of the utility for optimisation through 
variation of utility supply/target temperatures can be selected.    
 
Figure 3-4: Utility data sheet of the UTSI software tool. 
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Capital cost parameters including investment return duration, interest rate, and 
operating period of the plant can be defined in HX Cost Data sheet (Figure 3-5).  
 
Figure 3-5: Heat exchanger data sheet of the UTSI software tool. 
In the Settings window, a variety of menus and options for different purposes may 
be selected as shown in Figure 3-6. The UTSI software calculates HR and utility 
targets individually for each process and for the TS. The tool also optionally 
calculates SWG, exergy targets, UC and TAC as well as the Problem Table. It plots 
CC, BCC, GCCs with and without HR pockets, assisted heat integration graphs, TSP, 
and SUGCC. Summary sheet shows the results summary.     
 
Figure 3-6: Setting window and Summary sheet of the UTSI software tool. 
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4 Chapter Four 
Unified TSHI Targeting Method1  
 Introduction 
Application of TSHI methodologies helps set targets for maximum energy recovery 
via heat exchanger and utility network. In conventional TSHI, there are no network 
synthesis constraints (besides thermodynamics) for heat exchanger matches 
between process and utility streams. This problem was recently recognised by 
Sun et al. (2015). As the boiler feed water (non-isothermal utility) pinched against 
the TSP, they recognised that the heat may need to be transferred from multiple 
processes and that the network, although thermodynamically feasible, might be 
too complex in practice (Sun et al., 2015). Conventional TSHI allows process-utility 
heat exchanger matches in series from any process for the utility to reach its target 
temperature and then returned to the central utility system (Figure 3-2a). As a 
result, conventional TSHI targets for non-isothermal utilities can be overly 
optimistic.  The HRL method, on the other hand predefines the network structure 
by having all HRL heat exchangers in parallel to one another (even within a 
process). Such a tight constraint for the network lowers the inter-plant HR target 
and often overlooks opportunities to increase energy efficiency (Atkins et al., 
2012a). The gap in the knowledge is, therefore, the lack of an appropriate TSHI 
method that realistically targets both isothermal and non-isothermal utility 
consumption.  
The aim of this chapter is to introduce an improved TSHI method that calculates 
more realistic and achievable targets for non-isothermal utilities. The new method 
is referred as the Unified Total Site Targeting Method (UTST). The non-isothermal 
utilities in this methodology include hot water system for low temperature 
processes (e.g. food and beverage processing) and intermediate temperature 
                                                     
1 The majority of this Chapter formed the basis of a full journal article cited as (Tarighaleslami et 
al., 2017a) published in Energy:  
 
Tarighaleslami, A.H., Walmsley, T.G., Atkins, M.J., Walmsley, M.R.W., Liew, P.Y., Neale, J.R., 2017, 
A Unified Total Site Heat Integration targeting method for isothermal and non-isothermal utilities. 
Energy 119, 10–25. doi:10.1016/j.energy.2016.12.071 
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processes (e.g. pulp and paper processing), as well as hot oil system in high 
temperature processes (e.g. oil refineries). The new method modified the 
Conventional TSHI Targeting methods, which normally produces different TS 
targets for cases when non-isothermal utilities are used in the TS system. Targeting 
results from the new unified method are compared to the conventional TSHI 
method using the three case studies that were introduced in Section 3.4. The 
effects of assumptions inherent in both methods that generate targets for TS 
integration are illustrated and discussed.  
 Methods 
4.2.1 A New Unified Total Site Heat Integration Targeting Method 
This section explains the procedure of the new Unified Total Site Targeting method. 
The procedure has three Stages: Data Specification, Process level, and Total Site 
level. Figure 4-1 illustrates the Unified Total Site Targeting method procedure 
using a flow diagram and Illustrative graphs.  
4.2.1.1 Stage 1 – Data Specification 
Step 1, Extract Stream Data: Following conventional methodologies, the 
parameters of process streams are defined using general process data sets (e.g. 
process flow sheets). 
Step 2, Select ∆Tmin Contribution (∆Tcont): In this method, due to covering wide 
range of processes, a stream specific ∆Tmin contribution is used. The minimum 
temperature difference between process streams in each process (∆Tcont,PS(i)) is 
∆Tcont,P1 + ∆Tcont,P2. The selection of stream specific ∆Tcont should consider the 
thermo-physical properties of the stream and the energy-capital trade-off through 
Supertargeting. For example, some process streams may be gases or viscous 
liquids which have poor heat transfer coefficient, or may be prone to fouling on 
heat exchanger surfaces. For such cases, the overall heat transfer coefficient of a 
heat exchanger will be low; therefore, the corresponding heat transfer area will 
be high. As a result, a relatively high ∆Tcont should be selected.  
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Figure 4-1: Unified Total Site Targeting (UTST) procedure. 
4.2.1.2 Stage 2 – Process Level Targeting  
Step 3, Shift stream temperatures forward to intermediate temperatures (T*) 
For each process, supply and target temperatures of hot (source) and cold (sink) 
streams are shifted using individual process stream ∆Tcont to the intermediate 
temperature scale, T*, according to Equation 4-1,  
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Where ∆Tcont,P(m) and ∆Tcont,P(n) are minimum allowed temperature contribution for 
process individual hot and cold streams.  
Step 4, Determine Problem Table (PT), Composite Curve (CC), and GCC for each 
process: Problem Table can be calculated to determine the Pinch Temperature, CC, 
SCC and GCC graphs for each individual process.  
Step 5, Target intra-process heat recovery: HR targets for the selected ∆Tcont values 
from the CC are obtained for each process. Results include the overall minimum 
hot and cold utility targets for each process. 
Step 6, Select utilities including temperatures and pressures: Selection of the 
utility temperatures/pressure levels affects inter-process HR targets at the TS level. 
After targeting TSHR, these temperatures may be re-selected (and optimised) to 
increase inter-process HR targets. In selection of utilities, the idea of soft and hard 
(fixed) utility target temperatures should be considered.  In this step, the minimum 
temperature difference for each utility (∆Tcont,US(i)) is selected using a similar 
procedure explained in Step 2. The equivalent ∆Tmin between process and utility 
streams is ∆Tcont,P1 + ∆Tcont,U1. 
Step 7, Remove pockets: Following the CTST method, pockets which represent 
opportunities for intra-process HR, are removed from GCC and heat source and 
heat sink segments are extracted from GCC for all processes. Therefore, only the 
net utility demands of the various processes are considered at the TS level. 
Step 8, Target individual process utility generation and consumption: Targeting the 
utility generation and consumption in the intra-process targeting stage is an 
important feature of the new method in targeting non-isothermal utility use 
where the supply and target temperatures of the utility may be important TSHR 
constraints. This step is an important difference and improvement from the 
previous work of Liew et al. (2012). 
Table 4-1 shows the general framework for the numerical analysis technique of 
the utility targeting method. The first column of the framework consists of the 
shifted temperature levels of the both process streams and utilities, arranged in 
descending order of temperature. The inclusion of shifted utility temperatures in 
the PT formulation is a small but important modification, which allows for the start 
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and end temperature of each utility to be contained in the PT temperature column. 
Following the conventional PT method columns 2 to 6 are determined. Column 6 
represents the feasible process heat load cascade and columns 7 and 8 help 
determine the heat capacity flow rate corresponding to each utility (only two 
utilities shown).  
The minimum heat capacity flow rate (CP) value in columns 7 and 8 is the required 
heat capacity flow rate of each utility, as indicated in the final entry of columns 7 
and 8. It is noted that if the utility system contains more utilities then more 
columns can be added to Table 4-1. Columns for each utility are ordered from the 
lowest to highest quality utility (hottest cold utility to the coldest cold utility for 
below the Pinch and coldest hot utility to the hottest hot utility for above the 
Pinch). Where supply and target temperatures for two utilities overlap, the 
calculation in the respective utility CP columns (columns 7 and 8) will also overlap. 
Table 4-1 demonstrates the procedure for below the Pinch; however, following 
the same logic starting from process Pinch Temperature, the table can be 
calculated for above the Pinch.   
Table 4-1: General framework for the algebraic technique of the targeting method. 
Example specific to using cold utilities below the Pinch. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Shifted 
Temperatures 
Interval ΔT Net CP 
Interval 
ΔH 
Feasible 
ΔH 
CP for  
Utility j 
CP for  
Utility j+1 
T*k  ∆Tk CPnet,k ∆Hk ∑∆Hk CP(U,j)k CP(U,j)k+1 
T*1 Pinch    ∑∆H1 = 0   
 1 ∆T1 CPnet,1 ∆H1    
T*2     ∑∆H2 CP(U,1)2  
 2 ∆T2 CPnet,2 ∆H2    
T*3     ∑∆H3 CP(U,1)3  
 3 ∆T3 CPnet,3 ∆H3    
T*4     ∑∆H4 CP(U,1)4 CP(U,1)4 
 4 ∆T4 CPnet,4 ∆H4    
T*5     ∑∆H5  CP(U,2)5 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
T*k-1     ∑∆Hk-1  CP(U,2)k-1 
 k ∆Tk CPnet,k ∆Hk    
T*k     ∑∆Hk  CP(U,j)k 
      Min(CP(U,j)k) Min(CP(U,j)k) 
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To determine the heat capacity flow rate of each utility (i.e. columns 7 and 8), 
Equation 4-2 is applied to non-isothermal utilities. Equation 4-2 was derived 
graphically by finding the equation that determines the maximum CP of a utility 
based on the utilities target temperature and each shifted temperature interval, 
for which the utility may be applied. The minimum of these calculated CP values is 
the maximum feasible utility CP, which does not violate the Pinch constraint.  
   
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Where Q, ∆H and CP are respectively the heat load of each utility, enthalpy change 
of each temperature interval and heat capacity flow rate, and T*t and T*s represent 
shifted utility target temperature and shifted supply temperature respectively. 
Subscripts U, j and k represent a number of utility and interval number.  
Figure 4-2 illustrates how Equation 4-2 can be derived from a GCC of a single 
process. Three non-isothermal utilities U,1, U,2, and U,3 are used to supply cooling 
to below the pinch on the GCC that contains two HR pockets. The supply 
temperature of the coldest cold utility and target temperature of the hottest cold 
utility are constraints. In addition GCC kinks are extra constraints required to 
calculate the CP for each utility. ∆H represents the total amount of external cooling 
enthalpy required. The CP of the individual utility is calculated by dividing the 
enthalpy required by the change is temperature (i.e. difference between the utility 
supply and target temperatures). 
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Figure 4-2: Graphical approach for equation 4-2.  
Utility target temperatures can be divided into two categories, fixed (hard) 
temperatures and soft temperatures. Soft utility target temperatures, in this 
context, refer to target temperatures that are non-essential to be achieved. Soft 
temperatures may be changed by varying utility heat capacity flow rates. Hard 
utility temperatures refer to temperature constraints that should be met. Where 
a non-isothermal utility will the both consumed and generated in TSHI, the utility 
supply and target temperatures become important constraints. The optimal 
temperature selection for each non-isothermal utility will be presented in future 
work. 
4.2.1.3 Stage 3 – Total Site Level Targeting 
Step 9, Shift intermediate temperatures (T*) forward to the utility temperature 
scale (T**): For each individual stream in each individual process, shift the 
extracted GCC segments to the utility temperature scale (T**) using the 
corresponding utility ∆Tcont, Equation 4-4. 
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Where ∆Tcont,U(m) and ∆Tcont,U(n) are minimum allowed temperature contribution for 
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Step 10, Construct Total Site Profile (TSP): Following the conventional method, 
apply the TS-PT method to composite extracted heat source segments (from Step 
9) into a Site Source Profile and heat sink segments into a Site Sink Profile.  
Although the new method does not use the TSP to target utility, the TSP plot with 
process level utility targets remains a useful diagram because it can provide 
additional information to the designer about the problem. Where a utility does 
not pinch against the TSP, it is an indication that one or more of the process GCCs 
constrain the use of that utility. If this such a gap occur, the utility targets for the 
new and conventional TSHI will be different.  
Step 11, Match Utility Generation and Consumption: Utility targets from each 
process GCC are summed to determine gross and net TS utility targets. The total 
utility targets may be plotted on the TSP graph representing the Site Utility 
Composite Curves.     
Step 12, Construct Site Utility Grand Composite Curve: Following the conventional 
methods, Site Utility Grand Composite Curve (SUGCC) can be constructed to 
obtain the TS Pinch Temperature region, the excess and deficit of each utility, and 
targets for power generation and shaft work potential from the TS utility system. 
Step 13, Target Shaft Work Cogeneration: Using the net utility requirements on 
the SUGCC a target for shaft work generation may be calculated using a turbine 
model or thermodynamically based on an isentropic expansion efficiency.  
4.2.2 A Comparison Between Conventional and Unified Total Site Heat 
Integration Targeting Methods 
Figure 4-3 presents the targeting procedures of three conventional TSHI targeting 
methods as well as the new unified TSHI targeting method. The considered 
conventional methods are: (1) global method (Klemeš et al., 1997), (2) process 
specific method (Varbanov et al., 2012), and (3) stream specific method (Fodor et 
al., 2012). 
Klemeš et al. (1997) followed previous the TSHI method of Dhole and Linnhoff 
(1993) by basing targets on a global minimum temperature difference, ∆Tmin(global) 
(Figure 4-3a.1). This method, as with many others, focused on exploiting the steam 
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utility system to recover heat and produce power for large multi-plant high 
temperature processing site (e.g. oil refineries). Since steam is normally 
considered isothermal in its generation and consumption as a high temperature 
utility, the design of a TS network, which achieves TSHI targets, is fairly simple.  
Later, Varbanov et al. (2012) presented a process-specific minimum temperature 
difference technique, as shown in Figure 4-3a.2. This method employed changes 
in TSP construction algorithms by allowing separate ∆Tmin specification for process-
to-process heat exchange and also process-to-utility heat exchange. The method 
added a degree of freedom to assign different ∆Tmin specifications for each process 
and utility, which resulted in improved targeting. A third sub-set of conventional 
TSHI methods is presented by Fodor et al. (2012). This method applies stream and 
utility specific minimum temperature contribution (∆Tcont), which is presented as 
Figure 4-3a.3. The targeting procedure is similar to previous methods, i.e. global 
and process specific methods; however, there are significant changes in HR targets 
and cogeneration potential. The stream and utility specific ∆Tcont method provides 
an even greater number of degrees of freedom to the designer, which can be used 
to improve the TSHI targets if such detailed data is available. The new method 
follows from Fodor et al. (2012) in using stream and utility specific ∆Tcont as the 
basis of the procedure. 
A critical difference between the new method (Figure 4-3b) and the conventional 
methods is the level at which utility targeting is performed. The conventional 
methods (Figure 4-3a) use the TSP, i.e. TS level, to determine the quantity needed 
of each specified utility. Whereas the new method uses individual process GCCs, 
i.e. process level, to target utility use, before transferring these targets to the TS 
level and looking for heat integration within the utility system (Figure 4-1). This 
subtle change allows the engineer to know more about how each utility interacts 
with individual processes. In the new method, the utility system is constrained to 
supply utilities to and return utilities from each process at specified temperatures. 
With respect to non-isothermal utilities, this means sequential utility-process 
matches are allowed within a process to meet fixed utility supply and target 
temperatures. Sequential utility-process matches are disallowed between 
processes, as is inherently acceptable within the conventional TSHI method. This 
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is an important advantage for application of the new method to non-continuous 
processes or for clusters which contain one or more seasonal processes.  
 
Figure 4-3: Comparison between various Conventional and Unified TSHI targeting 
methods. 
 Application of TSHI Methods to Industrial Case Studies 
This section examines three case studies to demonstrate the merits of the new TS 
targeting method for both high and low temperature processes, which require 
isothermal and non-isothermal utilities, compared to the conventional TS method, 
CTST. These case studies contain a variety of continuous and non-continuous 
processes. The CTST and the UTST methods have been implemented into an 
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ExcelTM spreadsheet software tool called Unified Total Site Integration (UTSI) 
software for application to the three case studies.  
4.3.1 Case Study I: Södra Cell Värö Kraft Pulp Mill  
This case study addresses the merits of UTST method for targeting a non-
continuous Kraft Mill that spans a wide temperature range where two utility hot 
water systems are useful for TSHR. The case study is based on the Södra Cell Värö 
Kraft Pulp Mill plant as explained in Section 3.4.1. Minimum temperature 
difference and individual minimum contribution temperatures are from the same 
as used by Bood and Nilsson (2013). Several utility streams including HPS, LPS, 
HTHW and LTHW systems are assumed in this study to cover the required 
temperature ranges in TSHI as shown in Table 4-2. Where THot is hot temperature 
and TCold is cold temperature, and PR is pressure range of each utility. Power 
generation has been considered in this case study. The Very High Pressure Steam 
(VHPS) which enters to the turbine is taken at 450 °C and 90 barg. Shaft work 
targets are based on the UGCC in conjunction with the Medina-Flores and Picón-
Núñez turbine model (2010). GCCs for each individual process within TS are 
presented in Appendix A.  
Table 4-2: Required utilities for Kraft Pulp Mill case study. 
Utility Name Utility Type TCold (°C) THot (°C) PR (barg) 
High Pressure Steam (HPS) Hot 209.9 210.0 15 
Low Pressure Steam (LPS) Hot 159.9 160.0 9 
High Temperature Hot Water (HTHW) Both 60.0 85.0  
Low Temperature Hot Water (LTHW) Both 25.0 45.0  
Cooling Water (CW) Cold 25.0 *  
*Soft utility temperature  
TS targets are presented in Figure 4-4 for both CTST and UTST methods. Dashed 
lines present the CTST method while solid lines present the UTST method. As 
illustrated in Figure 4-4 both methods require the same amount of HPS of 27.7 
MW. The LPS demand of UTST is only 0.16 MW higher than CTST method.  
Both methods target the same amount of HTHW utility consumption. However, 
the HTHW generation target reduces from 39.4 MW for CTST to 26.7 MW for UTST.  
The LTHW utility consumption target for CTST method is only 0.13 MW higher than 
UTST method targets. However, the LTHW generation target is 74.2 MW for the 
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UTST versus 76.5 MW for the CTST method. The split between HTHW and LTHW 
in the UTST shows the method tends to require higher quality utilities. The UTST 
method has 3.0 MW lower shaft Work generation compared to UTST method 
which rejects 15 MW heat to CW system. TSHR in the UTST method is 0.2 MW 
lower than the CTST due to the pinched consumption of HTHW and LTHW 
(Figure 4-5). As demonstrated, the UTST method is able to effectively target dual 
non-isothermal (hot water) utility systems. Table 4-3 provides a detailed 
comparison of gross and net utility consumption and generation targets for both 
CTST and UTST methods for this case study. Gross targets in CTST method refers 
to targets shown on TSP while net targets represent the actual targets from SUGCC. 
As such, gross targets in UTST method refers to the summation of targets achieved 
in each process individually, while net targets are what the utility system must 
deliver from boilers and thermal generation process. The optimal selection of the 
number and temperatures of utilities for the UTST method will be presented in 
Chapter 5. 
 
Figure 4-4: Total Site Targets for both CTST and UTST methods in Kraft Pulp Mill. 
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Figure 4-5: SUGCC for both CTST and UTST methods in Kraft Pulp Mill. 
Table 4-3: Process level SWG, HR, and utility targets, and a comparison of SWG, HR, and 
utility targets for two TSHI methods for the Kraft Pulp Mill. 
Process Level and Total Site Targets 
Process / 
Targeting 
Method 
ΣQHot ΣQCold ΣQHR SWG 
Hot Utility Consumption1 Cold Utility Consumption2 
HPS LPS HTHW LTHW HTHW LTHW CW 
MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW 
Bleaching 32.5 0.0 14.1 9.8 4.6 9.8 0.0 18.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Causticizing 0.9 7.7 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 5.3 2.4 0.0 
Digestion 23.4 21.3 4.3 2.7 20.2 3.2 0.0 0.0 20.7 0.6 0.0 
District Heating 8.0 18.4 0.8 1.3 0.0 8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.4 0.0 
Evaporator 51.8 39.4 0.0 11.3 0.0 51.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.4 0.0 
Miscellaneous 1 0.0 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 0.0 
Miscellaneous 2 0.0 14.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.4 
Miscellaneous 3 7.3 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.0 1.2 3.7 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Miscellaneous 4 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 
Miscellaneous 5 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Miscellaneous 6 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 
Miscellaneous 7 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Paper Room 45.2 0.0 16.8 10.8 0.0 29.9 6.2 9.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Recovery Boiler 35.7 0.0 9.9 7.5 3.0 32.6 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Stripper 3.8 0.0 11.8 0.3 0.0 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Wash 0.0 9.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.7 0.0 
CTST (Gross) 213.0 115.9 58.6 49.3 27.7 142.1 10.0 33.2 39.4 76.5 0.0 
CTST (Net) 169.8 72.7 101.8 37.0 27.7 142.1 0.0 0.0 29.4 43.3 0.0 
UTST (Gross) 213.1 116.0 58.6 46.3 27.7 142.2 10.0 33.1 26.7 74.2 15.0 
UTST (Net) 170.0 72.9 101.6 37.0 27.7 142.2 0.0 0.0 16.8 41.1 15.0 
1Cold utility generation  
2Hot utility generation 
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4.3.2 Case Study II: New Zealand Dairy Processing Factory 
The second case study illustrates the advantages of the UTST method for targeting 
of primarily low temperature processes. The case study is based on a large New 
Zealand dairy factory as explained in Section 3.4.2. Five different utilities are used 
in the case study to cover the required temperature ranges, as presented in 
Table 4-4. GCCs for each individual process within TS are presented in Appendix A.  
Table 4-4: Required utilities for Dairy Factory case study. 
Utility Name Utility Type TCold(°C) THot (°C) PR (barg) 
Low Pressure Steam (LPS) Hot 179.9 180.0 10 
High Temperature Hot Water (HTHW) Hot 64.0* 84.0  
Low Temperature Hot Water (LTHW) Both 25.0 45.0  
Cooling Water (CW) Cold 24.0 25.0*  
Chilled Water (ChW) Cold 0.0 2.0*  
*Soft utility temperature  
Figure 4-6 presents the TSPs and targets for both the CTST method, in dashed lines, 
and UTST method, in solid lines, for the dairy case study. A ∆Tcont of 2.5 °C for each 
stream, which is equivalent to ∆Tmin(global) = 5 °C, was assumed for the illustration. 
As can be seen, LPS demand increases from 1.1 MW in the CTST method to 2.3 
MW in the UTST method. HTHW demand slightly decreases from 13.7 MW in the 
CTST method to 13.6 MW in UTST method. For this case study, Utility Pinches on 
the TSP that occur in the Conventional TS method, are not present in the UTST 
method. For the UTST method, Utility Pinches occur on GCCs at the Process Level 
in the utility targeting step. Utility Pinches are necessary in TSHI to achieve 
maximum HR. LTHW consumption significantly decreases from 3.3 MW for CTST 
to 2.0 MW for UTST. On the other hand, LTHW generation decreases from 7.5 MW 
for CTST to 4.7 MW for UTST. CW targets substantially decreases from 2.9 MW for 
CTST to 0.2 MW. ChW consumption targets, 7.5 MW, are the same in both 
methods.  
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Figure 4-6: Total Site Targets for both CTST and UTST methods in Dairy Factory. 
Figure 4-7 plots the Site Utility Grand Composite Curves for both the CTST method, 
in dashed lines, and the UTST method, in solid lines.  
 
Figure 4-7: SUGCC for both CTST and UTST methods in Dairy Factory. 
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For this case study, both methods result in the same Site Pinch Region. However, 
quantity of utilities are different, which impacts on the HR and power generation 
opportunities related to each method. In Figure 4-7, a difference of 1.3 MW in HR 
between the methods is seen, where CTST consumes total 14.6 MW of hot utility 
and 11.9 MW of cold utility versus 16.0 MW of hot utility and 13.3 MW of cold 
utility in the UTST method. This difference is due to the consumption and 
generation targets for the LTHW. The more conservative targets for the LTHW 
system in the UTST method result from the increased constraints around how the 
non-isothermal utility interacts with the various processes. This constraints cause 
Utility Pinches to occur within individual processes, rather than on the TSP. 
Table 4-5 presents a comprehensive comparison of gross and net utility 
consumption and generation targets for both CTST and UTST methods for the dairy 
processing factory case study. 
Table 4-5: Process level HR and utility targets, and a comparison of HR and utility targets 
for two TSHI methods for the Dairy Factory. 
Process Level and Total Site Targets 
Process /  
Targeting Method 
ΣQHot ΣQCold ΣQHR 
Hot Utility 
Consumption1 
Cold Utility 
Consumption2 
LPS HTHW LTHW LTHW CW ChW 
MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW 
AMF 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Butter 0.0 1.1 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.4 
Casein 0.2 1.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.5 
Casein whey 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Cheese 4.0 0.1 0.4 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 
Cheese & Whey UF 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Cheese whey 0.0 4.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 3.0 
Evap/dryer 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 
Milk powder & lactose 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3 
Milk sep & casein 2.7 2.1 0.0 0.0 2.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 2.1 
Milk UF 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.8 
Milk UF & CIP 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 
P1 MPC 0.2 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 
P1 permeate 0.5 2.2 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.2 
P2 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 
P3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
P4 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
P5 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
RO/Lactose evaps 0.8 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
CTST (Gross) 17.9 15.2 2.9 1.1 13.6 3.3 7.5 0.2 7.5 
CTST (Net) 14.7 11.9 6.2 1.1 13.6 0.0 4.2 0.2 7.5 
UTST (Gross) 17.9 15.2 2.9 2.3 13.7 2.0 4.7 2.9 7.5 
UTST (Net) 16.0 13.3 4.9 2.3 13.7 0.0 2.8 2.9 7.5 
1Cold utility generation  
2Hot utility generation 
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4.3.3 Case Study III: Petrochemical Complex 
The third case study is a Petrochemical Complex serviced by a common utility 
system. Petrochemical Complexes operate continuously with generally higher 
processing temperatures than Kraft mills and dairy factories and therefore require 
high pressure steam and very little hot water. This case study addresses the 
application of the UTST method to higher temperature processes. The case study 
has been explained in detail in Section 3.4.3. Eight different utilities are used to 
cover the required temperature ranges as shown in Table 4-6. GCCs for each 
individual process within TS are presented in Appendix A. 
Table 4-6: Required utilities for Petrochemical Complex case study. 
Utility Name Utility Type TCold (°C) THot (°C) PR (barg) 
Hot Oil Loop (HOL1) Hot 365.0* 390.0  
Very High Pressure Steam (VHPS) Hot 319.9 320 65 
High Pressure Steam (HPS) Hot 249.9 250.0 15 
Medium Pressure Steam (MPS) Hot 189.9 190.0 9 
Low Pressure Steam (LPS) Hot 139.9 140.0 5 
Tempered Water (TW) Cold 60.0 90.0*  
Cooling Water (CW) Cold 15.0 30.0*  
Chilled Water (ChW) Cold 8.0 13.0*  
*Soft utility temperature 
In both CTST and UTST procedures, a ∆Tcont of 10 °C for each stream has been 
chosen, which is recommended for Petrochemical, Oil and Gas Refineries (Kemp, 
2007). The case study has been analysed using both CTST and UTST methods. 
Figure 4-8 presents the TSP and the utility targets for the UTST method, in solid 
lines, and for the CTST method, in dashed lines. The UTST method gives very 
similar utility targets as the CTST method. However, as it can be seen in Figure 4-8 
and Figure 4-9, the UTST method presents different non-isothermal utility targets 
for the TW and CW, which are more likely achievable. The slight utility change in 
TW and CW of 0.83 MW and 0.8 MW can be observed respectively, while utility 
targets for HOL, VHPS, HPS, MPS, LPS and ChW are unchanged. 
A comprehensive comparison of gross and net utility consumption and generation 
targets for both CTST and UTST methods for Petrochemical Complex case study is 
presented in Table 4-7. 
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Figure 4-8: Total Site Targets for both CTST and UTST methods in Petrochemical Complex. 
 
Figure 4-9: SUGCC for both CTST and UTST methods in Petrochemical Complex. 
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Table 4-7: Process level HR and utility targets, and a comparison of HR and utility targets 
for two TSHI methods for the Petrochemical Complex. 
Process Level and Total Site Targets 
Process / 
Targeting 
Method 
ΣQHot ΣQCold ΣQHR 
Hot Utility Consumption1 Cold Utility Consumption2 
HOL1 VHPS HPS MPS LPS MPS LPS TW CW ChW 
MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW 
Unit A 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Unit B 3.0 1.7 17.7 0.8 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 
Unit C 20.5 11.8 8.8 9.7 5.9 2.3 2.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 6.5 5.2 0.1 
Unit D 0.2 3.2 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 
Unit E 4.4 4.1 0.0 0.0 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 2.3 0.1 
Unit F 2.3 7.0 1.6 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.4 2.5 2.8 0.0 
Unit G 1.8 6.2 1.4 1.7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 2.0 2.8 0.7 0.0 
Unit H 0.3 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
CTST (Gross) 35.7 34.1 32.4  12.3 14.8 6.0 2.1 0.6 2.8 3.8 15.8 11.7 0.2 
CTST (Net) 33.1 31.5 35.0 12.3 14.8 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 3.2 15.8 11.7 0.2 
UTST (Gross) 35.7 34.1 32.4 12.3 14.8 6.0 2.1 0.6 2.8 3.8 14.9 12.5 0.2 
UTST (Net) 33.1 31.5 35.0 12.3 14.8 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 3.2 14.9 12.5 0.2 
1Cold utility generation  
2Hot utility generation 
In high temperature processes such as oil and gas refineries, petrochemical and 
metal processing plants using hot oil loops is common for higher temperatures 
where it is not possible to use excessively high steam pressures. However, the 
UTST, due to its advantages in targeting non-isothermal utilities with more realistic 
targets, gives the opportunity to consider hot oil loops as a utility for medium 
temperature ranges (100 – 300 °C), where steam is normally used. Therefore, an 
alternate utility design can be investigated for the current case study to include a 
second hot oil loop (see Figure 4-8). The new hot oil loop (HOL2) has a supply 
temperature of 210 °C and a target temperature of 160°C. It replaces the MPS and 
LPS to the new hot oil loop. Figure 4-10 illustrates the TS targets for the case study 
applying CTST method without HOL2, in dashed lines, versus alternate design with 
the new hot oil loop applying UTST method in solid lines. GCCs for each individual 
process within TS are presented in Appendix A. 
The application of the UTST method with the alternate set of utility offers slightly 
more HR opportunities compared to the CTST method with the original utilities. 
By analysing both Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11, UTST increases HR by 1.3 MW, 
which is 3.7 % increase in inter-process HR, due to the addition of HOL2. For UTST 
with the alternate utilities, TW and CW increase by 1.1 and 0.6 MW respectively 
compared to the original case applying the CTST method.  
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Figure 4-10: Total Site Targets for Petrochemical Complex applying CTST method and 
alternate case applying UTST method.  
 
Figure 4-11: SUGCC for Petrochemical Complex applying CTST method and retrofit case 
applying UTST method. 
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The advantage of the alternate case is eliminating two utility lines using a non-
isothermal utility, which can be effectively targeted using the UTST method. While 
in this case study high increase in HR is not illustrated, the possibility of substantial 
increases in HR for other case studies is likely. Detailed information for gross and 
net utility consumption and generation targets for both TS methods are given in 
Table 4-8 for alternative utility levels for Petrochemical Complex.   
Table 4-8: A comparison of utility targets for two TSHI methods for the Petrochemical 
Complex with a hot oil loop. 
Process Level and Total Site Targets 
Process / 
Targeting 
Method 
ΣQHot ΣQCold ΣQHR 
Hot Utility Consumption1 Cold Utility Consumption2 
HOL1 VHPS HPS HOL2 HOL2 TW CW ChW 
MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW MW 
Unit A 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Unit B 3.0 1.7 17.7 0.8 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 1.4 0.0 
Unit C 20.5 11.8 8.8 9.7 5.9 1.4 3.4 0.0 6.5 5.2 0.1 
Unit D 0.2 3.2 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 3.2 0.0 0.0 
Unit E 4.4 4.1 0.0 0.0 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 2.3 0.1 
Unit F 2.3 7.0 1.6 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 1.3 3.1 2.6 0.0 
Unit G 1.8 6.2 1.4 1.7 0.1 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.6 0.7 0.0 
Unit H 0.3 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
CTST (Gross) 35.7 34.1 32.4 12.3 14.8 4.7 3.9 5.0 17.4 11.7 0.2 
CTST (Net) 31.8 30.2 36.3 12.3 14.8 4.7 0.0 1.0 17.4 11.7 0.2 
UTST (Gross) 35.7 34.1 32.4 12.3 14.8 5.2 3.5 3.5 18.2 12.2 0.2 
UTST (Net) 32.3 30.7 35.8 12.3 14.8 5.2 0.0 0.0 18.2 12.2 0.2 
1Cold utility generation  
2Hot utility generation 
 Discussion on the Unified Total Site Heat Integration Method 
The merits of the new UTST method compared to the conventional method have 
been illustrated using three case studies, which represent a diverse range of 
processing types and temperatures.  
Five key learnings from the case studies with regards to the conventional and 
unified methods are:  
1. Targets from the new method suggest that the conventional method often 
over-estimates TSHI potential for non-isothermal utilities. 
An essential element of the new method is the target incorporates the additional 
constraint for non-isothermal utilities to reach the target temperature within an 
individual process. By adding this new constraint, the calculated targets become 
more achievable and realistic. The over-estimation of TSHI targets for the three 
case studies from using the conventional method compared to new method are 
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0.2 % for the Södra Cell Värö Kraft Pulp Mill, 22 % for a New Zealand Dairy Factory, 
and 0.1 % for Petrochemical Complex. 
2. The new method is equally applicable for high and low temperatures processes, 
and isothermal and non-isothermal utilities. 
The first case study, the large Dairy Factory, represents low temperature non-
continuous processes. The second case study, Kraft Pulp Mill, represents a non-
continuous process with a wide range of high to low temperatures. This case study 
illustrates the similarity of results between the CTST and UTST methods in higher 
temperature processes and more meaningful targets of UTST method for HR at 
lower temperatures. In the last case study, non-isothermal utilities at higher 
temperatures, such as hot oil loops, are common utilities in typical Petrochemical 
Complexes and Oil refineries. This case study represents the similar outcomes of 
new method to the Conventional methods in case of traditional continuous high 
temperature processes. 
3. Utilities Pinches in the new method are best observed at the process GCC level.  
After applying the UTST method steam utility demand increases because by 
introducing the additional constraints, utility pinches occurred within individual 
processes at the process level, rather than on the TSP, as is always the case with 
the conventional method. Also, Utility pinches can be seen for isothermal utilities 
on the TSP, in additional to the process GCCs. However, in case of non-isothermal 
utilities, the Pinch may not be visible on the TSP Figure 4-4, Figure 4-6, Figure 4-8 
and Figure 4-10).  
4. The new method is advantageous for non-continuous processes. 
An advantage of the UTST method is it only allows utility heat exchangers in series 
within the same process to achieve a utility’s target temperature, as illustrated in 
Figure 3-2b. As a result, the new method restricts any inter-dependency of utility 
use between processes, which is important for non-continuous processing clusters 
that often operate with different schedules and independently.  
5. The use of hot oil in place of steam utility (HPS, MPS and/or LPS) can increase 
TSHR. 
The third case study on a Petrochemical Complex showed the interesting result of 
increasing TSHI through replacing MPS and LPS with hot oil. Intuitively, the shape 
of the individual GCCs will dictate the effectiveness of using hot oil instead of 
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steam for increasing HR. However, the increase in targeted HR comes at the 
expense of a poorer heat transfer since the heat transfer coefficient of oil is well 
below that of condensing/evaporating steam.  
 Conclusions  
This chapter presented a new TSHI targeting methodology that aims to calculate 
achievable and realistic TSHI targets for sites that use isothermal and/or non-
isothermal utilities. It is called the Unified Total Site Targeting method (UTST). The 
new method initially targets multiple utility use at the individual process level, as 
opposed to at the TS level in the conventional method. Non-isothermal utilities 
are given both fixed supply and target temperatures. This subtle change in 
procedure ensures a utility is supplied to and returned from each process at the 
specified temperatures, which translates into setting more achievable and realistic 
TS energy targets. However, being achievable and realistic does not ensure 
optimality in terms of energy targets and utility selection. The optimal utility 
number, utility temperature selection and optimisation of the new TSHI targeting 
method will be presented in Chapter 5. 
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5 Chapter Five 
Utility Temperature Selection and Optimisation1 
 Introduction 
The selection of the number of utility levels and the associated temperatures are 
important degrees of freedom to maximise HR. The earliest optimisation of utility 
levels based on TSHI was presented by Makwana et al. (1998) for retrofit and 
operations management of an existing TS and Mavromatis and Kokossis (1998) 
who presented a model to modify targeting procedure and optimise utility 
networks for operational variations. Zhu and Vaideeswaran (2000) developed a 
systematic method for operational optimisation, retrofits, grassroots design, and 
debottlenecking of TS energy systems.  
Since these early studies, researchers have applied both Mathematical 
Programming (MP) and graphical methods in attempts to optimise the selection 
of utility pressures and temperatures. The main objective function, minimisation 
of Total Annualised Cost (TAC), is an acute trade-off between investment (capital 
cost) and operational (mostly utility) costs. Chapter 2 reviewed the literature on 
the optimal selection of and identified two primary gaps: i) few studies considered 
non-isothermal utility temperature selection and optimisation and ii) the 
simultaneous optimisation of both isothermal and non-isothermal utilities. As an 
element of a utility optimisation method, exergy may find application but, in the 
case of utility temperature optimisation beyond turbines, it has not been applied 
as a tool for utility optimisation. Cost and exergy analysis may also be combined 
                                                     
1  This Chapter is based on a conference paper in Chemical Engineering Transactions cited as 
(Tarighaleslami et al., 2016a) and full journal article cited as (Tarighaleslami et al., 2017b) published 
in Energy:  
 
Tarighaleslami, A.H., Walmsley, T.G., Atkins, M.J., Walmsley, M.R.W., Neale, J.R., 2016. 
Optimisation of Non-Isothermal Utilities using the Unified Total Site Heat Integration Method. 
Chemical Engineering Transactions 52, 457–462. doi:10.3303/CET1652077 
 
Tarighaleslami, A.H., Walmsley, T.G., Atkins, M.J., Walmsley, M.R.W., Neale, J.R., 2017b. Total Site 
Heat Integration: Utility selection and optimisation using cost and exergy derivative analysis. 
Energy 141, 949–963. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.energy.2017.09.148 
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with derivative analysis, as demonstrated by Walmsley et al. (2014b), to create a 
new method for optimising utility temperature selection.  
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the selection of utility temperature (both 
supply and target) on fuel consumption, power generation, and energy cost with 
the goal of minimising TAC. Depending on the derivative approach, minimisation 
of the UC and/or ED targets may be considered as the initial objective functions in 
the optimisation procedure while TAC is the ultimate objective function. The 
method is primarily for grassroots design but may also be beneficial for retrofit 
design studies as an initial step. 
 Total Site Utility Temperature Optimisation 
In PI techniques, the ultimate objective is to minimise TAC by balancing the trade-
off between fuel consumption utility demand and capital investments. The 
appropriate utility temperature selection can lead to lower UCs using the less 
expensive utility, increased HR at the TS level, increased cogeneration, and/or 
decreased refrigeration work consumption. Each utility often has a different unit 
price. Typically, the lowest temperature cold utility and the highest temperature 
hot utility have a higher unit price than those with temperatures closer to the Total 
Site Pinch Temperature range. Another approach for utility optimisation is to 
maximise the use of less expensive utilities in place of more expensive ones. HR 
may also be optimised to minimise TAC. 
To minimise TAC, those utilities that have the potential to optimise Total Site Heat 
Recovery (TSHR), power generation/consumption, and fuel consumption must be 
identified. At the first stage, the designer should recognise whether any utility is 
optimisable in the TS. An optimisable utility refers to any utility that has the 
capacity to be generated and consumed within the TS, or a utility that has 
potential to generate shaft work through a turbine in the utility system. In this 
context, two categories may be defined for utility target temperatures, i.e. fixed 
(hard) temperatures and soft temperatures. Soft utility target temperatures refer 
to target temperatures that are non-essential to be achieved that may be changed 
by varying utility heat capacity flow rates. With a soft target temperature, it 
becomes difficult to use a utility for TSHR because as it is generated and consumed, 
the final temperature of the utility is uncertain. Return utility flows from multiple 
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processes may then be mixed together resulting in an unknown average 
temperature. A higher quality utility is needed to heat or cool the return utility 
flow to the intended supply temperature of the reverse utility (e.g. a hot utility 
loses heat to become a cold utility). Hard utility target temperatures refer to 
temperature constraints that must be met. These utility temperatures have an 
opportunity to be optimised to increase HR.  
The TSP in Figure 5-1 can be divided into three different regions.  The process heat 
deficit region sits above the hottest TSP source temperature, which is derived from 
the Grand Composite Curves (GCC) in each process (or plant) before the TSP is 
constructed. The process heat surplus region is below the coldest TSP sink 
temperature and is again derived from the GCCs. The region in between may be in 
process heat deficit or surplus depending on the balance between utility 
generation and consumption. Those utilities that occur within this middle region, 
which may be generated and consumed, are optimisable to maximise TSHR, Utility 
C and D in Figure 5-1. 
When Combined Heat and Power (CHP) generation is exploited, more complex 
utility options are available. Rejected heat from gas turbines and/or boilers with 
steam turbines may be used to generate or supply hot utility, e.g. steam. In such 
systems, the utilities that are in the upper region of Figure 5-1 may provide the 
potential for SWG through a turbine. These hot utilities can also be considered as 
optimisable to maximise shaft work, e.g. Utility B.  Similarly, for processes which 
require sub-ambient utility in the lower region of Figure 5-1, the cold utility 
requires compressors in refrigeration cycles to generate the needed cooling, 
Utility F. As a result, the appropriate utility temperature selection, which is 
considered as optimisable, may lead to minimum work consumption.  
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Figure 5-1: Possibility of utility to be optimised in a typical TSP. 
In short, any utility that is either connected to a turbine, linked to a refrigeration 
cycle, or both generated/consumed, is a candidate for temperature optimisation.  
UC can be calculated considering hot utility, cold utility, and power 
generation/consumption prices and targets. Equation 5-1 presents the UC 
calculation method. 
    OPWPPQUPQUPUC gengeniutciutciuthiuth 






  )()(,)(,)(,)(,   (5-1) 
Where UP is utility price, Q is utility target, PP is power price, W is power target, 
and OP is operating period of the plant. Subscripts h,ut is hot utility, c,ut is cold 
utility, and gen is generation. The final term is an offset but not total power cost. 
Total Annualised Cost (TAC) is calculated using UC and Annualised Capital Cost 
(ACC) as presented in Equation 5-2. 
ACCUCTAC          (5-2) 
Where ACC only includes heat exchanger area. Infrastructure costs are not 
considered in this paper. 
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 The Role of Exergy Analysis in Utility Temperature Optimisation  
To help select utility temperature levels in the TS, exergy and ED may be analysed. 
Since there is no chemical reaction, separation or mixing in the utility mains, only 
physical exergy needs consideration (Kotas, 1995).  
Exergy is defined as maximum theoretical useful work potential, i.e. shaft work or 
electrical work, obtainable as two systems interact to equilibrium (Bejan and 
Tsatsaronis, 1996). Exergy analysis can, therefore, provide insights to process 
optimisation evaluations. Heat transfer through finite temperature difference 
always generates entropy and any process that generates entropy always destroys 
exergy. As a result, ED (Xd) is proportional to the entropy generated (Sgen) as in 
Equation 5-3.  
00  gend STX          (5-3) 
Where T0 is the reference temperature. As it can be seen ED is a positive quantity 
for any actual process and becomes zero for a reversible process.  
Marmoleji-Correa and Gundersen (2013) summarised a simple method to 
determine the temperature based physical exergy of a process flow, as shown in 
Equation 5-4.  
Xpp Tcm
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T
T
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




 1
00
0 ln       (5-4)  
Exergy can be calculated using Equation 5-4 when the specific heat capacity has 
been assumed constant with respect to temperature in the range from T to 
reference T0. The factor in the square bracket is called exergetic temperature (Tx) 
and has units of Kelvin. Exergetic temperature is a function of stream temperature 
in K and the selected zero state temperature, T0, in K. The reference temperature 
has been selected as 15 °C, which corresponds to the cooling water temperature. 
In addition, this temperature can provide the required temperature driving force 
for cooling down non-isothermal utility systems that are operated near the 
ambient temperature, e.g. cooling tower system. This equation determines the 
change in exergy as a process flow heats or cools from its supply to its target 
temperature.  
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Figure 5-2 shows the exergy potential of a single heat exchanger where the hot 
stream as a heat source has an exergy relative to the T0, and the cold stream as a 
heat sink has a lower exergy relative to the T0.  
For the ED, it can be said that:  
SinkSourced XXX           (5-5)  
 
Figure 5-2: Exergy analysis of a single heat exchanger. 
The same concept applies to a process plant. Figure 5-3 illustrates utility-process 
and process-process EDs on a Balanced Composite Curve (BCC). BCCs are 
particularly useful to demonstrate the effects of multiple utilities, multiple Pinch 
Temperatures and the driving force in the HEN of a process. Non-isothermal 
utilities are normally shown as diagonal segments in enthalpy-temperature plots 
while isothermal utilities are shown as horizontal segments. It is not always easy 
to distinguish non-isothermal utilities, such as hot water, on a BCC because it often 
composites with the process streams (Kemp, 2007). However, the BCC is still a 
useful tool to provide a clear visualisation for ED of heat transfer within a 
processing system.  
In Figure 5-3, three different regions can be recognised: (a) utility source-process 
sink ED, (b) process source-process sink ED, and (c) process source-utility sink ED. 
Each of these regions presents exergy transfer and destruction within the process 
based on the available exergy sources and sinks. As a result, total exergy 
destruction of the plant can be demonstrated by Equation 5-6.  
  SinkSourced XXX         (5-6) 
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Figure 5-3: Utility-Process and Process-Process ED in a single process BCC. 
Figure 5-4 shows how ED applies to a TS Figure 5-4a illustrates the ED region in the 
TSP. Figure 5-4b shows that by shifting utility temperatures, ED has been increased 
for small regions on both sides of the TSP while it has decreased for most other 
regions. In Figure 5-4b, shifted utility temperature levels are illustrated in solid 
lines and original utility temperature levels from Figure 5-4a are illustrated in 
dashed lines. In summation, total exergy destruction has been reduced because of 
the utility temperature change. Equation 5-3 can be applied to analyse TS which 
determines utility-process ED for entire TS due to heat transfer.  
Figure 5-4c shows the work generation potential using the Site Utility Grand 
Composite Curve (SUGCC). When HR increases (solid utility lines), power 
generation often decreases. While in the Figure 5-4d, the same concepts of ED 
reduction apply. Shifting utility temperatures towards the Total Site Pinch region 
shows an effect on ED resulting in increased HR across the TS and slightly higher 
power generation for this example. There is a complex trade-off between power 
generation, HR, and ED that must be considered when analysing the selection of 
utility temperatures.  
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Figure 5-4: a) Total ED in a typical TSP; b) Total exergy destruction as results of utility 
shifts; c) Typical SUGCC HR and power generation trade-off; d) Complex trade-off 
between power generation, HR, and ED after utility shifts. 
The smaller temperature difference between the hot and cold available utilities in 
the TS may offer lower ED and a reduction in UCs through improved HR. Improved 
temperature selection in the TS may provide the opportunity to reduce energy 
consumption within the TS as the result of a decrease in ED (i.e. shifting utility 
temperatures towards the Total Site Pinch will cause a reduction in ED). There is a 
trade-off between hot and cold utility temperature difference in the TS and total 
heat transfer area, which affects ACC and finally TAC. TAC is normally the final 
objective function in the optimisation of TS targets. To select utility temperatures, 
a temperature range may be considered for each required utility. 
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 Method 
5.4.1 Overview 
Utility supply and target temperatures can be selected by using the derivative of 
the objective function. Derivatives provide a direction to change utility 
temperatures and improve the key TS metrics. Three different approaches are 
investigated to find the best sequential combination of derivative objective 
functions in the optimisation procedure.  
 Approach 1: Minimise the derivative of the TAC function with respect to 
temperature, which may be approximated numerically using Equation 5-7.  
   
T
TTACTTTAC
dT
dTAC ii


        (5-7) 
Where subscript, i represents each individual utility temperature for either supply 
or target temperature (hot or cold sides of the utility) and ΔT is a small change in 
temperature (step change).  
In this approach, the TAC derivative is minimised given the initial utility 
temperature selection. One of the challenges with this method is that TAC 
functions are discontinuous functions due to changes in the number of utilities 
and number of heat exchangers. This means the function contains numerous local 
minima. 
 Approach 2: Minimise the derivative of the UC, then sequentially minimise 
the derivative of the TAC (UC+TAC). UC derivative may be presented as: 
T
TUCTTUC
dT
dUC ii



)()(
       (5-8) 
This approach includes a two-step process: first, minimise the derivative of UC 
iteratively, then, second, minimise the derivative of TAC. But the UC function tends 
to be more continuous but still can have local minima in the form of flat regions.   
 Approach 3: Minimise the derivative of the UC iteratively with the 
derivative of ED, then sequentially minimise the derivative of the TAC 
(UC+ED+TAC). Where ED derivative can be presented as: 
T
TXTTX
dT
dX ididd



)()(
        (5-9) 
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The third approach, similar to the second approach, includes a two-step process: 
first, minimise the derivative of UC iteratively and, when constant (flat), minimise 
the derivative of ED, then, second, minimise the derivative of TAC. It is important 
to understand that UC functions tend to be continuous with many flat sections 
where a change in temperature has no impact on UC. In this region, it becomes 
necessary to apply the derivative of ED as the objective, which is not flat. The logic 
for initially minimising UC with ED is to help select temperatures that are more 
likely in the proximity of the global optimum, from which starting point a TAC 
minima may be located. The TAC local minimum is not guaranteed to be the global 
optimum It should be noted that to have consistent objective functions in the 
derivative analysis the exergy in MW was converted to cost per year using an 
energy conversion factor ($/MWh) based on the energy price and operating period 
of each case study (Shamsi and Omidkhah, 2012).  
5.4.2 Detailed Method and UTSI Software Tool Development 
The ExcelTM spreadsheet, UTSI software tool, has been extended to include the 
new utility optimisation procedure. Figure 5-5 presents the detailed utility 
optimisation procedure. New steps have been added to the TSHI targeting method 
to complete utility selection and optimisation procedure for any available TSHI 
method presented in Figure 4-3.  
Step 1: Objective function derivatives calculation: A derivative map can be 
constructed using the framework presented in Table 5-1 for each utility. The first 
column presents the temperature ranges for hot and cold sides of each utility 
while optimising utility temperatures. Eight different options can be considered as 
either hot, cold or both hot and cold sides of the utility may change. The 
temperature step ∆Tst represents the amount of change in the utility temperature 
for each iteration in the procedure. The smaller temperature step, the less 
convergence time and the more accurate temperature selection. However, it may 
be trapped in local optimum as opposed to converging in an overall optimum in 
the HR function. Therefore, for each of the main objective functions, eight 
different subset rows have been defined, as it is shown in Table 5-1. In other words, 
supply and target temperatures of each utility are monitored separately. However, 
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according to temperature ranges and the nature of the utility, the temperature 
step may vary.  
The next three columns represent one of the objective function derivatives as 
presented in Section 5.4.1, where subscript i represents each individual 
temperature point at either supply or target temperatures of the utility.  
 
Figure 5-5: Procedure for optimal utility temperature selection of optimisable utilities 
in TSHI methods. 
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Table 5-1: A general framework to construct a derivative map for a utility. 
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Step 2: Objective function selection: In this step, initially, the objective function can 
be selected then in each iteration, the selected objective function (or the objective 
function which is in the iteration) goes to the related direction A or B in Figure 5-5. 
This step can lead optimisation procedure for a different combination of objective 
functions. Two question boxes can lead the procedure back to Step 2 or Step 5 if 
the iteration is not the first iteration.  
Step 3: Selection of appropriate value from the derivative map: The most negative 
value, i.e. a reduction in cost, utility, or ED, for the objective function is located on 
the derivative map, which shows the highest potential for improvement, and 
identifies the utility, its temperature and the direction that it should be changed. 
The utility corresponding to this value must be selected in this step. 
Step 4: Utility temperature re-selection: After identifying the best utility 
temperature to change, whether utility generation turns to utility consumption or 
vice versa, ∆Tst must be divided by half and the shift backwards or forwards to 
converge to the optimum; i.e. new ∆Tst can be added or subtracted to the utility 
temperature. After changing the utility temperature, the process is re-targeted 
according to the TSHI targeting method which is used, and the derivative map is 
re-calculated. It must be noted that the second derivative is checked in this stage 
to ensure that the collected points are always moving in the downwards direction 
to achieve the minimum. This procedure may be repeated unless the result 
converges. After the first iteration, the optimisation procedure may lead to step 5: 
Step 5: Objective function check: The value obtained for the objective function (UC 
or ED) from the derivative map should be checked. If the value is negative it means 
there is a potential to improve the objective function by increasing or decreasing 
its supply/target temperature by ∆Ts. Therefore, the procedure goes back to Step 
3; otherwise, it should be checked that if ED is the optimised objective function 
and/ or if it is targeted that ED be an objective function. The answer may lead the 
procedure either to Step 6 or Step 7.   
Step 6: ED derivative check: In this step, ED is to be checked. The ED negative values 
represent the potential of further improvement. Therefore, if the corresponding 
value to the most negative ED value in the other objective function, i.e. UC, is equal 
to zero or negative, then the utility temperature can be improved.  
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Step 7: TAC objective function check: This step is similar to step 5 and 6, but this 
time the value obtained for the TAC column from the derivative map should be 
checked. The negative value means there is a potential to improve the objective 
function by increasing or decreasing its supply/target temperature by ∆Tst. For 
negative values go to Step 3, otherwise, there will not be any more potential to 
improve selected utility temperature, which means all the utility temperatures are 
optimal. 
5.4.2.1 A Brief Comparison to Existing Methods 
There are several advantages of this new method compared to the other methods. 
The exergy analysis is based on exergetic temperatures, which have a linear 
relationship to exergy flow. Previous TSHI exergy targeting methods were based 
on converting temperature to Carnot factor and plotting an efficiency-enthalpy 
diagram. The new method is a derivative based technique that can be 
programmed while conventional methods are heuristic based (1994), which are 
difficult to automate. In the specific case of Hui and Ahmed (1994), only some GCC 
segments are collected for TSHI, which can lead to significantly reduced HR. Hui 
and Ahmed (1994) also based the pricing of utility on exergy as opposed to actual 
prices as done in this paper. Furthermore, the UTST method used as part of the 
optimisation is improved from conventional approaches (Klemeš et al., 1997). 
Finally, none of the other methods consider non-isothermal utility optimisation 
within the same procedure as isothermal utilities.  
 Utility Temperature Optimisation Results  
The case studies have been considered to illustrate the derivative optimisation 
procedure. Table 5-2 presents TS characteristics of each case study considered for 
optimisation.  
Table 5-2: Total Site characteristics for each case study. 
Case study 
No. of 
processes 
No. streams 
available in TS 
∆Tmin 
(°C) 
Operating Period 
(h/y) 
Kraft Pulp Mill Plant 10 64 10 8,300 
Petrochemical Complex 8 60 20 8,600 
Dairy Factory 15 79 5 5,500 
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Capital and energy costs are estimated in New Zealand dollars (NZD). Energy cost 
for utilities is estimated to be NZD 5 /MWh for cooling utilities, NZD 30 /MWh for 
heating utilities, NZD 40 /MWh for chilled water (ChW), and NZD 100 /MWh for 
power generation. To calculate the ACC for all case studies, investment return 
duration (n) has been set to 10 years with a 7 % interest rate (j). It has been 
assumed that plate and frame heat exchangers are chiefly required in the dairy 
factory and shell and tube heat exchangers for the pulp mill and petrochemical 
case studies. Heat exchanger cost can be calculated based on required heat 
exchanger area according to Equation 5-10 (Bouman et al., 2004) and cost 
parameters are taken from Statistic New Zealand Infoshare (2016) data as is 
shown in Table 5-3. Note that to calculate the total ACC, infrastructure cost such 
as civil, steel structure, and piping costs are not considered. 
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)(        (5-10) 
Where A is the heat transfer area in m2, and a in NZD, b inNZD/m2c, and c are cost 
coefficients and exponent relating to the heat exchanger type, as given in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3: ACC parameters for Shell and Tube, and Plate and Frame heat exchangers. 
Heat Exchanger Type a b c 
Shell and Tube  0 5,870 0.57 
Plate and Frame 4,265 649 1.00 
 
5.5.1 Case Study I:  Södra Cell Värö Kraft Pulp Mill Plant 
Södra Cell Värö Kraft Pulp Mill plant in southern Sweden has been chosen as the 
first case study. The case study has been explained in detail in Section 3.4.1 and 
Section 4.3.1. All utilities presented in Table 4-2 except cooling water have been 
considered as an optimisable utility according to the described definition in the 
method section as it is clear in Table 4-2. 
A comparison of utility targets of the base case, in dashed lines, compared to the 
optimised case in solid lines using original utility temperatures as a starting point 
are illustrated in Figure 5-6 in TSP and in Figure 5-7 in SUGCC graphs.  
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Figure 5-6: Comparison of the base case and optimised case in TSP for Kraft Pulp Mill 
case study. 
 
Figure 5-7: Comparison of the base case and optimised case in SUGCC for Kraft Pulp Mill 
case study. 
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procedure. Table 5-5 demonstrates targeting results for three different 
optimisation criteria for the case study. It shows 43.1 MW of TSHR, 37.1 MW of 
SWG, NZD 14,618,951 /y UC, 77 heat exchanger units, and NZD 16,408,482 /y TAC.  
Table 5-4: Optimised utility temperatures comparison for different three criteria in Kraft 
Pulp Mill case study. 
Optimisation 
Criteria 
Isothermal Utility Non-Isothermal Utility 
HPS LPS HTHW LTHW CW 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
TCold* 
(°C) 
Original Utilities 210.0 160.0 85.0 60.0 45.0 25.0 25.0 
TAC 194.9 158.9 93.0 76.8 46.0 25.0 25.0 
UC+TAC   194.9 158.9 93.0 76.8 46.0 25.0 25.0 
UC+ED+TAC   194.9 158.9 93.0 76.8 57.0 25.0 25.0 
*THot for CW has been considered as soft utility temperature   
Table 5-5: Utility targets comparison for different three criteria in Kraft Pulp Mill case 
study. 
Optimisation 
Criteria 
HEU 
Target 
TSHR 
Target 
SWG ED  UC TAC Change 
# kW kW kW NZD/y NZD/y % 
Original Utilities  77 43,061 37,027 19,095 14,618,951 16,408,482 - 
TAC 76 44,845 37,384 19,107 13,804,364 15,675,136 -4.47 
UC+TAC   76 44,845 37,384 19,107 13,804,364 15,675,136 -4.47 
UC+ED+TAC   76 44,845 37,384 20,242 13,804,364 15,669,850 -4.51 
 
The optimised case, UC+ED+TAC criteria, shows a 4.1 % increase in TSHR, 1.0 % 
increase in SWG, reduction of one heat exchanger unit, and a 4.51 % decrease in 
TAC compared to other two criteria which have lower TAC reduction. As can be 
seen in Table 5-5 for all three different cases, SWG and UC are identical. However, 
ED increases in the third case while TAC has been reduced. This is due to LTHW 
optimal temperature (57 °C) that increases temperature driving force that led the 
total required heat transfer area to be decreased while total heat exchangers 
reduced by one unit. TAC decreases up to 4.5 %.     
5.5.2 Case Study II: Petrochemical Complex 
This case study demonstrates the advantages of the implementation of the new 
optimisation method to plants that typically operate at high temperature ranges. 
The plant is explained in detail in Section 3.4.3 and Section 4.3.3, utilities are 
presented in Table 4-6. SWG is not considered in this case study.  
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In this case study MPS and LPS are considered as optimisable utilities. Base case 
utility targets, in dashed lines, have been compared with optimised targets, in solid 
lines, using original utility temperatures as a starting point in TSP in Figure 5-8 and 
in SUGCC in Figure 5-9. 
The case study has been targeted and repeated for all three different criteria. The 
initial utilities used as starting point and the result optimised utilities in each 
criterion are presented in Table 5-6. Targeting results are presented in Table 5-7. 
In this case, optimisation based on TAC as an individual objective function has a 
lower reduction in TAC (-2.52 %) while other two criteria show identical TAC 
reduction (-3.36 %). This means that when the TS is optimised considering UC as 
the objective function, the optimal temperatures are used as the starting point for 
the next optimisation step where TAC is the objective function. The dual 
optimisation function approach requires fewer iterations and enables an 
improved target to be achieved. However, in this case, the benefit of including ED 
in the procedure is negligible since the UC+TAC approach and UC+ED+TAC 
approach achieve the same final result.  
 
Figure 5-8: Comparison of the base case and optimised case in TSP for Petrochemical 
Complex case study. 
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Figure 5-9: Comparison of the base case and optimised case in SUGCC, for Petrochemical 
Complex case study. 
Table 5-6: Optimised utility temperatures comparison for different three criteria in 
Petrochemical Complex case study. 
Optimisation 
Criteria 
Isothermal Utility Non-Isothermal Utility 
VHPS HPS MPS LPS HOL TW CW ChW 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
Original 
Utilities 
320 250 190 140 390 365 90 60 30 15 13 8 
TAC 320 250 214 180 390 365 90 60 30 15 13 8 
UC+TAC   320 250 204 176 390 365 90 60 30 15 13 8 
UC+ED+TAC   320 250 204 176 390 365 90 60 30 15 13 8 
 
Table 5-7: Utility targets comparison for different three criteria in Petrochemical 
Complex case study. 
Optimisation 
Criteria 
HEU 
Target 
TSHR 
Target 
ED UC TAC Change 
# kW kW NZD/y NZD/y % 
Original Utilities 139 2,633 5,759 9,895,506 10,751,421 - 
TAC 131 3,488 5,964 9,638,319 10,480,799 -2.52 
UC+TAC 134 3,796 5,967 9,545,481 10,390,653 -3.36 
UC+ED+TAC 134 3,796 5,967 9,545,481 10,390,653 -3.36 
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5.5.3 Case study III: New Zealand Dairy Processing Factory 
The last case study is the large dairy factory in New Zealand that has been 
explained in detail in Section 3.4.1 and Section 4.3.3. Table 4-4 presents initial 
utilities which are used in the plant. All processes in the factory, which is 
considered as a TS, have recently been investigated and integrated to industry best 
practice. However, further improvements have been achieved by using the UTST 
method. In this case study only LTHW has the conditions to be optimisable utility.  
Figure 5-10 shows TSP comparison between the Base Case targets using original 
utility temperatures as a starting point, in dashed lines, and optimised targets in 
solid lines using the same starting points. As can be seen hot utility targets, utility 
heat surplus, are identical before and after optimisation but in cold utility side, 
utility heat deficit, LTHW has been slightly improved.  
 
Figure 5-10: Comparison of the base case and optimised case in TSP for Dairy Factory 
case study. 
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Surprisingly, Table 5-8 and Table 5-9 show that the optimisation results of all three 
criteria are identical in this case study. This might be due to a couple of reasons, 
first, the LTHW is a non-isothermal utility that has only 9.5 % of total heat load in 
both heat surplus and heat deficit sides of TS which after optimisation is fully 
balanced. This means the utility has the exact amount of generation and 
consumption as shown in Figure 5-10. Second, as mentioned above the plant is 
highly efficient because of recent optimisation planning and also TS targets are 
now more realistic and accurate based on the UTST method. However, the 
optimisation targets could still decrease TAC by 0.62 % and increase TSHR by 5.0 % 
while increasing number of heat exchangers units by one.  
 
Figure 5-11: Comparison of the base case and optimised case in SUGCC for Dairy Factory 
case study. 
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Table 5-8: Optimised utility temperatures comparison for different three criteria in 
Dairy Factory case study. 
Optimisation 
Criteria 
Isothermal 
Utility 
Non-Isothermal Utility 
LPS HTHW LTHW CW ChW 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
TCold* 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
Original Utilities 180 84 64 45.5 25 24 2 0 
TAC 180 84 64 49.5 25 24 2 0 
UC+TAC   180 84 64 49.5 25 24 2 0 
UC+ED+ TAC   180 84 64 49.5 25 24 2 0 
 
Table 5-9: Utility targets comparison for different three criteria in Dairy Factory case 
study. 
Optimisation 
Criteria 
HEU 
Target 
TSHR 
Target 
ED  UC TAC Change 
# kW kW NZD/y NZD/y % 
Original Utilities 97 1,952 2,125 4,454,612 4,873,609 - 
TAC 98 2,501 2,201 4,435,662 4,843,602 -0.62 
UC+TAC   98 2,501 2,203 4,435,662 4,843,602 -0.62 
UC+ED+ TAC   98 2,501 2,203 4,435,662 4,843,602 -0.62 
 
 Additional Analysis of the Södra Cell Värö Kraft Pulp Mill 
5.6.1 Contours of Utility Temperature Optimisation for Hot Water Loops 
For each utility, a range of supply and target temperatures may be chosen and 
targeted using the UTST method. TS targets including TSHR, SWG, energy cost, and 
generation and consumption for each utility in the system can also be calculated 
and recorded using the developed spreadsheet UTSI software tool. The 
temperature ranges for two hot water utilities in the Kraft Pulp Mill case study 
were divided into 2.5 °C intervals and the spreadsheet cycled through every logical 
combination of utility temperatures. In total, the targeting method was repeated 
31,200 times to analyse the complete contours of targets for different 
combinations of utility temperatures. Maps can then be generated to provide 
additional insights regarding the shape of the various trade-offs.  
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5.6.1.1 HTHW Utility Hot and Cold Loop Temperature Selection   
Figure 5-12 presents TSHR for different ranges of hot and cold temperatures for 
the HTHW utility, given a LTHW utility of TCold=30 °C, THot= 45 °C, Option A 
(Figure 5-12a) and TCold=15 °C, THot= 30 °C, Option B (Figure 5-12b). 
It can be seen in both LTHW options HR increases for higher THot values until it 
peaks when THot is 95 °C, which is a process Pinch in the TS heat source profiles, 
and then HR decreases. On the other hand, as the result of increase in TCold, HR 
increases and remains approximately constant in a region for Option A. However, 
increases in TCold shows a decrease for Option B beyond 67.5 °C. When the utility 
target temperature passes the Site Pinch temperature, utility consumption and 
generation balance may change. Therefore, due to lack of heat sources the 
amount of HR will decrease. If the HTHW target temperature is adjusted above the 
Site Pinch temperature, no cold utility will be generated and the next cold utility 
(i.e. LTHW in this case) must tolerate all the heat which is rejected to the utility 
system. The consequence is a significant decrease in amount of HR. Therefore, 
95 °C is chosen as the hot temperature for this case study.  
Figure 5-13 shows the relation between the net HTHW consumption, HR, SWG, 
and UC in a range of different cold temperatures. Net utility consumption above 
the Pinch (i.e. heat source) has been assigned as positive values; below the Pinch 
(i.e. heat sinks) as negative values. Optimum TCold might be somewhere in the flat 
region which is formed as the result of maximum HR. This point represents the 
maximum HR and the minimum amount of utility cost as well as decrease in SWG. 
In this region balance between utility generation and consumption should be 
considered. 
Figure 5-13a (option A) shows that HR increases as the TCold is increased with a 
constant region between 62.5 to 90 °C. To keep high heat transfer driving force in 
each utility loop and prevent significant increase in the amount of utility 
requirement, it is suggested to consider at least a 10 °C temperature difference 
between TCold and THot in non-isothermal utility loops. Therefore, any temperature 
between 62.5 to 85 °C could be used for maximum HR; however, by considering 
temperature driving force and a small HR increase at 75 °C, this temperature will 
be the chosen as the optimum temperature. For option B (Figure 5-13b) a peak in 
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HR occurred, with the optimum TCold range located between 62.5 and 67.5 °C (i.e. 
constant HR). The HTHW consumption balance changes as TCold increases, prior to 
67.5 °C utility consumption transferred to positive values which means there is no 
more utility generation and a decrease in HR. Therefore, 67.5 °C is the optimum 
HTHW cold temperature. 
 
 
Figure 5-12: HR vs. variation of cold and hot temperatures for HTHW utility loop; a) 
option A, b) option B. 
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Figure 5-13: HR, HTHW consumption, SWG, and UC vs. cold temperature in Kraft Pulp 
Mill case study.  
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Figure 5-13c and Figure 5-13d show that in both cases the region with the highest 
HR presents the lowest utility cost and shaft work generation potential, which can 
be interpreted as an acceptable trade-off between shaft work decrease and 
increased HR. In summary, 75 °C as the cold temperature and 95 °C as the hot 
temperature have been chosen for the HTHW utility loop. 
5.6.1.2 LTHW Utility Hot and Cold Loop Temperature Selection 
To set hot and cold temperatures of the last utility loop, which in this case study 
is LTHW, additional constraints must be considered. Supply temperature of LTHW 
must be equal or lower than any temperature of process segments in the GCC in 
each individual process to prevent additional cold utility requirement; thus, TCold 
has been set to 30 °C. As shown in Figure 5-14, HR increases and remains 
approximately constant for THot higher than 35 °C. The maximum possible target 
temperature is 45 °C. Beyond this point, a process Pinch occurs; therefore, 
additional utility is required. To keep the HR driving force within the highest range 
and minimise the amount of cold utility, THot equal to 45 °C has been chosen as the 
optimum temperature. At this point, a steady rate of utility cost and shaft work is 
shown in Figure 5-14. Therefore, 30 °C as the cold temperature and 45 °C as the 
hot temperature have been chosen for the LTHW utility loop.  
 
Figure 5-14: Optimum hot temperature selection for LTHW utility loop. 
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in LPS requirement. Generally, SWG drops only 0.5 MW compared to 3.6 MW 
increase in HR. Consequently, total utility savings of NZD 330,000 /y are achieved. 
 
Figure 5-15: Comparison of optimised SUGCC with the base case for the Kraft Pulp Mill 
case study. 
5.6.1.3 Learnings and Heuristics for Non-isothermal Utility Temperature Selection  
Understanding gained from this exercise can be summarised into a set of new 
heuristics that may be able to narrow the search space for the TS utility 
temperature optimisation problem. Heuristics for supply and target temperature 
selection of non-isothermal utilities are:  
 Constrain the optimisation to allowable utility cold and hot temperature 
ranges for each utility with consideration for limitations such as pipe 
pressure ratings, pumping costs, and product quality requirements.  
 The optimum combination of utility cold and hot temperatures often 
occurs for a utility when its net consumption/generation is zero, if this is 
feasible.  
 Increasing a utility’s cold or hot temperature, generally shifts the balance 
of utility use in the direction of generating more cold utility (which is the 
same as consuming more hot utility). Decreasing a utility’s cold or hot 
temperature has the opposite effect. 
 If multiple combinations of cold and hot temperatures for an individual 
utility are equally optimal, selection of the combination with the greatest 
temperature difference between the utility supply and target 
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temperatures will minimise piping and pumping costs and maximise 
effective thermal storage. 
5.6.2 The Effect of the Utility Price on Optimal Utility Temperature 
Selection   
The utility price plays a significant role in the TAC. It may vary site to site and/or 
location to location. In this section, the effect of the utility price on the 
optimisation procedure has been studied. The optimisation procedure has been 
repeated for 5 different hot utility prices (25, 30, 35, 40, and NZD 45 /MWh) in the 
Kraft Pulp Mill case study. In all cases of different hot utility prices, identical utility 
optimal temperatures were achieved for all optimisable utilities in the TS as shown 
in Figure 5-16. This means the optimal utility temperatures are weakly dependent 
on the utility price for the utility price range that has been studied.   
 
Figure 5-16: The effect of hot utility price on optimal utility temperatures for 
optimisable utilities in the Kraft Pulp Mill Case study. 
Figure 5-17 illustrates the changes of the UC and TAC based on the optimisation 
results, and the TAC saving in each case with the different hot utility unit price. For 
each unit price, the optimisation result has been compared to its original unit price 
based on the case study’s targets. As it can be seen in Figure 5-17, by increasing 
the hot utility price in the plant, the reduction in the UC and TAC may decrease 
based on the initial results. However, the net annual cost saving increases from 
NZD 664,574 /y, which is a 7.1 % cost reduction for NZD 25 /MWh to NZD 960,804 
/y, which is 2.6 % cost reduction for NZD 45 /MWh.   
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Figure 5-17: Changes in the percentage of UC and TAC reduction, and TAC savings for 
different hot utility prices in the Kraft Pulp Mill Case study.    
5.6.3 The Effect of the Number of Utility Mains on Optimal Utility 
Temperature Selection  
The number of utility mains can greatly affect TSHR, utility and ACCs as well as TAC. 
In this additional analysis, only four utility mains have been chosen for the Kraft 
Pulp Mill plant compared to the previous five utility mains to quantify the impact 
on TAC. HTHW and LTHW have merged together as a single Hot Water (HW) utility. 
Optimised utility temperatures for the new scenario are presented in Table 5-10.  
Table 5-10: New required utility set for Kraft Pulp Mill case study. 
Utility 
Isothermal Utility Non-Isothermal Utility 
HPS LPS HW CW 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
TCold* 
(°C) 
New Utilities 210.0 160.0 75.0 25.0 25.0 
New Utility Optimal Temperatures 194.9 158.9 72.3 25.0 25.0 
*Soft utility temperature 
The new scenario of four utility mains has been targeted with and without 
optimisation. Results are presented in Table 5-11. After optimisation for the four 
utility mains case, TAC has decreased by 4.59 %, which offers NZD 773,406 /y of 
TAC savings. As a percentage, this reduction is not significantly higher than the 
previous analysis using five utility mains including HTHW and LTHW. In terms of 
absolute TAC, the optimised four utility mains case is 2.6 % higher than the 
optimised five utility mains case, NZD 406,031 /y (Table 5-5). In future work, the 
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TAC trade-off will include other capital costs, such as piping and civil works 
infrastructure, to correct choose between four or five utility mains.  
Table 5-11: Utility targets comparison for four utility mains case and its optimised 
targets based on UC+ED+TAC criteria in Kraft Pulp Mill case study. 
Optimisation 
Criteria 
HEU 
Target 
TSHR 
Target 
SWG ED  UC TAC Change 
# kW kW kW NZD/y NZD/y % 
New Utilities 73 39,135 37,703 23,536 15,198,152 16,849,345 - 
UC+ED+TAC  72 39,354 38,705 22,931 14,303,060 16,075,881 -4.59 
 
5.6.4 Sensitivity Analysis of Optimisation Method 
A sensitivity analysis has been carried out for the Kraft Pulp Mill case study to 
determine how parameters such as the temperature starting point and the 
temperature step size may affect the optimisation procedure and its results. At 
the first stage, two sets of different starting utility temperatures, Cases 1 and 2 in 
Table 5-12, have been selected to be applied to the presented procedure. Results 
have been compared with the optimised results from Section 5.5.1 based on the 
original utility temperature as a Base Case.  
Table 5-12: Optimised utility temperatures comparison for different cases in Kraft Pulp 
Mill case study. 
Start Point 
Temperatures 
Isothermal Utility Non-Isothermal Utility 
HPS LPS CW HTHW LTHW 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
Base Case 210.0 160.0 25.0 85.0 60.0 45.0 25.0 
Case 1 230.0 160.0 25.0 90.0 70.0 40.0 25.0 
Case 2 210.0 140.0 25.0 90.0 70.0 35.0 25.0 
Base Case Optimised 194.9 158.9 25.0 93.0 76.8 57.0 25.0 
Case 1 Optimised 194.9 158.9 25.0 93.0 76.8 49.0 25.0 
Case 2 Optimised 162.0 138.9 25.0 93.0 76.8 49.0 25.0 
 
Table 5-13 presents the TS targets for the all three optimised cases from Table 5-12. 
Results converged to similar optimal temperatures for the three cases with a 
couple of exceptions. The optimised LTHW hot temperature in Case 1 differs from 
the Base Case, which slightly lowers the TAC target. In Case 2, HPS does not 
converge to the same temperature as the other cases, which affects its TS target. 
SWG decreases by 2.7 % and TAC increases by 14 % compared to the Base Case.  
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Appropriate selection of the initial utility temperatures is important. Utility 
temperatures may be selected by experience and in conjunction with viewing the 
TSP where the shape provides valuable information about potential utility mains 
temperatures. As can be seen in Figure 5-6, the heat sink profile has a flat region 
around 157 °C and a steep slope in temperature range immediately below 157 °C. 
If an isothermal utility, i.e. LPS, temperature is chosen below 157 °C, the optimal 
temperature may not converge above the region’s higher boundary. As a result, a 
logical initial temperature for LPS is >157 °C, as selected in the Base Case.   
Table 5-13: Comparison of optimised objective functions with the base case in Kraft Pulp 
Mill case study. 
Start Point 
Temperatures 
TSHR SWG ED  UC TAC Change 
kW kW kW NZD/y NZD/y % 
Base case 44,845 37,384 20,242 13,804,364 15,669,850 -4.51 
Case 1 44,845 37,384 20,196 13,804,364 15,672,299 -4.48 
Case 2 44,845 36,399 21,064 16,923,756 18,688,636 13.90 
 
Different step sizes have been considered to study the sensitivity of the presented 
optimisation procedure. The procedure has been carried out using initial 16 °C 
step size. It has been repeated for 0.1, 1.0, 8.0, and 24.0 °C. Table 5-14 shows the 
optimal temperatures for different step sizes. The original temperatures are 
considered as the utility temperature starting points and targets are repeated for 
each step size. As it can be seen in Table 5-14, for 8.0 °C and 24.0 °C step size, the 
same optimal temperature can be achieved. For the 1.0 °C, only cold side of HTHW 
converged 1.8 °C lower than the optimal case. For the very small step size (0.1 °C) 
final temperatures did not converge as it may be due to the local optimums of the 
optimisation function.  
Table 5-15 presents TS targets deviation from the initial 16 °C optimal temperature 
results after optimisation carried out using different step sizes. Only the deviation 
of the 0.1 °C step size can be taken into an account as it is not converging the 
optimal utility temperature. It means, it is not easy to adjust utility temperatures 
by very small amounts due to operational uncertainties such as heat loss and 
hydraulic difficulties. Therefore, from both Table 5-14 and Table 5-15 it can be said 
that step size does not have a direct effect on optimisation procedure; however, 
smaller step sizes may not present accurate results due to unpredicted optimums 
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in the objective functions. On the other hand, larger step sizes can cover a wide 
range of the objective function in the mathematical procedure; thus, larger step 
sizes may present more accurate results. 
Table 5-14: Optimised utility temperatures for different step sizes. 
Step Size  
(°C) 
Isothermal Utility Non-Isothermal Utility 
HPS LPS CW HTHW LTHW 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
THot 
(°C) 
TCold 
(°C) 
0.1 201.3 158.9 25.0 90.9 60.5 45.0 25.0 
1.0 194.9 158.9 25.0 93.0 74.6 57.0 25.0 
8.0 194.9 158.9 25.0 93.0 76.9 57.0 25.0 
16.0* 194.9 158.9 25.0 93.0 76.9 57.0 25.0 
24.0 194.9 158.9 25.0 93.0 76.9 57.0 25.0 
    *Step applied in initial case study analysis 
Table 5-15: Deviation from TS targets for different step sizes compared to initial 16 °C 
step. 
Step Size  
(°C) 
TSHR 
Deviation 
SWG 
Deviation 
ED  
Deviation 
UC 
Deviation 
TAC 
Deviation 
% % % % % 
0.1 -1.3 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 
1.0 -0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 
8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 
 Conclusions 
This chapter presented a new TSHI utility temperature selection and optimisation 
method that can optimise both non-isothermal (e.g. hot water) and isothermal 
(e.g. steam) utilities. The optimisation affects HR, the number of heat exchangers 
in the Total Site Heat Exchanger Network, heat transfer area, ED, UC, ACC, and TAC. 
Three optimisation parameters, UC, ED, and TAC have been incorporated into a 
derivative based optimisation procedure where derivatives are minimised 
sequentially and iteratively based on the specified approach. The new 
optimisation procedure has been carried out for three different approaches as the 
combinations of optimisation parameters based on the created derivative map.  
The challenge is now to apply these optimal utility temperatures and synthesis a 
complete HEN that achieves the targets from the UTST method compared with the 
network that is designed based on the CTST method. 
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6 Chapter Six 
Heat Exchanger Network Synthesis and Design1 
 Introduction 
After TSHI targets are set, the challenge is then to design a HEN that meets (or 
nearly meets) the target. As it is shown in Figure 6-1, a HEN for an industrial 
process may be considered to contain a Heat Recovery Network (HRN) with, 
process-process heat exchanger matches and a Utility Exchanger Network (UEN), 
process-utility matches. HRN refers to intra-process HI, which may be targeted, 
together with utility use, using PI techniques, such as PA. In studies on 
conventional TSHI (Klemeš et al., 1997), minimal details on the synthesis and 
design of the UEN are presented. This was likely due to the simplicity of the 
problem for a steam system where all utility exchangers may be in a parallel 
arrangement. As discovered in Chapter 2, there is a gap in the literature regarding 
UEN synthesis based on TSHI techniques for utility systems that use non-
isothermal utilities. 
The aim of this Chapter is to compare UENs that achieve the TSHI targets of the 
conventional method and the new unified method. To achieve the aim, UEN 
synthesis methods are defined for the conventional and Unified TSHI methods 
such that their targets may be achieved through the design. TSHI targets are based 
on the global (or process- or stream-specific) minimum approach temperature, 
ΔTmin, concept. However, when it comes to the HEN design phase, a different 
Exchanger Minimum Approach Temperature (EMAT) may also be set. An EMAT 
provides a degree of freedom that can enable reductions in the number of heat 
                                                     
1 This chapter is based on a recent conference paper in Chemical Engineering Transactions cited as 
(Tarighaleslami et al., 2017c) and full journal article cited as (Tarighaleslami et al., 2018) published 
in Energy.   
 
Tarighaleslami, A.H., Walmsley, T.G., Atkins, M.J., Walmsley, M.R.W., Neale, J.R., 2017b. A 
Comparison of Utility Heat Exchanger Network Synthesis for Total Site Heat Integration Methods. 
Chemical Engineering Transactions 61, 775–780. doi:10.3303/CET1761127 
 
Tarighaleslami, A.H., Walmsley, T.G., Atkins, M.J., Walmsley, M.R.W., Neale, J.R., 2018. Utility 
Exchanger Network synthesis for Total Site Heat Integration. Energy 153, 1000–1015. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.energy.2018.04.111 
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exchangers needed for the HEN to achieve the process and/or TS target. As a result, 
this chapter also investigates the impact of EMAT on HEN design given the stream 
data with optimised utility temperatures from Chapter 5. The developed TSHI 
software tool has been used to calculate targets based on both Conventional and 
Unified TSHI methods. SuperTargetTM by KBC Advanced Technologies (KBC, 2017) 
has been used to design the networks.  
 
Figure 6-1: A schematic of HEN containing HRN (process-process matches) and UEN 
(utility-process matches).  
 Utility Heat Exchanger Synthesis and Design Method 
In this chapter, two methods are applied to perform both HRN and UEN synthesis, 
with emphasis on the UEN. The methods are only applied to the Södra Cell Värö 
Kraft Pulp Mill using the optimised utility temperatures from Chapter 5. 
The network design methods for the two TSHI methods are given in the next two 
sections. 
6.2.1 Utility Exchanger Network Design Based on the CTST Procedure  
To design UEN based on the CTST method the following steps should be applied.  
i. Target process HR and utility use; 
Cold Utility 1
Cold Utility 2
Hot Stream 1
Hot Stream 2
Hot Stream 3
Cold Stream 1
Cold Stream 2
Cold Stream 3
Hot Utility 1
Hot Utility 2
Utility Exchanger Network 
(UEN)
UEN
Heat Recovery Network 
(HRN)
Heat Exchanger Network (HEN)
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ii. Design HRN and identify/extract stream segments that need utility for each 
process; 
iii. Target TSHI using the composite of process stream segments that require 
utility; and, 
iv. Design the arrangement of the UEN based on the process stream segments 
available. 
6.2.2 Utility Exchanger Network Design Based on the UTST procedure  
To design UEN based on UTST method, as the utilities are targeted in process level, 
Chapter 4, based on methods constraint TS network design is easier. Therefore, 
the following steps should be applied.  
i. Target process HR and utility use; 
ii. Simultaneously design the HRN and UEN for each process assuming a utility 
may be constrained to be supplied from and returned to the utility system 
at specified temperatures; and, 
iii. Calculate the quantum of TSHR that is achievable based on the balance of 
sources and sinks for each utility. 
Following each of these methods, the automated network design function in 
SuperTargetTM is applied to generate the HRN and UEN based on the two 
procedures.  
 Utility Heat Exchanger Network Synthesis and Design Results 
UEN has been strictly designed based on the CTST and UTST methods. As explained 
in Chapter 4, CTST methods inherently allow a utility’s target temperature to be 
met using heat exchanger matches in series and/or in a parallel configuration or 
even by only a single heat exchanger from any process. On the other hand, the 
new UTST method allows heat exchangers to be in both parallel and series 
configuration to achieve the utility target temperature, if and only if the heat 
exchangers in series are from the same process. To demonstrate the merits of the 
new Unified TSHI method and its target, non-isothermal utility networks for the 
Kraft Pulp Mill case study (i.e. HTWH and LTHW) are targeted, and HENs designed 
and analysed. 
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6.3.1 High Temperature Hot Water Network Design 
Figure 6-2 shows a comparison of UEN designs based on the CTST method versus 
the UTST method for HTHW utility in the Kraft Pulp Mill plant considering EMAT 
10 °C. There are four matches in series in each branch for the CTST design 
(Figure 6-2a). These matches require (before network relaxation) the HTHW utility 
to be supplied to the Wash process, then piped to Causticizing, subsequently to 
Miscellaneous 4, and then finally to the Digestion process. The UTST design avoids 
such matches (Figure 6-2b). 
 
Figure 6-2: HTHW Loop design considering EMAT = 10 °C, for a) Conventional method; 
b) Unified method. 
6.3.2 Low Temperature Hot Water Network Design 
Figure 6-3 shows a comparison of UEN designs based on CTST method versus UTST 
method for LTHW utility of the Kraft Pulp Mill plant considering EMAT 10 °C.  
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Figure 6-3: LTHW Loop design considering EMAT = 10 °C, for a) Conventional method; 
b) Unified method. 
As shown in Figure 6-3a, all matches on the cold side of the loop are in a series 
arrangement. This means the LTHW utility is supplied, as an example for the lower 
branch, to the Miscellaneous 1 process, then passed to the Miscellaneous 6 
process, and so on through each of the series matches. Two branches on the hot 
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side of the loop also contain series matches between different processes. Like the 
HTHW designs, the UTST design avoids such an arrangement (Figure 6-3b). 
6.3.3 HTHTW and LTHW Networks Design Considering EMAT 7.5 °C 
Different EMAT may generate different UEN designs because of the structural 
differences it applies in HEN and as well as in HRN. 
The HEN has been redesigned for all processes considering EMAT 7.5 °C for each 
process. Figure 6-4 shows new UEN design based on EMAT 7.5 °C for HTHW loop. 
However, there are stil four matches in series for the CTST design (Figure 6-4a) 
while the UTST design avoids such matches (Figure 6-4b). 
 
Figure 6-4:  HTHW Loop design considering EMAT = 7.5 °C, for a) Conventional method; 
b) Unified method. 
Figure 6-5 shows new UEN design based on EMAT 7.5 °C for the LTHW loop. In this 
new design, as shown in Figure 6-5a, all matches on the cold side of the loop are 
in a series arrangement. One branch on the hot side of the loop also contain series 
matches between different processes. Like the HTHW designs, the UTST design 
avoids such an arrangement (Figure 6-5b). 
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Figure 6-5: LTHW Loop design considering EMAT = 7.5 °C, for a) Conventional method;   
b) Unified method. 
 Discussion  
The difference between UEN designs may be considered in four aspects:                        
i) TSHI targeting method differences in design; ii) energy and mass balance of 
utility loop, iii) HR targets; and iv) structural differences in design.  
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HW to diluter screw feeder
Heating of water to filter 4
Miscellaneous 3
Miscellaneous 7
Paper Room
17.5 °C2.7 °C
45.0 °C1.9 °C
WW to back water tank
WW demand in tank
32.9 °C
Bleaching
14,337 kW
3,867 kW
3,541 kW
31.8 °C
3,368 kW
499 kW
3,419 kW
2,316 kW
LTHW Hot  Side Target 
34,183 kW57.0 °C
25.0 °C
1,003 kW
1,832 kW
49.7 °C
Legend:
Normal Heat Exchanger Match
                                            
Heat Exchanger Matched that is not allowed in UTST method. 
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6.4.1 Impact of TSHI Method on Utility Exchanger Network Design 
Different TSHI methods may generate different UEN designs because of the 
differences in the targeting method and any inherent constraints.  
As it can be seen in Figure 6-2a and Figure 6-3a, in both cold and hot sides of HTHW 
and LTHW loops, series matches are required to achieve the conventional TSHI 
target. For instance, to achieve the target of hot water generation for the LTHW 
loop, 11 heat exchangers receiving heat from 8 different processes and zones. To 
implement such as solution, which is required to achieve the conventional TSHR 
and utility targets, would be problematic. The pipework required for such a series 
of matches would be extremely expensive. If one of the processes were to be out 
of service, it would affect the utility supply temperature to the subsequent process, 
which may cause operational and/or control issues. It also means the specified 
target temperature of the utility may not be achieved, potentially propagating 
process control issues to the hot side of the LTHW system. For this case study, the 
UEN for the LTHW may be relaxed with no decrease in HR because the sources for 
the LTHW greatly exceed the sinks. In other cases, such relaxation may not be 
possible, effectively decreasing the usefulness of the TS target with respect to non-
isothermal utility loops.  
The unified TSHI method forbids series matches of utility between different 
processes (Figure 6-2b and Figure 6-3b). This is inherent in the way the TS target 
is formulated. As a result, the unified method does not use similar series utility 
matches between processes. Some process-utility matches are therefore different. 
For example, “Heating of VKT to feed water” stream from Wash process is on 
LTHW for the conventional TSHI method design and on the HTHW for the unified 
TSHI method.  
6.4.2 Heat and Mass Balancing of Non-Isothermal Utility Loops 
Since the case study is a Kraft Pulp Mill plant, the process inherently generates 
large quantities of low grade heat. As a result, the LTHW and HTHW loops have 
excess heat, i.e. the source duty is much greater than sink duty. In a final design of 
UEN, each utility must be balanced in terms of mass and energy for both cold and 
hot sides. Surplus heat must be rejected to a cooling system, e.g. air-cooled heat 
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rejection, to maintain a successful operation. The surplus heat may also be 
considered as a heat source for other uses within another local system such as 
district heating stream or to the other plants in the cluster. In other cases, a utility 
loop may have a deficit of heat, which must be provided from higher temperature 
utilities, e.g. LPS, or directly from the furnace. 
As it can be seen in Figure 6-2a, the HTHW loop receives 16.87 MW from process 
sources on its cold side; however, it only transfers 10.52 MW from the hot side to 
process sinks. The 6.35 MW surplus heat must be rejected from the utility, e.g. the 
CW in cooling tower cycle. Similarly, in LTHW loop, the cold side receives 99.06 
MW from the process sources and supplies 34.32 MW to process sinks in the UEN 
design based on the conventional method, Figure 6-3a. The difference, 64.74 MW, 
must be rejected to the cooling system or to another process. A similar balancing 
must occur for the UTST method (Figure 6-2b and Figure 6-3b).  
A network relaxation approach may be applied to reduce the imbalance between 
sources and sink connected to a non-isothermal utility. Relaxation may help 
reduce and eliminate series matches in CTST. In this case, excluded streams may 
provide surplus heat directly to the cooling system. Another option to transfer 
heat from the utility loop itself to the cooling system. This heat may be transferred 
indirectly using a heat exchanger (Figure 6-2) or by directly mixing fluids if the two 
systems use the same fluid, i.e. water. The advantages of the direct mixing is that 
the mass balance of the utility loop can be controlled simultaneously with the heat 
balance of the loop, Figure 6-3. In case of indirect heat transfer from non-
isothermal utility loop to the cooling system, utility storage tank will be required.  
6.4.3 Utility Targets Before and After HEN Design 
After the full HRN and UEN networks are designed, it may not achieve the targets 
set for the CTST method. Targets assume the HRN is designed such that stream 
segments that require utility exactly match GCC segments. 
GCC is an extreme condition in the network design. Any time there is a 
temperature difference between utility profiles and process profiles; there is a 
flexibility that the site does not have to operate at exact minimum approach 
temperature and exact targets won’t necessarily be achieved that match the GCC. 
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The final split between utilities is affected by the design of the HRN because it 
determines the actual stream segments left over for use at the TS level and, 
therefore, how much utility is consumed. The UTST method does not face the 
same problem because both the HRN and UEN are designed at the process level. 
If process level targets are achieved, TS targets must also be achieved. Table 6-1 
presents a comparison between total cold utility and total hot utility targets as 
well as heat receive and supply targets for each utility loop before and after 
network design based on both conventional and unified TS methods.  
Table 6-1: Comparison of utility targets before/after UEN design based on CTST and 
UTST methods.   
Targeting 
Method 
  Heat Supplier Utility Heat Receiver Utility 
QHot 
(MW) 
QCold 
(MW) 
HPS 
(MW) 
LPS 
(MW) 
HTHW 
(MW) 
LTHW 
(MW) 
HTHW 
(MW) 
LTHW 
(MW) 
CW 
(MW) 
UTST 213.04 115.93 27.74 140.47 10.65 34.18 14.36 43.37 58.20 
UTST after  
Network Design 
213.04 115.93 27.74 140.47 10.65 34.18 14.36 43.37 58.20 
CTST 213.04 115.93 27.74 140.42 10.55 34.32 17.49 98.44 0.00 
CTST after  
Network Design 
213.04 115.93 28.29 139.92 10.52 34.32 16.87 99.06 0.00 
 
6.4.4 Impact of Exchanger Minimum Approach Temperature on Utility 
Exchanger Network Design 
A modification in EMAT causes fundamental changes in HEN’s structure, as result, 
UEN design changes. For example, Figure 6-4a shows that “Filtrate tank diffuser to 
COP1” stream from Wash process has been eliminated and the heating load has 
been carried out to process or other utility process matches. Therefore, utility 
branch and one heat exchanger unit in cold side of the HTHW utility is eliminated 
compared to the similar case with EMAT 10 °C (Figure 6-2a).   
In the hot side of the HTHW new design based on the CTST method, there are no 
series matches between different processes as a result of a change in EMAT in UEN 
design. However, this design change has an influence on the UEN design of UTST 
method (Figure 6-4b where the exchanger heat loads and intermediate stream 
temperatures differ for the series matches in the new design compared to the 
initial UEN design (Figure 6-2b).  
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Similar changes can be seen in both hot and cold sides of the LTHW loop for the 
new design using EMAT 7.5 °C.  In Figure 6-5a, for the cold side of the LTHW loop, 
utility branch has been eliminated compared to the same case in Figure 6-3a while 
all 11 heat exchangers placed in the series configuration allowing the utility passes 
through each process.    
Comparison between the hot side of the LTHW utility for both designs (Figure 6-3b 
and Figure 6-5b) shows the influence if EMAT for both HEN and UEN networks. As 
it can be seen in Figure 6-3b, there are one series matches in the utility branch 
that LTHW is supplied to, i.e. Boiler Recovery process and Bleaching process. Other 
series configuration in this network only supplied utility in one single process, 
which is allowed based on UTST method constraints. The changes of EMAT impacts 
on the configuration of the UEN where the unacceptable series matches supplies 
LTHW utility to the Paper Room process, then passes through Recovery Boiler 
Recovery Boiler process and finally Bleaching process. In addition, in this design, 
compared to previous design (Figure 6-3b), “Heating of air to cyclone drier” stream 
in the Paper Room process has been eliminated therefore 11 heat exchangers in 
initial designed is reduced to 10 exchangers in the new design. 
It is notable that in both designs for both HTHW and LHTW loops, utility and HR 
targets remain constant as well as the balance of surplus heat that is rejected to 
the cooling system. Also, the utility and HR targets remain identical before and 
after UEN design in the Unified TSHI method for both different EMAT designs, 
while it changes after UEN design in the Conventional TSHI method (as shown in 
Table 6-1). This supports the proposition made in Chapter 4, that the Unified TSHI 
method’s targets are more achievable than targets calculated using Conventional 
TSHI methods. 
 Conclusions 
This chapter presented a comparison of Utility Exchanger Network design 
between utility and TSHR targets achieved based on the CTST and the UTST 
methods presented in Chapter 4. UENs were strictly designed to achieve the 
targets for two TSHI methods. Non-isothermal utilities have been studied for the 
Kraft Pulp Mill case study, i.e. HTHW and LTHW loops. UEN design has been 
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repeated using different EMAT to show the impact of the heat exchanger’s 
minimum approach temperature on the HEN design. Also, the utility and HR 
targets before and after UEN design have been compared for both TSHI targeting 
methods. Although the new method showed an improved design and practical 
application, there has been the challenge of how to control non-isothermal utility 
loops where the target temperatures of both the process and utility flow should 
be achieved. The design of TSHI for non-isothermal utility loops considering bi-
objective control has been identified as an area that requires additional research. 
The development of effective TS designs including process control are essential to 
promotion and realisation of TS heat recovery benefits in industry. 
In the next chapter, further developments on TSHI including the merits of assisted 
heat transfer technique for increasing shaft power generation in TS plants and the 
application of heat transfer enhancement in TSHI will be discussed.  
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7 Chapter Seven 
Further Developments on Total Site and Indirect 
Heat Recovery Concepts1 
 Introduction 
In previous chapters, new TSHI targeting, optimisation, and design methods have 
been developed and applied. The aim of this chapter is to explore new horizons in 
TSHI using newly developed HTE techniques such as nanotechnology, i.e. 
nanofluids, and HI concepts that have received limited attention.  
In the first half of this chapter, Section 7.2, the concept of assisted heat transfer in 
TSHI has been studied to develop a new method for an increase in shaft work 
targets within the TS. Generally, TSHI method prioritises intra-process HI before 
searching for inter-process HI opportunities via the utility system (Klemeš et al., 
1997) and/or dedicated indirect HR systems (T. G. Walmsley et al., 2014a). As 
mentioned, the TSHI method has five main steps: i) process and stream data 
specification, ii) process level Pinch Analysis, iii) extraction of excess heating and 
cooling loads from process GCCs, iv) TSP composition, and v) TS utility 
consumptions targeting. This section focuses on step iv and, specifically, on the 
removal internal HR pockets that occur before TSP composition, which may be 
exploited to assist TSHR and SWG.  
                                                     
1 This Chapter is based on three publications – two conference papers in Chemical Engineering 
Transactions cited as (Tarighaleslami et al., 2015) and (Walmsley et al., 2016), and one full journal 
paper in Applied Thermal Engineering cited as (Tarighaleslami et al., 2016b): 
 
Tarighaleslami, A.H., Walmsley, T.G., Atkins, M.J., Walmsley, M.R.W., Neale, J.R., 2016.                    
Heat Transfer Enhancement for site level indirect heat recovery systems using                           
nanofluids as the intermediate fluid. Applied Thermal Engineering 105, 923–930. 
doi:10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2016.03.132 
 
Tarighaleslami, A.H., Walmsley, T.G., Walmsley, M.R.W., Atkins, M.J., Neale, J.R., 2015. Heat 
Transfer Enhancement in Heat Recovery Loops Using Nanofluids as the Intermediate Fluid. 
Chemical Engineering Transactions 45, 991–996. doi:10.3303/CET1545166 
 
Walmsley, T.G., Atkins, M.J., Tarighaleslami, A.H., Liew, P.Y., 2016. Assisted Heat Transfer and Shaft 
Work Targets for Increased Total Site Heat Integration. Chemical Engineering Transactions 52, 403–
408. doi:10.3303/CET1652068 
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The second half of the chapter, Section 7.3, presents the implementation of Heat 
Transfer Enhancement (HTE) techniques in TSHI. As discussed in the literature 
review, two main groups are considered in HTE; active techniques and passive 
techniques. Passive techniques have been considered in HI as it offers an increase 
in HR by changing the geometry in heat exchange equipment. However, recently, 
the merits of adding nanoparticles as an additive to fluids to increase heat transfer 
coefficient of the fluid and the rate of heat transfer have been investigated. For 
instance, substituting coolant fluid with nanofluid in car radiators shows a 
significant increase in heat transfer rate within the car engine. Therefore, the idea 
of using nanofluid as heat transfer medium in the utility system of an industrial 
site has been raised. This section studies the implementation of nanofluid in a site 
level indirect HR systems. 
 Assisted Heat Transfer and Shaft Work Targets for TSHI 
Process HR pockets can assist in increasing TSHR. Bagajewicz and Rodera (2000) 
introduced the idea of assisted heat transfer for directly integrating two processes. 
Their analysis showed that heat integration between two (or more) processes 
should chiefly occur between the processes’ Pinch Temperatures. However, in 
some presented cases, maximum HR was only achieved by utilising a process HR 
pockets, which are normally removed in conventional TSHI (Klemeš et al., 1997), 
for inter-process integration. For their two process case study, a tabular cascade 
analysis demonstrated that the Pinch of one plant could exchange heat with a HR 
pocket of the other process, and thereby increase overall HR. Later, 
Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) revisited the idea of assisted heat transfer using a 
graphical TSHI approach. Their study recommended that GCCs are shifted to the 
utility temperature scale before segments of HR pockets are removed. Segments 
of pockets on the right hand side of a new intersection point within the pocket 
were marked for intra-process HR (i.e. removed), while the left hand segments 
continued to form part of the TSP. Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) demonstrated that 
for one example case the modified TSHI method increased TSHI. However, as will 
be shown in this paper, such an increase in TSHI is not a generally applicable result. 
Process HR pockets can also assist in increasing SWG in TS. Cascading steam from 
high pressure to the demand using turbines for efficient power production is 
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commonplace in TSHI (Sun et al., 2013). The concept of assisted shaft work is to 
utilise a pocket to, first, generate a higher quality steam, e.g. MPS, that is needed 
by another process and then, second, consume a lower quality steam, e.g. LPS, 
that is needed by the pocket. As a result, steam is cascaded from high to low 
pressure, providing an opportunity to assist TS shaft work by integrating with a 
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) system.  
This chapter investigates how assisted heat transfer and assisted shaft work 
targets can be calculated for increasing TSHI. The conventional TSHI method of 
Klemeš et al. (1997) and the modified TSHI method of Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010), 
are compared against the proposed TSHI method, which begins with the 
conventional TSHI and improves the targets by including assisted heat transfer and 
shaft work. 
7.2.1 Assisted Heat Transfer Theory 
The concepts of assisted heat transfer (Figure 7-1) and assisted SWG (Figure 7-2) 
are illustrated graphically. In conventional TSHI, process HR pockets are 
preferentially recovered internally to processes. As shown in Figure 7-1 for a two 
process example using background/foreground analysis, removal of pockets can 
lower the target amount of TSHR (Bagajewicz and Rodera, 2000). 
The maximum amount of assisted heat transfer requires direct integration 
between the two processes, but this is often uneconomic for large sites. As a result, 
the steam utility levels may be used as an indirect HR system, as shown in 
Figure 7-1. Assisted heat transfer targets should, therefore, incorporate the 
normal TSHI constraint of integrating between processes using the utility system. 
HR pockets can also be used for assisted shaft work generation (Figure 7-2). Where 
a pocket spans two steam pressure levels, there is opportunity to generate work. 
However, the amount of power generation for a single pocket is unlikely to 
economically warrant its own steam turbine. As a result, such opportunities must 
also fit into the wider CHP system to be useful. 
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Figure 7-1: The concepts of an assisted heat transfer target for indirect integration of 
two processes. 
 
 
Figure 7-2: The concepts of an assisted shaft work target for a process.     
7.2.2 Assisted Heat Transfer Methods 
Three methods have been used to determine the TSHI targets for an example TS 
problem, namely: 
i. Conventional TSHI method of Klemeš et al. (1997) 
ii. Modified TSHI method with assisted heat transfer of Bandyopadhyay et al. 
(2010)  
Process 1
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Process 2
(Background)
Heat Recovery 
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T* Qassist
∆H
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QTSHR
Heat Recovery 
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T*
Wassist
LPS
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∆H
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iii. Conventional TSHI method with new assisted heat transfer and shaft work 
targets 
The new assisted heat transfer and shaft work targets in Method iii are the 
important contributions of this chapter. New assisted heat transfer and shaft work 
targets are determined using a background/foreground analysis of process GCC 
heat recovery pockets compared to the conventional SUGCC.  
7.2.2.1 New Assisted Heat Transfer Target 
Where a single HR pocket spans the TS Pinch Region, opportunity arises for 
assisted heat transfer in TSHI. The maximum assisted heat transfer may be 
determined by pinching the pocket against the SUGCC, Figure 7-3. Segments of 
the pocket that overlap the SUGCC should be used to increase TSHI, while non-
over lapping segments should be recovered internal to the process. 
7.2.2.2 New Assisted Shaft Work Target 
Where a single HR pocket spans two utility steam pressure levels (not crossing the 
Pinch Region), opportunity arises for assisted shaft work in TSHI. As it can be seen 
in Figure 7-3 ,the maximum assisted shaft work may be determined by pinching 
the pocket against the steam utilities levels that the pocket spans, on the SUGCC. 
Segments of the pocket that overlap the two steam levels on the SUGCC should 
be used to increase TS shaft work, while non-over lapping segments should be 
recovered internal to the process. 
 
Figure 7-3: The concept of assisted heat recovery and shaft work generation in a SUGGC. 
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T**
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7.2.3 A Total Site Example with Assisted Heat Transfer and Shaft Work 
7.2.3.1 Stream and Utility Data 
Table 7-1 presents the stream data for four different processes in the example TS 
problem. 
 
Table 7-1: Steam data for example TS problem. 
Process Stream 
Type Ts 
(°C) 
Tt 
(°C) 
CP 
(kW/°C) 
Process A A1 Hot 120 60 75 
 A2 Hot 150 100 100 
 A3 Hot 50 220 35 
 A4 Cold 250 230 150 
Process B B1 Hot 200 90 30 
 B2 Hot 200 119 230 
 B3 Cold 30 200 40 
 B4 Cold 130 150 150 
Process C C1 Hot 240 100 10 
 C2 Cold 50 250 15 
 C3 Cold 40 190 50 
 C4 Cold 140 210 100 
Process D D1 Hot 220 170 60 
 D2 Cold 80 130 100 
 D3 Hot 110 80 75 
 D4 Hot 95 70 40 
 
Utilities for the TS include four steam levels are as presented in Table 7-2. The TS 
problem assumes a process ΔTmin of 20 °C and a process-to-utility ΔTmin of 10 °C. 
Table 7-2: Utility data for example TS problem. 
Utility Name Utility Type Ts(°C) Tt (°C) PR (barg) 
Very High Pressure Steam (VHPS) Hot 282.0 281.9 65 
High Pressure Steam (HPS) Hot 236.0 235.9 30 
Medium Pressure Steam (MPS) Hot 184.0 183.9 10 
Low Pressure Steam (LPS) Hot 144.0 143.9 3 
Cooling Water (CW) Cold 20.0 *  
*Soft utility temperature 
7.2.3.2 Process-Level Pinch Analysis 
The next step in TS analysis is process level PA. Figure 7-4 presents the GCCs for 
Processes A, B, C, and D, together with the respective HR (QRec), hot utility (QHot), 
and cold utility (QCold) targets. Processes A, B, and D each contain HR pockets that 
may assist TSHR and SWG. The combined intra-process HR is 19,950 kW, combined 
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hot utility is 18,300 kW, and combined cold utility is 22,130 kW. The Pinch 
temperatures of the processes are 140 °C for Process A, 190 °C for Process B, 
Process C is a threshold problem, and 90 °C for Process D.  
 
Figure 7-4: GCCs for Processes A, B, C, and D.     
7.2.3.3 Conventional Total Site Heat Integration Targets 
Process GCCs have been shifted to T**, the utility temperature scale, and 
composited to form conventional TSPs, as presented in Figure 7-5, using Klemeš 
et al. (1997) method.  
Steam and cooling water utilities may be targeted using the TSP, from which the 
SUGCC is constructed and a shaft work target is calculated assuming 80 % 
isentropic efficiency (Figure 7-6). Inter-process HR via the utility is 8,287 kW and 
the TS shaft work target is 1,062 kWele. The Pinch Region lies between the MPS 
and LPS utility levels. The original TSHI method does not include targets for 
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assisted heat transfer or shaft work, whereas the modified TSHI method of 
Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) does. 
 
Figure 7-5: TSP of conventional TSHI method for example TS problem. 
 
Figure 7-6:  SUGCC of conventional TSHI method for example TS problem. 
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7.2.3.4 Modified Total Site Heat Integration Targets 
The method of Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) may be applied to the same example 
TS problem. Their modified method carries over segments of most process GCC 
heat recovery pocket to form part of the TSP, as shown in Figure 7-7.  
Modified targets for each utility and the corresponding SUGCC (Figure 7-8) may be 
determined. As shown in Figure 7-8, the Pinch Region shifts from between MPS-
LPS levels in the conventional analysis to between LPS-CW levels. Hot and cold 
utility targets increase by 154 kW. The shaft work target also increases (69 kWele), 
due to the increase in total utility use and the lowering of the Pinch Region, which 
opens up more potential for power generation. Although the goal of the method 
of Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) was to use GCC pockets to assist and increase TSHI, 
the method is clearly not universally advantageous. For the example TS problem, 
the modified method is detrimental to TSHI targets. As a result, there is a need to 
target assisted heat transfers and introduce the idea of assisted shaft work using 
a new method.  
 
Figure 7-7: Modified TSP for example TS problem using Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) 
method.  
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Figure 7-8: Modified SUGCC for example TS problem using Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) 
method.  
7.2.3.5 New Assisted Heat Transfer and Assisted Shaft Work Targets  
The GCC pockets from Processes A, B, and D may be compared with the SUGCC 
using background/foreground analysis (Figure 7-9b) to identify effective assisted 
heat integration targets. The pockets have been inversed and positioned to target 
assisted heat transfer and shafted work, where possible. The segments that are 
used for assisted integration are then composited into the TSP in Figure 7-9a.  
The pocket from Process D spans the Pinch Region MPS-LPS from Figure 7-6, 
increasing MPS generation by 1,737 kW (above the Pinch) and LPS consumption 
by 1,737 kW (below the Pinch). As a result, TSHR increases by 1,737 kW, which is 
a 21% increase in inter-process HR, to total 10,024 kW. The conventional SUGCC 
has been shifted to the left by 1,737 kW to show the overlap with the pocket from 
Process D. The segments not overlapping the shifted SUGCC are retained for 
internal integration within Process D. 
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Figure 7-9: a) New TSP including assisting segments of pockets from Process A and D 
compared to the conventional method; b) Targets for assisted heat transfer and shaft 
work using the SUGCC and the GCC pockets from Process A, B, and D. 
The pocket from Process A sits above the Pinch Region and spans the HPS and MPS 
levels. This pocket can generate 915 kW of MPS but only needs to the equivalent 
in LPS. This difference in steam pressure requirements for heating and cooling 
within the pockets provides the opportunity for assisting shaft work generation. 
In such cases, MPS generated by the pocket is used to fulfil an MPS demand of 
another plant, while the demand for LPS by the pocket is satisfied using steam 
from the LP exit of the turbine. Extracting from the turbine an extra 915 kW of 
steam at the LPS level instead of the MPS results in assisted shaft work target of 
80 kWele, as indicated by the horizontally shaded area in Figure 7-9b. The 
remainder of the pocket (i.e. the segments not required for assisted shaft work 
production) should be internally integrated within Process A. For the given utilities, 
the pocket from Process B has no potential for assisting TS integration and, 
therefore, is best left to be internally integrated within Process B.  
It is important to note that the total shaft work target is a function of the amount 
of TSHI and the net consumption of HPS and MPS (and LPS, in other problems). 
The inclusion of assisted heat transfer from Process D in the TS problem reduces 
the opportunity for SWG, while the assistance of Process A helps to increase the 
shaft work target. After including the assisted heat transfer and shaft work targets 
and the corresponding GCC segments into the TSP and SUGCC, the Pinch Region 
widens to be between the MPS and CW levels. 
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Future work needs to be done focusing on developing an improved TSHI method 
that incorporates targets for assisted heat transfer and SWG.  
 Heat Transfer Enhancement of Site Level Indirect Heat Recovery 
Systems Using Nanofluid  
In this section, the benefits of using a nanofluid in a large scale industrial plant is 
investigated. A step by step procedure for choosing nanoparticles, base fluid, 
thermo-physical properties and heat transfer correlations is proposed to show 
how to find the appropriate nanofluid to implement into an existing HRL in a 
process plant. Various combinations of nanoparticles in water (base fluid) are 
examined to find which combination returns the best heat coefficient for the same 
vol. % of nanoparticles added. The selected nanofluid is then modelled as the 
intermediate fluid in an industrial HRL model. 
7.3.1 Method 
7.3.1.1 Nanofluid Selection Procedure and Considerations 
In this chapter, a systematic method for nanofluid selection and its 
implementation in process industries is presented. These methods are developed 
for low temperature (i.e. < 120 °C) processes that are suitable for implementation 
of nanofluids as the heat transfer media in their utility system. Low temperature 
processes are normally non-continuous and are operate at lower total heat loads. 
The method for nanofluid selection for implementing in an industrial system is 
explained in Figure 7-10.  
The first decision is back to the nature of the process and the nanoparticles that 
are going to be added to the base fluid. For instance, if the process is a 
pharmaceutical or food and dairy processing, application of some type of 
nanoparticles might not be allowed. Therefore, technical documents such as MSDS 
might be useful at this stage. In any fluid heat transfer system, the effect of heat 
transfer is described by the convective heat transfer coefficient of the fluids, which 
is a function of a number of thermo-physical properties; the most significant ones 
are thermal conductivity, density, viscosity, and specific heat.  
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Figure 7-10: Nanofluid selection procedure for an industrial application. 
Several experimental correlations are proposed in the literature for nanofluids 
(Huminic and Huminic, 2012). To match the best one to the system, a designer 
should consider the geometry of process and heat transfer equipment that the 
nanofluid will pass through. Following thermo-physical property correlation 
selection and calculations, appropriate correlations for heat transfer coefficients 
and pressure drop should be selected for the process. Different heat transfer 
equipment such as heat exchangers, cooling towers, furnaces etc. might be a 
constraint in the process. Next step is the calculation of the amount of 
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coefficient, Reynolds number, Nusselt number, friction factor, pressure drop, etc. 
may give a good insight to the designer for selecting the best 
nanoparticle/nanofluid and its concentration for the system. Increased convective 
heat transfer coefficient on one side of the heat exchanger that is matched to the 
HRL system will affect overall heat transfer coefficient. This increase will show 
significant impact on heat transfer and duty for individual heat exchangers and, 
consequently, the HR of the entire system.   
7.3.1.2 Heat Recovery Loop Methodology for Total Site Heat Integration 
Intermediate fluid in HRLs, which normally is non-isothermal, assists the process 
to transfer heat from one plant to another. The conventional control system of a 
HRL measures and compares the outlet temperature of the loop fluid from each 
heat exchanger to a common hot or cold temperature set point. The flow rate of 
fluid through each heat exchanger is adjusted to achieve set point temperature. 
In this approach, hot and cold storage temperatures are constant over time, thus 
this approach is called the Constant Temperature Storage (CTS) approach. T.G. 
Walmsley et al. (2015b) introduced an alternative approach to HRL control which 
is varying the set point of the heat exchangers depending on their temperature 
driving force. This alternative approach is called Variable Temperature Storage 
(VTS) due to mixing of different temperatures entering the tanks. Walmsley et al. 
(2014b) compared the two HRL control approaches to find the VTS system results 
in more effective distribution of temperature driving force between heat 
exchangers, lower average loop flow rates giving reduced pressure drop and 
pumping requirements, and increase in average temperature difference of hot and 
cold storage temperature, which increases thermal storage density and capacity 
and continued by T.G. Walmsley (2014a).  
The steady state minimum temperature difference (ΔTmin) HRL design (M. R. W. 
Walmsley et al., 2013b), is applied for transient stream data analysis to calculate 
HR. Four methods to operate and design a HRL have been applied based on 
methodologies presented by Walmsley et al. (2013c) for the current case study, 
these are:  
i. Conventional design method with CTS control  
ii. VTS method of HRL design and operation. 
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iii. CTS method using selected nanofluid as intermediate fluid in HRL 
iv. VTS method using the same selected nanofluid as intermediate fluid in HRL 
M.R.W. Walmsley et al. (2013c)  show that VTS method provides more HR than 
CTS method. In this chapter, based on the existing methods, the percent increase 
in HR for the two HRL design methods using nanofluid as heat transfer media are 
compared to see if the one benefits more than the other.   
7.3.2 Modelling of Nanofluids in an Industrial Heat Recovery Case Study  
A large multi-plant dairy factory located in New Zealand, which is different with 
the previouse case study that studied in thesis, has been chosen as a case study. 
The factory consists of eight separate semi-continuous processes that share 
common utility, power, and materials handling services. Plants have been 
previously investigated and integrated to industry best practice. A HRL was 
installed as a dedicated indirect HR system to increase inter-plant HI. The existing 
HRL is using water as the intermediate fluid. Further improvements in HRL 
performance using HTE are desired. Modifying intermediate fluid (water) to 
become a nanofluid is therefore investigated.  
7.3.2.1 Data Extraction 
In this section, process stream data extraction and nanofluid basic data (i.e. 
nanoparticle and base fluid) extraction are presented. 
7.3.2.1.1 Process Streams Data Extraction 
Process streams from each individual semi-continuous plant connected to the HRL 
are presented in Table 7-3, where Ts and Tt are supply and target temperatures, 
and CP represents time-average heat capacity flow rate. The data is taken from 
T.G. Walmsley et al. (2015b) where the full transient characteristics of the various 
streams are presented. 
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Table 7-3: Extracted process stream data from Dairy Factory. 
Stream Name Utility Type 
Ts 
(°C) 
Tt  
(°C) 
CP 
(kW/°C) 
Dryer Exhaust A Hot 75.0 55.0 139.0 
Dryer Exhaust B Hot 75.0 55.0 73.0 
Dryer Exhaust C Hot 75.0 55.0 44.0 
Dryer Exhaust D Hot 75.0 55.0 28.0 
Utility Unit A Hot 45.0 30.0 8.0 
Utility Unit B Hot 45.0 30.0 8.0 
Casein A Hot 50.0 20.0 22.0 
Casein B Hot 50.0 20.0 32.0 
Casein C Hot 50.0 20.0 32.0 
Condenser Hot 80.0 79.0 351.0 
Cheese A Hot 35.0 20.0 98.0 
Cheese B Hot 35.0 20.0 114.0 
Site Hot Water Cold 16.0 65.0 160.0 
Milk Treatment A Cold 10.0 50.0 104.0 
Milk Treatment B Cold 10.0 50.0 104.0 
Milk Treatment C Cold 11.0 50.0 116.0 
Whey A Cold 12.0 45.0 16.0 
Whey B Cold 14.0 45.0 9.0 
 
7.3.2.1.2 Nanoparticle and Base Fluid Data Extraction 
The intermediate fluid which is used in existing HRL is water, as explained before; 
therefore, water has been chosen as base fluid due to its availability in the system, 
high heat capacity, non-toxicity and cheap price. A range of nanoparticles have 
been investigated to find the one that best matches the system. Table 7-4 presents 
the thermo-physical properties of the base fluid and nanoparticle which are used 
in this research. 
Table 7-4: Thermo-physical properties of nanoparticles and water (base fluid) at 25°C. 
Nanoparticle/ Fluid 
 
(kg/m3) 
K 
(W/m. °C) 
Cp 
(J/kg. °C) 

(kg/m.s2) 
CuO 6,500.0 20.0 535.6 - 
Al2O3 3,600.0 36.0 765.0 - 
SiO2 2,200.0 1.4 745.0 - 
Cu 8,933.0 401.0 385.0 - 
Water 988.2 0.6 4,182.0 0.001 
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7.3.2.2 Nanofluid Thermo-Physical Property Estimation 
The effective thermo-physical properties of the nanofluid can be estimated using 
classical correlations as usually used for two phase fluid mixtures. For these 
correlations, nanoparticles are assumed well dispersed within the base fluid and 
the concentration of the nanoparticles are considered uniform in the system. 
Plate Heat Exchangers (PHE) are the most common exchangers in dairy factories. 
To calculate thermo-physical properties of the nanofluid given the geometry of 
the system, the following correlations have been chosen for density Equation 7-1, 
dynamic viscosity Equation 7-2, thermal conductivity Equation 7-3, and heat 
capacity Equation 7-4, which were used by Khairul et al. (2014).   
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7.3.2.3 Nanofluid convective heat transfer coefficient correlation selection 
Considering the system’s geometry, i.e. type of heat exchangers, flow regime, 
hydraulic of system etc., the most suitable correlation should be selected (Kumar 
et al., 2015). Several experimental and theoretical studies on the convective heat 
transfer coefficient of nanofluids in PHEs under a turbulent regime have been 
reported in literature. Khairul et al. (2014) illustrated that the heat transfer 
coefficient of CuO/Water nanofluid increased by 18 - 27 % compared to water. 
Their work was very similar to a previous study of the same nanofluid, which 
presented the following Nusselt number correlation (Pandey and Nema, 2012).  
270200510020260 .)...( PeNu     0.5 ≤  ≤ 1.5    (7-5) 
Tiwari et al. (2013) investigated nanofluids made by using Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2 and 
CeO2 nanoparticles. Their investigation showed the heat transfer coefficient of the 
nanofluid increased with increases in the volume flow rate of the non-nanofluid 
and nanofluid and with a decrease in the main fluid temperature. They 
summarised their results using the Equation 7-6. 
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33066303480 .. PrRe.Nu    0.5 ≤  ≤ 3.0   (7-6) 
Pantzali et al. (Pantzali et al., 2009) developed Equation 7-7 as they studied the 
efficiency of CuO/Water nanofluid with 4 vol. % of CuO nanoparticles as coolants 
in commercial PHE. According to their findings, the nature of coolant flow, e.g. 
turbulent flow, inside the heat exchanger play a significant role in the 
effectiveness of nanofluids.  
406602470 .. PrRe.Nu      ≤ 4.0    (7-7) 
7.3.3 Nanofluid Selection and Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation 
CuO/water, Al2O3/water, SiO2/water and Cu/water nanofluids have been initially 
investigated to find the best nanofluid for use in a HRL system. An Excel™ 
spreadsheet has been developed in order to calculate thermo-physical properties 
of nanofluids including their heat transfer coefficient using Equations 7-5, 7-6, 
and 7-7. To validate developed spreadsheet, Nusselt No. vs. Peclet No. has been 
plotted in Figure 7-11.  
Figure 7-11 is plotted for more point by using similar geometrical and process 
conditions for lab scale PHE and nanofluid, which has been presented by  Khairul 
et al. (2014), which is compatible with similar graph in their work. To choose 
appropriate nanofluid, several options of nanofluid and their impact on the heat 
transfer coefficient have been plotted in Figure 7-12, by using Equations 7-1 to 7-4.  
 
Figure 7-11: Calculated Nu vs. Pe graph for Khairul et al. (2014) experimental data. 
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The most important part of analysing nanofluid HTE is to find how much different 
correlations led to increase in heat transfer coefficient when compared to water. 
Since Equations 7-4 to 7-7 are based on experiments with different geometries 
and process characterisations (i.e. different heat exchanger size and flow rate), 
calculated convective heat transfer coefficients using mentioned correlations are 
not is the same order of magnitude. Therefore, a unified measure as percent 
increase in convective heat transfer coefficient has been calculated to compare 
these set of equations.  
Figure 7-13 illustrated that according to Equation 7-5 percentage change in heat 
transfer coefficient increase up to 25 % at 1.5 vol. % in the nanofluid, while 
Equations 7-6 and 7-7 show a linear increase by increasing of nanoparticle volume 
percentage in the nanofluid. Thus, achieving the same increase in heat transfer 
coefficient for Equations 7-6 and 7-7 needs more nanoparticles in nanofluid which 
may cause higher capital costs and operating cost due to increase in pressure drop. 
Therefore, as it is shown in Figure 7-13, Equation 7-5 has presented highest 
increase in heat transfer coefficient in its maximum nanoparticle volume fraction 
range which is in middle range for Equations 7-6 and 7-7. All above led to select 
CuO/water nanofluid with 1.5 vol. % of nanoparticle to observe 25 % increase in 
HRL intermediate fluid convective heat transfer coefficient.  
 
Figure 7-12: Heat transfer coefficient vs. volumetric percentage of CuO/ water, 
Al2O3/water, SiO2/water and Cu/water nanofluids. 
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Figure 7-13: Comparison of heat transfer coefficient increase percentage vs. volumetric 
percentage of CuO/water nanofluid for Equation 7-5, Equation 7-6, and Equation 7-7. 
Table 7-5 shows the comparison between thermo-physical properties of the water, 
as base fluid, and CuO/water, as nanofluid, in HRL. An increase in density, thermal 
conductivity and viscosity values for the nanofluid as well as decrease in heat 
capacity is as expected. Adding 1.5 vol. % CuO/water nanofluid is estimated to 
increase the heat transfer coefficient by 25 % (Equation 7-5), from 4.00 kW/m2.°C 
to 5.00 kW/m2.°C. 
Table 7-5: Comparison between thermo-physical properties of the base fluid and 
nanofluid in HRL. 
Nanoparticle/ Fluid 
 
(kg/m3) 
Cp 
(J/kg.°C) 
K 
(W/m.°C) 

(kg/m.s2) 
h 
(kW/m.°C)
Water 1,000.0 4,182.0 0.6000 0.00100 4.00 
CuO/Water 1,080.7 3,853.0 0.7382 0.00104 5.00 
 
7.3.4 Results and Discussion 
Major process parameters may affect by replacing current intermediate fluid by 
selected nanofluid (i.e. CuO/water in this case) are investigated to illustrate the 
advantages and/or disadvantages of such a replacement in existing HRL of the case 
study. 
7.3.4.1 Heat Recovery Potential 
The increase of HR as result of applying each design and control procedure is 
presented in Figure 7-14. HR targets have been calculated for each control 
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procedure using the developed spreadsheet, then the intermediate fluid 
properties have been changed in the spreadsheet and HR targets are recalculated. 
Results of the different cases were compared in the last stage. Results showed that 
by adding nanofluid to the original intermediate fluid, i.e. water, in both methods 
show an increase in average HR.  
In the CTS method with nanofluid comparing to CTS method without nanofluid, a 
wide range of variation in increased HR for the process streams on the HRL. The 
highest increase is in Whey B with 9 % increase and lowest increase is shown in 
Casein plants, especially Casein B with 5.1 % increase. For hot streams Cheese A* 
and B*, in case of the CTS method, the hot loop temperature is greater than the 
stream’s supply temperature, and therefore HR is not allowed under the CTS 
approach. For Dryer Exhaust A, B, C, and D a very small increase is observed, which 
indicates the air side is the limiting heat transfer coefficient. Also, Utility A and B 
and Condenser have fixed duties and so increasing the heat transfer coefficient 
does not impact on HR. 
 
Figure 7-14: HR increase in each process heat exchanger, the comparison between four 
different methods. 
In case of CTS and VTS methods, a significant increase in VTS heat recovery is 
illustrated in Figure 7-14. This increase is due to the more constraint which are 
considered in VTS method. Site Hot Water shows the highest increase in HR with 
65 % and Whey B and A have second and third high increase with 58 % and 51 %, 
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respectively. Dryer Exhausts have no change due to same conditions in both 
methods.  
In the case of applying VTS and VTS with nanofluid methods, again a wide range 
of differences in increase of HR appears. In this case, Cheese A shows highest HR 
increase with 6 % while Milk Treatment A and B have the lowest increase, 2.6 %. 
Moreover, it shows a small change in HR for Dryer Exhaust A, B, C, and D and again 
hot utilities which are condenser, Utility A, and Utility B remain constant due to 
their fixed duty. Average increase of HR for the entire factory is about 4 % in the 
case of CTS with nanofluids and 2.5 % in the case of VTS with nanofluids. Liquid-
liquid heat exchangers, exclusively, shows 7 % and 4 % increase respectively for 
CTS and VTS with nanofluids. The differences in the increases in HR between the 
streams is due to different stream characteristics, flow rates, and heat exchanger 
types and geometries. 
7.3.4.2 Heat Transfer Area 
If a nanofluid and its enhanced heat transfer coefficient were applied in the design 
process to obtain the same duties as the original design without nanofluids, total 
heat transfer area decreases as given in Table 7-6.  
Table 7-6: Comparison of reduction in heat transfer area for different matches. 
Match Type Estimated Reduction in Area (%) 
Gas - Liquid  0.3 
Vapour - Liquid 7.5 
Liquid - Liquid 10.0 
 
Liquid-Liquid matches show a decrease in area of 10 % whereas the decrease in 
area for gas-liquid matches is negligible as the gas side plays the controlling role 
in overall heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchanger. Table 7-7 indicates the 
match type for each individual stream. It can be seen that most of the processes 
have Liquid-Liquid match. Therefore, average 10 % reduction in capital investment 
for the HR system and site can be considered.  
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Table 7-7: Different match types for processes in the case study dairy factory. 
Stream Name 
Match Type 
Gas - Liquid Vapour - Liquid Liquid - Liquid 
Dryer Exhaust A X   
Dryer Exhaust B X   
Dryer Exhaust C X   
Dryer Exhaust D X   
Utility Unit A   X 
Utility Unit B   X 
Casein A   X 
Casein B   X 
Casein C   X 
Condenser  X  
Cheese A   X 
Cheese B   X 
Site Hot Water   X 
Milk Treatment A   X 
Milk Treatment B   X 
Milk Treatment C   X 
Whey A   X 
Whey B   X 
 
7.3.4.3 Pressure Drop and Friction Factor 
Equation 7-8 presents the empirical correlation for friction factor, using 
experimental data (Pandey and Nema, 2012) for water and nanofluid in a lab scale 
PHE.  
13021206592 .)...(  Pef        (7-8) 
CuO/water nanofluid with different particle volume fractions is employed in the 
friction factor computation. Figure 7-15 illustrates by the lab scale PHE data 
(Pandey and Nema, 2012), friction factor increased with the increase of 
nanoparticle concentration in nanofluid. However, it decreases for higher coolant 
flow rate as 5 L/min nanofluid has lower friction factor than 2 L/min in any 
concentration of nanofluid. 
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Figure 7-15: Comparison of  vs. f (friction factor) for CuO/water nanofluid in different 
flow rates in a PHE, data from (Pandey and Nema, 2012). 
Pressure drop is a function of a number of parameters such as friction factor, 
density, viscosity, volumetric flow rate and in addition the geometry of the heat 
exchanger.  In industrial practice, the flow rates are higher than the flowrates 
studied by Pandey and Nema (2012), and hence the effect of nanoparticles 
concentration on pressure drop  in PHE must be considered more carefully, as 
pressure drop is known to increase with velocity to almost the square power. In 
addition, the pressure drop in the pipeline will increase as well. Therefore, a closer 
study on the amount of total pressure drop in the industrial scale, and a trade-off 
between the increase in the HR, heat exchange area and pressure drop is highly 
recommended. 
 Conclusions 
Assisted heat transfer concept put a step forward to achieve higher HR and SWG 
targets. Analysis results show that assisted heat transfer increases TSHI only when 
a process HR pocket spans the TS Pinch Region. The maximum assisted TSHI can 
be targeted by comparing each HR pocket to the SUGCC using 
background/foreground analysis. Where HR pockets span two steam pressure 
levels away from the TS Pinch Region (usually above), the example shows the 
potential for assisted SWG. In this case, the source segment of the HR pocket 
generates steam (e.g. MPS), which replaces steam that would otherwise have 
been extracted from a steam turbine. The sink segment of the HR pocket 
consumes lower pressure steam (e.g. LPS), which is extracted from the turbine. If 
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a HR pocket falls outside these two situations (assuming direct inter-process 
integration is disallowed), the entire pocket should be recovered internal to a 
process. 
Adding 1.5 vol.% CuO to the intermediate fluid of a HRL shows an increase in HR 
of whole plant. Results show that by applying various HRL design methods 
accompanied by using nanofluid as an intermediate fluid is desirable way of 
achieving significant HR without the need for extra heat exchanger area and 
infrastructure. In the case of air-liquid exchangers, the air side heat transfer 
coefficient restricts the overall heat transfer coefficient and in utility and 
condenser streams no changes in HR are observed because they are a fixed duty. 
Alternative to increasing HR, results show that by using nanofluid as intermediate 
fluid of HRL total heat exchanger area in the HRL for liquid- liquid heat exchangers 
decreases significantly.        
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8 Chapter Eight 
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future 
Work 
 Conclusions 
The new improved and unified Total Site Heat Integration (TSHI) targeting method 
calculates more meaningful and realistic Total Site targets for non-isothermal 
utilities such as hot and cold water, and hot oil. The new targeting method is 
demonstrated through three industrial case studies that represent a mix of high 
temperature and low temperature processes, which use isothermal and non-
isothermal utilities. The new method provides the opportunity for the engineer to 
evaluate different design options, such as replacing a steam main with a hot oil 
loop, which may simplify the utility network and/or increase overall heat recovery. 
A new improved TSHI utility temperature optimisation procedure has been 
successfully developed and applied to the three industrial case studies. Key parts 
of this work were the concept of an optimisable utility, the use of derivatives 
during optimisation and the inclusion of exergy destruction. Results showed that 
best optimisation procedure minimises the derivative of the Utility Cost iteratively 
with the derivative of exergy destruction, then sequentially minimises the 
derivative of the Total Annual Cost. The three case studies achieved Total Annual 
Cost reductions in the range of 0.6 to 4.6 %. Additional analysis focused on the 
Kraft Pulp Mill showed significant variations in hot utility price NZD 25 to 40 /MWh 
has minimal effect on optimal utility temperature selection. Sensitivity analysis for 
optimisation method shows about 1 % deviation from optimal results. Identical 
optimal temperatures can be achieved using different starting point temperatures.  
Utility Exchanger Network designs for the Kraft Pulp Mill case study reinforce the 
practical value of the new unified TSHI target method. Results showed practical 
Utility Exchanger Networks can be designed to meet all heat recovery and utility 
targets. Further simplification of the network has been achieved by setting an 
Exchanger Minimum Approach Temperature slightly below the ΔTmin from which 
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targets are calculated. In contrast, Utility Exchanger Network designs based on 
conventional TSHI methods require, at times, for several process sources or sinks 
to be matched in a series arrangement to achieve the TSHI target. This impractical 
design can be resolved through network relaxation but only at the expense of 
increased utility use. This in turn lessens the value of setting targets for non-
isothermal utilities based on the conventional method since the targets are 
unachievable in practice.  
Further developments of TSHI focused on the concepts of assisted heat integration 
and Heat Transfer Enhancement for Heat Recovery Loops. The study on assisted 
heat integration showed a 21 % increase in Total Site heat recovery and slightly 
greater power cogeneration for an example Total Site problem. In general, the 
study concluded that process Grand Composite Curves with heat recovery pockets 
that span two or more utility levels are candidates for assisting TSHI. In the second 
further develop, using nanofluid as an intermediate fluid of a Heat Recovery Loop 
showed an increase in Total Site heat recovery with individual exchanger duties 
increasing by up to 9 % for liquid-liquid matches and no effect on air-liquid 
matches.  
 Recommendations for Future Work 
Suggestions for future work in TSHI are may be categorized as following. 
8.2.1 TSHI Targeting Methods 
This thesis addressed the TSHI targeting difficulties for non-isothermal utilities. 
However, for the industrial sites that contain high temperature and cryogenic 
processes, such as special chemical or petrochemical processes, a unified targeting 
procedure needs further improvement to include more emphasis on shaft work. 
As shown in this thesis, exergy analysis has high capability to be considered in TSHI 
studies. Therefore, utility targeting of very low temperature processes considering 
exergy potential of the utilities may be a key part of a solution. 
The developed unified method covers heat recovery and utility targeting demand 
of TS sites; however, operational parameter of processes such as non-isothermal 
utility storage potential may be studied in the future works.    
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8.2.2 TSHI Optimisation and Temperature Selection Methods 
An appropriate number of utility mains and utility temperature selection can even 
increase more HR targets in TS plants. Cost and exergy derivative method has been 
introduced in this thesis. However, more studies can be done on sensitivity to 
different utility prices since it varies from site to site and, even, process to process. 
In this thesis, only heat exchanger costs were included in TAC. Due to the inherent 
estimation difficulty and uncertainty, piping and other capital works piping cost 
are not included. Future work should include methods to estimate TAC to set 
targets to optimise utility temperatures and number of utility mains more 
accurately before design of the TS systems.  
Major energy consuming industrial clusters use fossil fuels as main energy supplier 
in term of process heat within TS. A large portion of the process heat is transferred 
via utility system; therefore, utility temperature optimisation of such a site may 
decrease the amount of fossil fuel consumption and reduce emissions. Therefore, 
from environmental point of view, it may be beneficial consider environmental 
costs, e.g. Greenhouse Gas emission costs, in the utility temperature optimisation 
objective function. 
Recent developments of implementation of P-graph concept in TSHI may offer 
better insight for optimisation of TS targeting methods. P-graph may be used to 
understand the integration of different utility mains in TS plants. The number of 
required utility mains and utility optimal temperature may be reflected in different 
P-graph designs. Also, P-graphs may be able to provide an insight to incorporate 
TS Pinch techniques as safety and environmental indices in the analysis.  
8.2.3 HEN Design and Control 
Process control is a very important part of plant operability and has direct impacts 
on the controllability, stability, profitability, product yield, and safety. If process 
control is not considered until after the HEN is designed, then the process may not 
be controllable without undoing some of the alterations that made the HEN design 
optimal. Process control research is often neglected in HI and PA methods, 
especially with respect to TSHI network design. There may be a significant research 
room on process control, at least at the HEN synthesis level. Existing process 
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control methods and insights could be integrated into a TS and its HEN (i.e. UEN) 
design method to help ensure that any changes on UEN based on the new UTST 
method does not result in an uncontrollable system.  
8.2.4 Application of HTE Techniques in TSHI  
Current work is initial steps to this new concept of increasing HI through nanofluid 
HTE technique. As a suggestion, other base fluids such as ethylene glycol, if there 
are no compatibility constraints for its use with the process, may be considered. 
Hybrid nanofluids that achieve higher heat transfer rates may also be studied. 
Further experimental investigations for determining the thermal and hydraulic 
performance of nanofluids using a broader range of heat exchanger geometries, 
operating conditions, and volume percent of nanoparticles in nanofluids is 
required. Also, a competitive economical study of using nanofluids as intermediate 
fluid in industrial utility loop with the amount of HR and heat transfer area 
reduction is vital. This is due to the current nanoparticle production technology 
that the nanofluid preparation cost in industrial scale may not be economical.
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Appendix A 
Process Level Grand Composite Curves  
with Utility Targets  
Process level Grand Composite Curves (GCC) are presented in this appendix. For 
each case study, GCCs are constructed and utilities are targeted as the result of 
the UTSI software tool. 
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Kraft Pulp Mill Case Study 
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Dairy Factory Case Study 
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Petrochemical Complex Case Study: Conventional Design 
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Petrochemical Complex Case Study: Alternative Design 
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Appendix B 
Additional Publications 
In parallel to the main objective of the thesis, significant contributions as a co-
author have also resulted in three additional journal papers listed below. 
1- T. G. Walmsley, M. R. W. Walmsley, A. H. Tarighaleslami, M. J. Atkins, J. R. Neale, 
2015, Integration options for solar thermal with low temperature industrial 
heat recovery loops, Energy, 90, Part 1, 113–121. 
2- T. G. Walmsley, M. R. W. Walmsley, M. J. Atkins, J. R. Neale, A. H. Tarighaleslami, 
2015, Thermo-economic optimisation of industrial milk spray dryer exhaust 
to inlet air heat recovery, Energy, 90, Part 1, 95–104. 
3- E. Shekarian, M. R. Jafari Nasr, A. H. Tarighaleslami, T. G. Walmsley, M. J. Atkins, 
N. Sahebjamee, M. Alaghehbandan, 2016, Impact of Hybrid Heat Transfer 
Enhancement Techniques in Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger Design, 
Chemical Engineering Transactions, 52, 1159–1164. 
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